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Foreword

The Continental Free Trade Area (CFTA) is the first flagship project of the African Union’s Agenda
2063 and a key initiative in the industrialization and economic development of the continent. It has
the potential to boost intra-African trade, stimulate investment and innovation, foster structural
transformation, improve food security, enhance economic growth and export diversification, and
rationalize the overlapping trade regimes of the main regional economic communities. Fundamentally,
the CFTA aims to provide new impetus and dynamism to economic integration in Africa.
While Africa exports mainly commodities to the rest of the world, intra-African trade displays high
concentrations of value-added products (and services). It is therefore of particular value to Africa’s
development. In recent years,intra-African trade has contributed to 57 per cent of the growth in
Africa’s exports of capital goods, 51 per cent of processed food and beverages, 46 per cent of consumer
goods, 45 per cent of transport equipment and 44 per cent of processed industrial supplies. The CFTA
provides a legal arrangement through which this promising trend can be extended to generate winwin gains for all participating African Union Member States.
Against this background, Assessing Regional Integration in Africa VIII is dedicated to “Bringing the
CFTA About.” After providing a status update of regional integration in Africa, the report considers
how to ensure that the potential of the CFTA is fulfilled.
It has long been known that a major challenge in Africa is not a lack of good policies or strategies, but
a lack of their effective implementation. Crucial to implementation is an understanding of the political
economy underpinning economic integration in Africa. Conceptual issues in this area form the
theoretical basis of the report. The insights from this perspective can help to frame the policy choices
and institutional arrangements required for effective implementation. The report demonstrates that
the CFTA potentially embodies a “win-win” approach to sharing its benefits, so that all countries in
Africa benefit and the interests of vulnerable communities are carefully addressed. To this end, the
CFTA will require “flanking policies” that governments can use to smooth the impact of the CFTA and
a strong focus on achieving tangible outcomes from the Boosting Intra-African Trade Action Plan at
national, regional and continental levels. Recommendations are made to assure mutual gains for all
countries, irrespective of their current level of development.
These recommendations cannot be fulfilled without strategic investments and financing. The report
considers methods of financing for bringing the CFTA about, including the role of domestic resource
mobilization, non-traditional financial vehicles and regional Aid-for-Trade. Financing must, however,
be buttressed with effective implementing institutions and an appropriate CFTA governance
structure. The report emphasizes the need to ensure that CFTA institutional structures are based on
practical approaches that work in Africa.

xi

The context of this report is a changing world trade environment in which people’s scepticism of
trade agreements has become common. Africans are also frustrated by the lack of progress in the
Doha Development Agenda at the World Trade Organization. These shifts call for a renewed vision
of the role of trade in Africa’s development trajectory. Bringing the CFTA about is part of that vision,
in a way that benefits all African countries and leaves nobody behind, in line with the aspirations of
Agenda 2063 and the Sustainable Development Goals. It is also a vision for trade policy coherence in
Africa in the changing global environment.
These are crucial messages that should guide the design and implementation of the CFTA. We
commend them to African policy makers, to stakeholders at all levels and to our development
partners.

Moussa Faki Mahamat
Chairperson
African Union Commission

xii

Vera Songwe
UN Under-Secretary-General and
Executive Secretary,
Economic Commission for Africa

Akinwumi Adesina
President
African Development
Bank Group

Report Structure, Key Messages and
Policy Recommendations
Report Structure
•

Chapter 1—Introduction brings thematic issues
into focus and provides a general guide to the
report.

•

Chapter 2—Status of Regional Integration in
Africa is a recurrent part of the report, and outlines
trends in Africa’s economic integration at national,
regional and continental levels. It provides an
update on the Africa Regional Integration Index.

•

Chapter 3—Conceptual Issues in the Political
Economy of Integration and the CFTA provides
insights on political economy dimensions leading,
or constraining, regional integration in Africa and
the CFTA. These are framed across five “lenses” that
help to unpack and explain the complexities of
regional integration. Consideration of the political
economy is crucial for “bringing the CFTA about” and
the messages from this chapter are mainstreamed
throughout those which follow it.

•

•

•

Chapter 4—Revisiting the Case for the CFTA
outlines the theoretical and empirical rationale for
the CFTA, and provides some measures of potential
trade gains. It also provides a progress update on
the CFTA negotiations and its envisaged scope as a
point of reference for subsequent chapters.
Chapter 5—A Win-Win Approach to the CFTA:
Sharing the Benefits focuses on distributional
impacts of the CFTA across the broad range of
African countries party to the CFTA negotiations, as
well as the vulnerable communities whose interests
must be carefully considered. It is vital that the CFTA
be designed such that its benefits are shared in
accordance with Sustainable Development Goal No.
1, that “no one will be left behind.”
Chapter 6—A Win-Win Approach to the
CFTA: Critical Policies is a partner to Chapter
5 and offers policy recommendations to ensure

that the interests of different stakeholders and
vulnerable groups are met. It proposes approaches
to the substantive content of the CFTA Agreement
and to its accompanying policies.
•

Chapter 7—Financing for Bringing the CFTA
About sets out a framework for analysing and
assessing the implementation costs associated with
the CFTA, including structural adjustment costs
accruing to the private sector, tariff revenue losses,
implementation costs and flanking policy costs
for the public sector. Resource mobilization and
development assistance is discussed as a means of
financing these costs.

•

Chapter
8—CFTA
Governance brings
trade governance under the spotlight with
recommendations on different institutional aspects
of the CFTA, including the role of a CFTA Secretariat,
and the national, regional and continental
institutional structures that will be necessary for
successful implementation. It also discusses the
possible role of the regional economic communities
(RECs) under a CFTA regime.

•

Chapter 9—The CFTA in a Changing Trade
Landscape reviews the evolving international
trading environment, such as rising scepticism
towards trade agreements, the implications
of potential mega-regional trade agreements,
growing trade ties with emerging economies, the
period after the African Growth and Opportunity
Act (AGOA) and Brexit. A key recommendation
is that the CFTA should present a coherent trade
policy response.

•

Chapter
10—Phase
2
Negotiations:
Competition Policy, Intellectual Property
Rights and E-commerce outlines the main issues
for negotiators in the second phase of the CFTA
negotiations.
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Key Messages and Policy
Recommendations
Chapter 2: Status of Regional Integration
in Africa
Key messages
Rapid conclusion of the CFTA is important to keep on
track for achieving the African Economic Community
(AEC) as foreseen in the Treaty Establishing the African
Economic Community (commonly known as the Abuja
Treaty). While progress towards achieving the AEC has
been made, some RECs are far from achieving regional
customs unions as building blocks for continental
integration. The CFTA can help bridge this gap.
The level of integration in Africa varies highly across
RECs. REC members also differ highly in their degree of
integration within their respective RECs, as can be seen
from the Africa Regional Integration Index.
African countries cooperate significantly on the
coordination of mining policies, peace and security
and public health. However, there is further scope for
beneficial coordination. They are also liberalizing their
visa regimes for other Africans and aim to achieve
a protocol on free movement of persons, although
for some African countries visa requirements are still
restrictive for nationals of other African countries.
A vast range of projects is under way to upgrade Africa’s
infrastructure, but for now infrastructure deficits are
holding back the continent’s development and the
expansion of intra-regional trade (and will need to be
addressed for the CFTA to reach its full potential).
A lot of existing intra-African trade takes place within
established REC free trade areas (FTAs) or customs
unions. The value of the CFTA will be in bringing all
African countries to this level of integration across the
continent.
Africa has progressed on eliminating non-tariff barriers
(NTBs) and facilitating trade, but there is still more to do,
including implementing the World Trade Organization
(WTO) Trade Facilitation Agreement.

Chapter 3: Conceptual Issues in the
Political Economy of Integration and the
CFTA
Key messages
The structural and historical foundations of Africa’s
political economy need to be understood and
appreciated, but are not deterministic. Deliberate
policy choices and action can change the status quo
and overcome barriers, including entrenched national
interests or economic configurations. However, this
requires political leadership to use the political economy
windows of opportunity.
Trade negotiators conducting the CFTA negotiations are
driven by their experiences, expertise and capacities,
but may well bring more caution to the CFTA than the
ambitions expressed by their heads of state.
Historically, trade agreements in Africa have shown high
levels of ambition and lower levels of implementation,
mainly because they receive less political support as
they relate to medium- to long-term gains, rather than
short-term visible results.

Policy recommendations
As the CFTA faces the complexity of aligning interests
across 55 very different African countries, flexibilities
and variable geometry are needed, and compromise
will be required. The CFTA should be designed (and
supported with measures) to ensure that it benefits the
interests of its wide range of stakeholders.
The CFTA institutions must be designed such that they
serve their intended functions, rather than imitate
unachievable or idealistic best practice examples.
The CFTA must be constructed to carefully balance the
national interests of influential states and coalitions of
smaller states, because if the gains are perceived as being
captured by only a few countries, trade agreements are
more likely to unravel. Effective implementation can
be supported if influential states champion the CFTA
through the application of their diplomatic, financial
and technocratic resources.
The interests of private sector actors and civil society
organizations engaging in the CFTA process must also
be considered. Mechanisms for consultation must be
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attuned to small private sector and civil society actors,
and to vulnerable groups.
Development assistance can be better used for
narrowing the implementation gap if it avoids
overemphasizing institutional forms or incentivizing
empty “signalling.”
Although the political economy of integration in Africa
helps to explain “why things are the way they are,”
moving forward from there requires dedicated actions
of developmental states, led by political leadership
that is committed to national developmental goals
and empowered by competent and professional
bureaucracies.

Chapter 4: Revisiting the Case for the CFTA
Key messages
Studies imply positive gains for the CFTA with intraAfrican trade expanding by an estimated 50–200 per
cent over the long run. Additional benefits include
facilitating trade in food security products, improving
the stability of fragile countries, enhancing firms’ access
to inputs and intermediate goods, and reducing the
costs of innovation.
Since 2000, intra-African trade has contributed to a
large share of the growth in Africa’s industrial export
sectors, and is therefore especially valuable for Africa’s
industrialization. By reducing the tariff and non-tariff
barriers that constrain this trade, the CFTA seeks to
contribute to Africa’s industrialization and structural
transformation.
While the Abuja Treaty envisages the integration process
as culminating in the AEC, attention must first focus on
the CFTA, including designing and implementing it.
Later stages of the Abuja Treaty should be addressed
sequentially.
The CFTA has garnered considerable support at the
highest policy-making levels within Africa. Designing
the CFTA at the technical level, and ensuring its effective
implementation, is now the critical task at hand.

Policy recommendations
The CFTA should include complementary policies to
maximize its gains but also to ensure that its benefits are
shared more equally to produce a win-win outcome for
all countries. Such policies include measures to improve

trade facilitation and reduce transaction costs, and the
Boosting Intra-African Trade (BIAT) Action Plan—the
“sister” initiative to the CFTA that provides a basis for
addressing the trade barriers faced by African countries.
The African Union Commission (AUC) should be
mandated to undertake a thorough review of the
Abuja Treaty with a view towards modernizing it so as
to address the challenges of early 21st century African
economic integration.

Chapter 5: A Win-Win Approach to the
CFTA: Sharing the Benefits
Key messages
Sharing the benefits of the CFTA is important not
only for reasons of equity, but also to ensure that the
agreement actually works for countries at different
levels of development. Trade agreements that are not
win-win tend to remain unimplemented or unravel
because partner countries have little interest in their
application.
Africa’s countries span a diversity of economic
configurations and are accordingly expected to be
affected by the CFTA in divergent ways. Hence measures
that support the particular needs of different types of
country will be needed.
The CFTA will involve structural adjustment—indeed
one of its goals is to contribute to Africa’s industrial
transformation. Implicit in this will be structural
adjustment costs in the short run as labour and capital
are reallocated to respond to trade opportunities and
threats. However, structural adjustment costs are likely
to be modest—given the low level of intra-African
trade and the fact that much of this trade already flows
through existing REC FTAs
The CFTA provides a liberalized market to drive
agricultural productivity and agro-industry. Those
countries with strong agricultural production and
potential will be particularly well placed to tap into
new opportunities provided in the agro-industry and
agro-processing sectors, helping to satisfy Africa’s
food security requirements and reduce its food import
bill to make the continent more food self-sufficient.
The African market has already accounted for over 50
per cent of the growth in Africa’s processed food and
beverage exports since 2000.
3

The liberalized market will also drive value addition
to natural resources. The majority of African countries
are classified as resource rich. Tariffs on raw materials
are already low and so the CFTA will do little to further
promote these exports. However, by lowering intraAfrican tariffs on intermediates and final goods, the
CFTA will create additional opportunities for adding
value to natural resources. Perhaps most important for
these countries, the CFTA will offer opportunities for
export diversification into other industrialized export
sectors, but this will require investment and new
productive capacities.
The CFTA can enhance the connectivity of land-locked
countries, but they require additional accompanying
measures to improve transit, trade-related infrastructure
and trade facilitation.
In the long run, the CFTA will be beneficial to vulnerable
groups—notably smallholder farmers, informal crossborder traders, women and youth—by expanding
agricultural trade opportunities, improving trade
facilitation and creating jobs.

Policy recommendations
Although the CFTA provides all African countries—
irrespective of current levels of industrial development—
with opportunities, certain countries may require
further support in realizing these opportunities. The
BIAT Action Plan provides the framework that member
states can use to prioritize the policy reforms required
to derive the full benefits of the CFTA.
Tariff revenue losses due to the CFTA will be modest
and can be more equitably balanced across countries
by allowing for flexibilities, such as exclusion lists, but
these must not be so pervasive as to undermine the
gains from the CFTA.
To help firms—predominantly small- and mediumsized enterprises—engage in intra-African trade,
investments must be made in trade information and
facilitating access to trade finance. Factor market
integration, including the improved movement of
persons and cross-border investments, would be
especially valuable in fostering regional value chains.
Special measures are required for vulnerable groups that
could be hurt by trade liberalization under the CFTA. The
CFTA and its accompanying measures should ensure
4

that these groups share the gains of the CFTA and are
protected where necessary. However, as a second-best
option, exclusion list provisions and safeguards can also
be used to protect such groups where necessary. Here
it will be important to ensure that the mechanism for
adopting safeguards is sufficiently accessible for lessdeveloped CFTA member countries. These groups will
also require close monitoring and evaluation to track
the impact of these measures.
Smallholder farmers (around 53 per cent of Africa’s
agricultural producers) can be supported by measures
to promote their integration into larger value gains,
simplified rules of origin requirements and help for them
to meet sanitary and phyto-sanitary export standards.
Such farmers may also require capital and reskilling to
focus their production on export opportunities.
Tariffs will be reduced, helping to make it more
affordable for informal cross-border traders to operate
through formal channels. The CFTA can further support
this group with trade facilitation and trade information
measures, along the lines of the Simplified Trade Regime
in the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa
(COMESA), which simplifies clearing procedures and
the requirements to qualify for the COMESA preferential
duties for a common list of products.
Women can be supported by their explicit involvement
in the design and processes of the CFTA, including
through national consultations and by including more
female negotiators. Women account for approximately
70 per cent of informal cross-border traders and can be
supported here with improvements to storage facilities,
illuminated border areas and hygiene facilities. Women
can also benefit from initiatives to connect female
agricultural workers to export food markets.
For youth, the CFTA will help to drive the structural
transformation that is required to produce new jobs and
absorb new entrants into the labour force and to move
Africa from capital-intensive commodities towards
labour-intensive sectors. Supporting Africa’s youth will
require improved access to credit and initiatives such as
tech incubators and accelerators, as well as revamped
policies in education and skills development.

Chapter 6: A Win-win Approach to the
CFTA: Critical Policies
Key messages
The BIAT Action Plan is the framework for flanking
policies to fully exploit the opportunities of the CFTA,
targeting Africa’s trade barriers in seven clusters: trade
policy, trade facilitation, productive capacity, traderelated infrastructure, trade finance, trade information
and factor market integration.
While improvements to physical infrastructure, such as
roads and ports are important, these must be flanked
by addressing the non-physical barriers to transport
and trade. Strategic logistics management and the
supply chain approach should be mainstreamed, not
only in the continent’s regional infrastructure initiatives,
but also in management of trade corridors.
Facilitating intra-African investment is critical to allow
the flow of much-needed resources for transforming
Africa’s agriculture and industry.
Services liberalization and regulation are increasingly
important, both for facilitating trade in services and
with services as an important component in traded
goods. Services constitute roughly 70 per cent of global
gross domestic product and 60 per cent of employment,
and accounted for a quarter of world trade in 2014.

Policy recommendations
It is important to “get right” six key components of the
CFTA—NTBs, rules of origin, investment and crossborder movement of persons, services liberalization
and regulation, trade remedies, and monitoring and
evaluation.
To get the NTBs right, a NTB mechanism should be
included in the CFTA. Rather than duplicating the
existing NTB mechanisms of the RECs this should build
on their successes by expanding their operations across
Africa to include trade between and within all RECs.
Getting rules of origin right will require balancing the
desire of more-developed countries for product-specific
rules with more accessible rules of origin favoured
by less-developed countries. It is suggested to limit
product-specific rules to only the most controversial or
sensitive products and apply simple and liberal rules
of origin as far as possible; to use simple rules of origin

over a transitionary five-year period; and to include
preferential rules of origin to help make it easier for
Africa’s less-developed countries to satisfy rules of
origin requirements.
In the investment component of investment and
cross-border movement of persons, a fully fledged,
standalone investment chapter in the CFTA Agreement
is recommended (rather than being part of the services
component of the negotiations). It would necessarily
mean that all aspects related to supply of services
through establishment of commercial presence would
be looked at. For cross-border movement of persons,
negotiators should design an approach that does not
take away from African entrepreneurs what they already
have in their RECs, while creating new opportunities for
inter-REC movement.
Getting services right requires an approach that is
ambitious but realistic, flexible, credible and inclusive,
building on the existing REC achievements and
challenges in services liberalization and regulatory
cooperation. For liberalization, flexibility would entail
sticking with what Member States already know. For
regulatory cooperation, this involves deploying the most
appropriate mechanism—formal or informal—based
on sector-specific variables. It may entail harmonization
in certain sectors, Mutual Recognition Agreements in
others, treaties or more informal approaches.
Trade remedies are a crucial fail-safe for countries
wary that competition could damage certain domestic
industries. Getting them right in the CFTA will require
regional investigating authorities, which will help
extend remedies to small and less-developed African
countries as well as set up a system that would enable
these countries to protect themselves from more
advanced international competitors.
Monitoring and evaluation is needed to oversee the
compliance of each country with its obligations under
the CFTA, to track progress with the BIAT Action Plan,
and to ensure that the CFTA is contributing to Africa’s
development goals. A self-assessment monitoring
and evaluation “scorecard” is recommended, as is the
collection of data by gender and vulnerable group.
Overall, securing the BIAT Action Plan’s benefits will
require an implementing institutional structure, possibly
combined with that of the CFTA to avoid institutional
5

duplication; a continental framework for monitoring
and evaluation, which can also be combined with the
CFTA’s; and resources for the BIAT initiatives.

Chapter 7: Financing for Bringing the CFTA
About

also needed. Strategies include leveraging pension
funds, insurance funds, private equity, the diaspora
market, public–private partnerships, and stemming
illicit financial flows. Even minor improvements in
domestic resource mobilization can contribute to the
costs associated with implementing the CFTA and its
accompanying measures.

Key messages
Financing is required to bring about the CFTA and meet
its implementation costs. The private sector will require
financing options to retrain labour and repurpose capital
as structural adjustment takes place in response to new
trade opportunities and challenges. In the public sector,
support will be required to offset lower tariff revenues
(though the impact of the CFTA is likely to be small);
to finance the implementation of CFTA provisions and
reforms; and to fund the BIAT Action Plan.

Self-financing can be pursued with the AU’s proposed
0.2 per cent levy on imported goods into Africa. The
proposed levy is an important tool for self-financing the
AU’s operations and projects of Agenda 2063, including
the CFTA. WTO compatibility of the levy can be eased
through the creation of the CFTA, which will allow
African country members of the WTO to circumvent
the normal WTO requirement of non-discrimination
between WTO members.

Financing in Africa has to be increasingly based on
domestic public and private resources. This will help
to overcome challenges with official development
assistance (ODA), including risks with perpetuating
donor-driven, rather than Africa-led initiatives, and
fostering donor “signalling,” where actions are taken
superficially to satisfy donor obligations rather than
drive development. Self-financing will help to improve
ownership and responsibility for projects, and in turn
drive implementation.

Care should, however, be taken with sequencing—if
the CFTA is not in place prior to the AU levy, there will
be a period during which African countries would be
breaking this rule. The levy could face further WTO
compatibility challenges with WTO tariff binding
schedules, though ad hoc measures could address the
violation of the binding schedules. Against all these
issues African countries may apply for a WTO waiver.

Aid-for-Trade, an initiative launched in 2006, will remain
important for bringing the CFTA about, particularly for
Africa’s poorest countries with little access to private
finance and low levels of domestic resources. It may
also remain important for Africa’s lower-middle-income
countries over the short run as they mobilize their own
domestic resources. Aid-for-Trade—and especially
regional Aid-for-Trade—is the particular vehicle of
choice for leveraging ODA towards the CFTA. Aidfor-Trade disbursements to Africa have recently risen
strongly to $14 billion, more than twice the amount
during the 2002–05 baseline period.
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Care must also be taken with compatibility between the
AU levy and Africa’s other regional trade agreements
(RTAs). Future agreements could be designed to allow
for compatibility with the AU levy.
Regional Aid-for-Trade programmes should be
improved in four ways: better mainstreaming regional
initiatives within national planning; better aligning
regional Aid-for-Trade projects with Africa policy
frameworks, such as the BIAT; more closely involving
the private sector in project design; and strengthening
institutional mechanisms to ensure smooth in-country
coordination for regional and subregional programmes.

Chapter 8: CFTA governance

Policy recommendations

Key messages

African governments must commit to enhancing
domestic resource mobilization. Domestic revenue
collection can be improved by making tax systems fairer,
more transparent and effective, tackling corruption
and weak institutional capacities, and addressing
narrow tax bases and pervasive tax avoidance and
evasion. Innovative approaches to self-financing are

The current restructuring of the AU—as part of the AU
reform—provides an opportunity to determine how
the AU can be reformed so that flagship projects like the
CFTA can be better institutionalized and implemented.
However, designing an institutional framework for the
CFTA will be challenging if the main aspects of the AU
reform have not been finalized.

The links between the AU reform and the institutional
framework for the CFTA might lead some Member
States to consider establishing a totally independent
institution for implementing the CFTA. This body could
take several forms: a specialized agency of the AU or, in
a more extreme approach, an “African WTO”—a new
international and inter-governmental organization.
Alternatively, CFTA institutions could be hosted within
the AUC as a CFTA department, or even within the AUC
Department of Trade and Industry.
The structure of the Abuja Treaty should be the platform
on which to build an institutional framework for the
implementation of the CFTA at the continental level.
This ensures that the proposed CFTA institutional
structure is consistent with the Treaty. Still, African
continental integration should not “hide” behind the
Treaty but reopen debate on how best to integrate the
continent so as to achieve the principles and objectives
elaborated in it, for today’s world. It may be that the
pathway to continental integration envisaged in the
Abuja Treaty can be amended to take stock of Africa’s
achievements in the last 26 years and rerouted to bypass
revealed challenges along this pathway. Whatever
approach is adopted, the accumulated wide expertise
in trade integration matters gained by the RECs must
be incorporated into the CFTA institutional structure,
especially as they are the building blocks of the CFTA.
The vision outlined in the Abuja Treaty suggests that as
the CFTA is transformed into a continent-wide customs
union and adopts “common policies,” the RECs will
gradually cease their major role in forming trade policy.
The main authority for trade policy will graduate to
the continental level as the CFTA works to consolidate
Africa’s overlapping “spaghetti bowl” of FTAs. Such
consolidation will enable Africa to economize the
resources now required to undertake these activities
in each of the RECs. It is expected that the RECs will
contribute to continental trade policy through their
roles in the CFTA institutional architecture.

Policy recommendations
Five guiding principles are important in the formation
of the CFTA’s institutions: Use the Abuja Treaty as the
backbone to the CFTA institutional form; use and
empower existing structures of African integration
where available; ensure that the institutions of the CFTA
are accessible to the African people; support the joint
implementation of the BIAT Action Plan alongside the

CFTA; and develop practical institutional forms, rather
than those which are idealistic.
But first things first: Interim steps towards an ideal
institutional structure are required. The most important
first step in approaching a CFTA institutional structure
will be the requirement of each CFTA partner state to
designate or create a ministerial level agency that will
be responsible for implementing and communicating
on CFTA issues. This follows the successful approach
used in EAC, in which lead agencies for each country
were charged with coordinating implementation and
application of EAC commitments at the national level.
The CFTA architecture should be buttressed with
regional and national institutions. These can be based
on those envisaged in the BIAT Action Plan, but should
use existing regional and national structures, including
the RECs and national ministries responsible for trade or
regional integration.
Finally, the CFTA should draw on the positive experiences
of COMESA and use non-litigious dispute settlement
mechanisms to address CFTA-related disputes where
possible. Its dispute settlement arrangements should be
inter-governmental. And to ensure that the individuals’
rights under the CFTA are fully implemented, national
courts of the CFTA Member States will be important.

Chapter 9: CFTA in a Changing Trade
Landscape
Key messages
Trade protectionism seems to be increasing in some
developed countries while developing countries are
increasingly applying trade defence measures against
other developing countries.
Trade with the emerging market economies, including
China, India, Brazil and Turkey, has diversified Africa’s
trade from an overdependence on traditional markets.
However, this trade is concentrated in extractive
industry exports and will not in itself adequately
support African industrialization, which must instead
leverage the opportunities of intra-African trade. IntraAfrican trade accounts for a far larger share of growth
in Africa’s value-added and industrialized exports than
does Africa’s trade with any other market.
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Policy recommendations
African countries should use the apparent slowdown
in the build-up of mega-regional trade agreements
as breathing space in which to establish a strong and
unified CFTA with which to better tackle future trading
issues.

operate on a “territorial” basis and are incapable of
addressing cross-border anti-competitive practices. The
CFTA can be used as a vehicle to address such crossborder competition issues. In doing so it can draw on
the successes of COMESA approach to cross-border
competition challenges.

The CFTA should present itself as a platform for
solidifying Africa’s position on the new trade issues,
such as e-commerce; micro, small and medium-sized
enterprises; domestic regulation of services; and
investment facilitation.

Procedural and substantive failures around intellectual
property (IP) issues have contributed to a backlash
against trade agreements, notably the WTO’s
Agreement on Trade-related Aspects of Intellectual
Property (TRIPS) and EAC’s early experience.

Africa should push for the UK’s post-Brexit trade policy
and trade-related development assistance to reinforce
Africa’s continental integration agenda, including
the CFTA. Relatedly, it should consider using Brexit to
reopen EPA discussions for better achieving the trade
interests of Africa.

Innovation in Africa is different, occurring mostly in the
informal sector and in the absence of strong intellectual
property institutions: an intellectual property
framework in the CFTA must reflect this. Traditional,
formal IP protections cannot exist in the absence
of strong IP institutions and may be ill-suited to the
African context in which industries operate successfully
without IP.

African leaders should heed the caution of integration
presented by Brexit and ensure that integration
projects in Africa, including the CFTA, are cognizant
of the potential pitfalls of integration and responsive
to their root causes, including people’s perceptions of
sovereignty loss.
They should also conclude the CFTA and press forward
with continental integration so that Africa can address
the post-AGOA agenda in the United States as a single
entity. This will ensure that individual FTAs with “can-do”
countries, as in the current United States strategy, do
not pick apart the African integration agenda.

Chapter 10: Phase 2 Negotiations—
Competition and Intellectual Property
Rights and E-commerce
Key findings
Competition and intellectual property will be part of
phase 2 of the CFTA negotiations and there is scope
for also introducing issues of e-commerce and the
digital economy. Negotiations in these policy areas are
expected to be launched after the conclusion of the
negotiations in goods and services.
As African countries are affected in different ways
by anti-competitive practices, a regional approach is
needed for dealing with cross-border cartels, mergers,
acquisitions and abuse. National competition laws
8

E-commerce and the rise of the digital economy is
causing a shift in traditional economic sectors and the
emergence of new digital products and services. The
scale of this process is considerable and this will alter
Africa’s trade and industrialization pathway.

Policy recommendations
A competition framework should be designed to
implement any decision to develop competition law and
policy in the CFTA negotiations. Existing competition
policy and legislation at national and regional levels
must be taken into account.
The CFTA provides an opportunity to close gaps and
strengthen existing competition law frameworks both
domestically and regionally. The CFTA should help
countries with no competition laws to enact some in
conformity to an agreed approach as envisaged in a
continental competition framework.
CFTA Member States need to tackle the following
specific and immediate priorities:
•

Agree on a common objective for the CFTA
competition framework.

•

Identify and understand the provisions of the
present competition law frameworks, identify gaps

in each of the approaches, and devise a means of
rationalizing all systems within the framework of
any CFTA competition law.
•

Establish other parameters/areas of law that need
to support implementation of the CFTA competition
framework and formulate key features of these laws,
synchronizing them with the preferred approach so
as to allow for seamless implementation.

•

Secure the cooperation of the various Member
States and their agencies.

•

•

Rationalize key public international law, regional
law and domestic law issues that may impact on the
legality of a CFTA competition framework.
Pay attention to consumer protection issues, how
to delineate them from competition and how to
deal with diversity in legislative and institutional
arrangements in this context.

An agreement regarding intellectual property in the
CFTA must seek to overcome several hurdles. They
include overlapping subregional IP organizations, the
proliferation of IP matters in RECs, and misalignment
with the continent’s overall development goals. The
agreement should also consider the backlash against
the inclusion of IP in free trade agreements. This can
be done by addressing the particular demands of
African innovation with appropriate procedural and
substantive principles.
On procedure, a CFTA intellectual property agreement
should be negotiated, while on substance, a CFTA
intellectual property agreement should address the
particular challenges of the African context.
An African digital industrial strategy is recommended
to address the opportunities and disruptive challenges
entailed by the digital economy. The CFTA should
provide a platform for consolidating a common stance
on e-commerce rules and for establishing an integrated
market for Africa’s own digital businesses.

A CFTA Enforcement Cooperation Protocol on
Competition Law and Policy should be developed to
help implement competition provisions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The establishment of the Continental Free Trade Area
(CFTA) is a major milestone in the long march of African
integration. As foreseen in the Treaty Establishing the
African Economic Community (commonly known as
the Abuja Treaty), which entered into force in 1994,
the integration process is to culminate in the African
Economic Community. A review of the current status of
Africa’s economic integration is the subject of Chapter 2.
The CFTA aspires to liberalize trade between African
countries across the continent and to build on the
considerable successes already achieved within Africa’s
regional economic communities (RECs). By doing so,
the CFTA is set to facilitate intra-African trade; foster
regional value chains that can facilitate integration into
the global economy; and energize industrialization,
competitiveness and innovation—and thereby
contribute to African economic and social progress
and development. These issues have been the focus
of several earlier editions of the Assessing Regional
Integration in Africa (ARIA) series, notably ARIA V,
which made the case for a CFTA.
The CFTA’s developmental approach is solidly grounded
in Africa’s political economy realities and development
challenges. Any trade agreement embodies a
confluence of broad political economy considerations
underpinned by such principles as variable geometry,
flexibility, and special and differential treatment. These
are typically seen through such modalities as exceptions
and exclusions, the time frame for implementation of
commitments, and trade remedies, etc.
An ambitious initiative for the world’s second-largest
continent, the CFTA comprises the 55 member states
of the African Union (AU) and 8 AU-recognized RECs
with varying trade liberalization legal frameworks, plus
a tripartite trade integration initiative for 3 of those
regions. Matching ambition with implementation will be
a critical challenge. To quote Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma,
former Chairperson of the African Union Commission
(AUC), speaking at an event on 6 October 2014, “I don’t
think Africa is short of policies. We have to implement.
That is where the problem is.” Realism requires an astute
appreciation of the political economy of integration

and the implications of implementing trade reforms.
Chapter 3 looks at the political economy of the CTFA
and offers a conceptual approach to understanding it.
The CFTA will be more than a traditional free trade
agreement and will contain several elements of a
single market. The scope of the CFTA Agreement
(discussed in Chapter 4) covers trade in goods and
services, investment, intellectual property rights and
competition policy; whereas a traditional free trade
agreement would often require only the elimination
of tariffs and quotas on trade in goods. Norms and
regulations related to services, for example, are typically
harmonized when a single market is set up. The inclusion
of services for negotiation alongside trade in goods
recognizes that for 21st century value chains, services
are critical inputs into the production of trade in goods.
The services sector already contributes a substantial
share to the output of most African economies.
The CFTA is also the first flagship project of the AU’s
Agenda 2063 and a keystone initiative that can help
leverage Africa’s progress towards attaining several
Sustainable Development Goals, including targets
for no poverty (Goal 1), food security (Goal 2), gender
equality (Goal 5), affordable and clean energy (Goal 7),
decent work and economic growth (Goal 8), industry,
innovation and infrastructure (Goal 9), reduced
inequalities (Goal 10), responsible consumption
and production (Goal 12), climate action (Goal 13),
peace, justice and strong institutions (Goal 16) and
partnerships for the goals (Goal 17). The international
community must focus on Goal 1 by keeping the pledge
that “no one will be left behind… starting with the
furthest behind first.”
Chapter 5 looks into this pledge and highlights the
CFTA as a means of eradicating poverty. It considers
how different countries with different economic
configurations can benefit from the CFTA and its
distributional impacts at the subnational level and
across vulnerable groups. It is essential that the benefits
of the CFTA be shared equitably across the continent (a
win-win approach).
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The CFTA is being rolled out in parallel with the Boosting
Intra-African Trade (BIAT) Action Plan, which aims to
address the constraints and challenges of intra-African
trade relative to seven priority policy clusters: trade
policy reform, trade facilitation, productive capacity,
trade-related infrastructure, trade finance, trade
information and factor market integration. Effective
implementation of the BIAT Action Plan will be crucial
for minimizing the challenges and maximizing the gains
of tariff and services liberalization, and for ensuring that
African economic operators and countries can take
advantage of the CFTA. It is also important that the
substantive content of the CFTA—including provisions
on non-tariff barriers (NTBs), services, investment,
and free movement of persons, trade remedies and
monitoring and evaluation—be addressed. Both the
BIAT flanking policies and the substantive content of
the CFTA are examined in Chapter 6, which considers
critical policies for ensuring a win-win CFTA.
Financing the CFTA is the subject of Chapter
7. A framework is presented for analyzing the
implementation costs, including the structural
adjustment costs, to both the private and public sectors.
Domestic resource mobilization and development
assistance are also discussed as options for financing
the initiative.
At the heart of the CFTA is a developmental approach
that recognizes the need for trade liberalization to
proceed, and at the same time, address supply capacities
and promote structural transformation. This approach
is not only unconventional but also sidesteps many
aspects of the carefully defined schedule of the Abuja
Treaty’s progression towards the African Economic
Community. One option for the legal contextualization
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of the CFTA Agreement is as an amendment to the
Abuja Treaty, which would bring the Abuja Treaty up
to date and refocus its operationalization for the task
at hand—implementing the CFTA. These issues are
discussed in Chapter 8, which looks into questions
of trade governance, including the role of RECs at the
regional level, and strategic public–private partnerships
at the national level.
Chapter 9 situates the CFTA in a changing world.
While Africa has placed “developmental regionalism”
at the centre of its strategy for growth and structural
transformation, current global trends show a growing
scepticism towards regional integration and trade
agreements. It is therefore critical that Africa not
backtrack on its commitments to continental trade
liberalization and related structural reforms through
the CFTA. Trade remains a key driver of productivity,
growth and welfare gains. It is also an important
means of implementation and financing of the Africa
development agenda. However, current concerns about
the unequal distributive impact of trade require efforts
to ensure a progressive pro-poor CFTA (as discussed in
Chapters 5 and 6). This is important in a world marked
both by recent tectonic changes in the outlook of several
major international trading partners and a stagnation at
the multilateral trade negotiating fora.
Finally, Chapter 10 looks ahead to the second phase
of the CFTA negotiations and addresses key issues
for achieving a development-friendly outcome for
competition policy and intellectual property rights. A
case is made for including electronic commerce in the
second phase of the negotiations in light of the rapid
digitilization of modern economies.

Chapter 2

Status of Regional Integration in Africa
This chapter provides the economic context for the
Continental Free Trade Area (CFTA), with a focus
on the major shifts in African regional integration
since ARIA VII, published in April 2016. The chapter
summarizes integration by country, and developments
in mining, agriculture, health, peace and security,
financial integration, free movement of persons,
infrastructure integration, trade integration and trade
trends.
During the period under review, Africa continued to
take steps towards further integration, with national
and regional policies in a range of areas.

Economic context1
Africa’s gross domestic product (GDP) growth in 2016
was estimated at 1.7 per cent (ECA, 2017a), with
economic performance among countries diverging:
Côte d’Ivoire grew by 8 per cent, the United Republic of
Tanzania by 7 per cent, Kenya and Senegal by 6 per cent,
Cameroon by 5.3 per cent, Central African Republic by
5.1 per cent, Mozambique by 4.2 per cent, Ghana by
3.8 per cent, Mauritius by 3.6 per cent, Gabon by 3.2
per cent, Morocco by 1.7 per cent, Chad by 1.1 per cent
and South Africa by 0.6 per cent. The oil-dependent
Nigerian economy contracted by 1.6 per cent while that
of Equatorial Guinea contracted by 4.5 per cent.
Over the last two years, inflation generally continued to
decline in Africa, reflecting prudent monetary policies,
decreasing global prices for oil and other commodities
and good harvests, although some countries
experienced a sharp rise due to currency depreciation,
and they responded with tighter monetary policy.
Inflation in 2016 was 10 per cent and is expected to
remain at around that rate in 2017. Inflation was 2.3 per
cent in Central Africa in 2016, 5.3 per cent in East Africa,
8.7 per cent in North Africa, 11.4 per cent in Southern
Africa and 13 per cent in West Africa.
North Africa has the largest fiscal deficit of Africa’s
subregions, although it declined slightly due to a
narrowing fiscal deficit in Egypt. Central Africa’s fiscal

deficit increased from 5.1 per cent of GDP in 2015 to 5.8
per cent in 2016. This was mainly due to expansionary
fiscal policies in the context of lower oil revenues in these
countries: Cameroon (public expenditure on transport
and power infrastructure), Equatorial Guinea (increased
public investment in infrastructure) and Republic of the
Congo (spending on public sector wages).
East Africa’s fiscal deficit increased from 4.0 per cent
of GDP to 4.6 per cent in 2016, owing to expansionary
fiscal policies, mainly in Ethiopia (investment in
infrastructure), Kenya (investment in a new railway line,
sharply increased government salaries and transfers to
new counties) and Uganda (investment in hydropower
projects).
West Africa’s fiscal deficit rose from 1.8 per cent to 2.8
per cent of GDP in 2016, largely reflecting increased
public spending in Nigeria (especially on security), an
increased minimum wage and higher spending on
security and infrastructure in Côte d’Ivoire, and electionrelated expenses and greater spending on public sector
wages in Ghana.
Southern Africa’s fiscal deficit remained unchanged
at 4.4 per cent of GDP. Though South Africa’s deficit
increased because of slow growth in revenue and
heavier spending, this increase was counterbalanced
at the regional level by declines in the fiscal deficits of
Mozambique (which enacted capital spending cuts),
Namibia and Zambia (which improved tax enforcement
and postponed spending on large investment projects).
Figure 2.1. shows recent trends in Africa’s current
account deficits by country groupings. The decline in
commodity prices has reduced the continent’s export
earnings, resulting in a much wider current account
deficit.
African currencies continued to depreciate in 2016.
Angola, Ethiopia and Nigeria devalued their currencies.
The CFA franc is expected to depreciate gradually. Egypt
floated its currency in 2016, a year in which the South
African rand was volatile. The Ghanaian cedi was stable
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Figure 2.1.
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in 2016, after considerable volatility in recent years,
though gradual depreciation is expected.
A sharper slowdown than anticipated in China could
pose problems for African countries, as could geopolitical
tensions, the policies of the new administration in
the United States and the impact of the departure of
the United Kingdom from the European Union (EU),
especially as the EU is Africa’s main trading partner.
(Further details on these issues, and their implications
for the CFTA, are in Chapter 9.)

Overall integration
While Africa has many policy initiatives that express
commitments to continental integration, the framework
that provides both legitimacy and inspiration is the
Treaty Establishing the African Economic Community
(the Abuja Treaty), which entered into force in 1994.
The following subsection reviews the progress towards
realizing the commitments of that Treaty. Roadmap
towards an African Economic Community shows
the stages of integration to which African countries
committed themselves under the Treaty.
According to the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA)
(2016),
The first stage has now been completed, with
eight RECs formally recognized by the African
14

Union. These are the Arab Maghreb Union
(AMU), Economic Community of West African
States (ECOWAS), East African Community
(EAC), Intergovernmental Authority on
Development (IGAD), Southern African
Development Community (SADC), Common
Market for Eastern and Southern Africa
(COMESA), Economic Community of Central
African States (ECCAS) and the Community of
Sahel-Saharan States (CEN-SAD). The second
stage has not been fully completed because
progress by the RECs and by members within
the RECs has been uneven. The third stage is
under way in a number of RECs but not all. Only
three of the eight recognized RECs have both
a FTA and Customs Union (ECOWAS, EAC and
COMESA), although with varying degrees of
implementation. While a continental free trade
area (CFTA) does not feature explicitly in the AU
roadmap, in accordance with the sequential
stages of regional economic integration, it is a
stepping stone to the creation of a continental
Customs Union.
Status of regional economic integration by REC
summarizes the status of regional economic integration
in each of the eight African Union (AU)-recognized RECs
(Figure 2.3). The RECs are progressing at different speeds
across the various components of the Abuja Treaty. The
EAC has made the most progress across the board.

Figure 2.2.

Roadmap towards an African Economic Community
Stage 1: Strengthen existing RECs and establish new RECs in regions where they do not exist (by 1999)

Stage 2: Ensure consolidation within each REC (gradual removal of tariff and non-tariff barriers) and
harmonization between the RECs (by 2007)

Stage 3: Establish FTAs and Customs Unions (CUs) in each REC (by 2017)

Stage 4: Coordinate and harmonize tariff and non-tariff systems among the RECs with a view to creating a
continental CU (by 2019)
Stage 5: Create an African Common Market (ACM) by 2023
Stage 6: Establish an AEC, including an African Monetary Union and a Pan-African Parliament (by 2028)
Source: ECA (2016).

Table 2.1.

Status of regional economic integration by REC
REC

Free Trade
Area
✔

Customs
Union
✔

Single
Market
✔

COMESA

✔

✖

✖

ECOWAS

✔

✔

SADC

✔

ECCAS

EAC

Countries having implemented freedom of
movement protocol
3 out of 5

Economic and
Monetary Union
✖
✖

✖

Only Burundi has ratified; Rwanda’s ratification is in
progress
All 15

✖

✖

7 out of 15

✖

✔

✖

✖

4 out of 11

✔2

CEN-SAD

✖

✖

✖

Unclear

✖

IGAD

✖

✖

✖

No protocol

✖

AMU

✖

✖

✖

3 out of 5

✖

✖

Source: ECA (2016).

The following extract from ECA (2016) shows how the
CFTA fits into the achievement of the African Economic
Community:

the subsequent process of further regional
economic integration in Africa.

The scope of the CFTA Agreement covers
trade in goods, trade in services, investment,
intellectual property rights and competition
policy. This wide scope moves beyond the
requirements of a traditional FTA, which
requires only the elimination of tariffs and
quotas on trade in goods. Therefore, similar to
other trading bloc arrangements, it is difficult
to neatly place the CFTA under one of the five
stages of regional economic integration. The
wide coverage of the CFTA is expected to ease

The harmonization of norms and regulations
related to services typically takes place with
the establishment of a [single market]. It is
however important that trade in services is
negotiated alongside trade in goods, since
services are inputs into the production of
trade in goods and the sector contributes a
substantial share to the output of most African
economies. The CFTA Agreement will therefore
include a sub-agreement on trade in services
on the basis of progressive liberalization,
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Figure 2.3

Map of Africa and REC memberships

Index in Africa

Some countries are members of more
than one REC:

eac

cen-sad

igad

l EAC

l CEN-SAD
Kenya
Benin
Liberia
Burkina Faso
Libya
Cabo Verde
	Central African Mali
Mauritania
Republic
Morocco
Chad
Niger
Comoros
Nigeria
Côte d’Ivoire
São Tomé
Djibouti
and Principe
Egypt
Senegal
Eritrea
Sierra Leone
Gambia
Somalia
Ghana
Sudan
Togo
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
comesa Tunisia

Burundi
Kenya
Rwanda
Uganda
United Republic
of Tanzania
eccas

Djibouti
Eritrea
Ethiopia
Kenya
Somalia
South Sudan
Sudan
Uganda
sadc

l ECCAS
Angola
Burundi
Cameroon
	Central African Republic
Chad
Republic of the Congo
Democratic Republic
of the Congo
Equatorial Guinea
Gabon
Rwanda
São Tomé ecowas
and Principe

l COMESA
Burundi
Comoros
	Democratic Republic
of the Congo
Djibouti
Egypt
Eritrea
Ethiopia
Kenya
Libya
Madagascar
Malawi
Mauritius
Rwanda
Seychelles
Sudan
Swaziland
Uganda
Zambia
Zimbabwe

l IGAD

l ECOWAS
Benin
Burkina Faso
Cabo Verde
Côte d’Ivoire
Gambia
Ghana
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Liberia
Mali
Niger
Nigeria
Senegal
Sierra Leone
Togo

l SADC
Angola
Botswana
	Democratic Republic
of the Congo
Lesotho
Madagascar
Malawi
Mauritius
Mozambique
Namibia
Seychelles
South Africa
Swaziland
	United Republic
of Tanzania
Zambia uma
Zimbabwe

l UMA
Algeria
Libya
Mauritania
Morocco
Tunisia

Source: http://www.uneca.org/sites/default/files/PublicationFiles/arii-report2016_en_web.pdf.
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Algeria
Angola
Benin
Botswana
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cabo Verde
Cameroon
Central African Republic
Chad
Comoros
Republic of the Congo
Côte d’Ivoire
Democratic Republic of the Congo
Djibouti
Egypt
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea
Ethiopia
Gabon
Gambia
Ghana
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Kenya
Lesotho
Liberia
Libya
Madagascar
Malawi
Mali
Mauritania
Mauritius
Morocco
Mozambique
Namibia
Niger
Nigeria
Rwanda
São Tomé and Principe
Senegal
Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Somalia
South Africa
South Sudan
Sudan
Swaziland
Togo
Tunisia
Uganda
United Republic of Tanzania
Zambia
Zimbabwe

consolidating and building on the RECs’
achievements.

liberalization of trade in goods, services and
investment.

Some common investment rules are typically
covered under the free movement of capital
required by a [single market], whereas an
[economic union] would usually contain a
fully-fledged common investment policy.
Investment issues are rarely covered in free
trade areas (FTAs). The CFTA Agreement
however is expected to include a subagreement on investment that is broad in
scope, covering both goods and services. The
provision of common rules for state parties
in introducing incentives would help to
encourage investment into African countries
to accelerate development, and would also
help to avoid any race to the bottom. A
continent-wide dispute settlement system for
investment disputes to be settled among state
parties will also be key.

Finally, the CFTA project is being rolled out
in parallel with the implementation of the
Action Plan for Boosting Intra-African Trade
(BIAT), which was adopted by the AU Heads
of State in January 2012. This initiative goes
significantly beyond the requirements of a
traditional FTA and is aimed at addressing the
constraints and challenges of intra-African
trade which are organized under the clusters
of trade policy, trade facilitation, productive
capacity, trade-related infrastructure, trade
finance, trade information and factor market
integration. Effective implementation of the
BIAT initiative will be crucial to minimizing the
challenges and maximizing the gains of tariff
liberalization, and ensuring that all African
firms and countries are able to take advantage
of the CFTA.

Intellectual property and competition policy
would typically only be required under an
[economic union], the fifth and final stage
of regional economic integration. Since
few African countries have the institutional
capacities and expertise to utilize trade remedy
instruments such as anti-dumping, safeguards
and countervailing measures, the scope of
the CFTA however also covers these areas.
Competition policy is a particularly important
instrument for regulating unfair trade practices
and providing clarity to businesses. Inclusion
of a mechanism for regulating competition
and facilitating dispute settlement early on
will also help to build confidence in the CFTA.

In April 2016, the African Development Bank (AfDB),
African Union Commission (AUC) and ECA unveiled the
Africa Regional Integration Index. The Index seeks to
track African countries’ progress in implementing their
regional integration commitments to one another in
the framework of the RECs. It measures each country’s
integration across five dimensions, which have a total
of 16 indicators. The following tables capture, for each
of the eight AU-recognized RECs, how its members
integrate with the rest of the membership, in terms of
the country’s overall score and each of its dimensions.

The CFTA Agreement is also expected to
include an appendix on the movement of
natural persons involved in services and
investment, an area of cooperation that is
usually not covered until the establishment of
a [single market]. This is needed to transform
the opportunities provided through the

Data updates, not available in AfDB, AUC and ECA
(2016), include the most recent data from the
African Development Bank’s African Infrastructure
Development Index (published in 2016). These data
show the average scores for 2011–13 (rather than
2010–12). Work is under way on the second edition
of the Index, which will include a sixth dimension on
social integration and on gender and will, in addition
to measuring within-REC integration, compare how
all African countries integrate with the rest of the
continent.
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Table 2.2

Integration among Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa members
COMESA
Overall rank
Country

Rank

Trade
integration
Rank

Regional
infrastructure
Rank

Productive
integration
Rank

Free movement
of persons
Rank

Financial and
macroeconomic integration
Rank

Zambia

1

1

8

3

4

12

Uganda

2

5

15

2

2

6

Kenya

3

4

13

6

4

10

Egypt

4

2

7

1

18

11

Seychelles

5

17

2

10

1

1

Mauritius

6

11

14

12

3

4

Madagascar

7

12

4

4

10

8

Zimbabwe

8

7

10

15

6

9

Rwanda

9

9

16

9

8

5

Democratic
Republic of the
Congo
Swaziland

10

3

9

14

14

13

11

15

1

7

7

19

Comoros

12

14

6

17

10

2

Burundi

13

13

12

8

13

14

Malawi

14

10

11

11

9

17

Libya

15

6

3

19

19

7

Djibouti

16

19

17

5

12

3

Sudan

17

8

5

18

17

16

Eritrea

18

16

19

13

15

15

Ethiopia

19

18

18

16

16

18

Table 2.3

Integration among Southern African Development Community members
SADC
Overall rank
Rank

Trade
integration
Rank

Regional
infrastructure
Rank

Productive
integration
Rank

Free movement
of persons
Rank

Financial and
macroeconomic integration
Rank

South Africa

1

1

Namibia

2

3

4

2

6

1

1

12

6

2

Botswana

3

Swaziland

4

4

2

14

8

3

5

5

5

1

8

Zambia

5

2

8

3

3

11

Zimbabwe

6

15

7

1

5

5

Seychelles

7

14

6

9

1

4

Mozambique

8

7

11

4

11

9

Lesotho

9

6

3

15

8

7

Mauritius

10

8

14

11

4

6

United Republic of
Tanzania
Madagascar

11

13

15

6

12

13

12

9

13

8

13

10

Malawi

13

10

12

13

8

15

Democratic
Republic of the
Congo
Angola

14

11

9

7

14

12

15

12

10

10

15

14

Country
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Table 2.4

Integration among East African Community members
EAC
Overall rank
Country

Rank

Trade
integration
Rank

Regional
infrastructure
Rank

Productive
integration
Rank

Free movement
Financial and
of persons
macroeconomic integration
Rank
Rank

Rwanda

1

4

1

4

1

1

Kenya

2

1

3

3

1

2

Uganda

3

2

5

1

3

3

Burundi

4

5

2

5

3

4

United Republic of
Tanzania

5

3

4

2

5

5

Table 2.5

Integration among Community of Sahel-Saharan States members
CEN-SAD
Overall rank
Country

Rank

Trade
integration
Rank

Regional
infrastructure
Rank

Productive
integration
Rank

Free movement
of persons
Rank

Financial and
macroeconomic integration
Rank

Côte d’Ivoire

1

1

12

14

1

8

Benin

2

14

16

4

7

9

Togo

3

15

4

9

6

7

Senegal

4

4

15

10

11

3

Niger

5

10

13

15

2

1

Mali

6

6

17

18

2

6

Burkina Faso

7

11

8

20

5

2

Tunisia

8

3

18

7

15

15

Ghana

9

12

3

8

13

20

Morocco

10

17

1

3

18

11

Gambia

11

19

6

5

7

16

Guinea-Bissau

12

26

9

25

9

5

Nigeria

13

8

11

22

10

23

Egypt

14

2

14

6

29

22

Kenya

15

21

19

1

17

21

Central African
Republic
Djibouti

16

20

27

22

10

17

22

23

2

21

14

Guinea

18

18

7

19

2

27

Libya

19

13

2

21

27

18

Mauritania

20

16

21

23

16

17

Chad

21

24

29

17

19

4

Liberia

22

28

20

11

13

19

23

13

12

26

Comoros

23

9

28

Sierra Leone

24

23

24

Cabo Verde

25

27

5

28

12

Eritrea

26

7

26

16

26

25

Sudan

27

5

10

24

25

28

São Tomé and
Príncipe
Somalia

28

29

25

12

24

24

25

22

26

20

13

19

Table 2.6

Integration among Economic Community of West African States members
ECOWAS
Overall rank
Rank

Trade
integration
Rank

Côte d’Ivoire

1

2

Togo

2

7

3

2

1

6

Senegal

3

3

13

4

1

3

Niger

4

8

8

9

1

1

Ghana

5

4

2

3

1

12

Burkina Faso

6

9

6

14

1

2

Benin

7

11

14

8

1

8

Mali

8

6

15

12

1

5

Country

Regional
infrastructure
Rank

Productive
integration
Rank

Free movement
Financial and
of persons
macroeconomic integration
Rank
Rank

12

7

1

7

Nigeria

9

1

7

10

1

13

Guinea-Bissau

10

10

9

15

1

4

Gambia

11

14

4

1

1

10

Cabo Verde

12

12

1

13

1

9

Sierra Leone

13

5

11

6

1

14

Liberia

14

15

10

5

1

11

Guinea

15

13

5

11

1

15

Table 2.7

Integration among Economic Community of Central African States members
ECCAS
Overall rank
Rank

Trade
integration
Rank

Cameroon

1

1

4

3

4

3

Gabon

2

3

3

4

7

1

Republic of th

3

8

2

5

3

5

Central African
Republic
Chad

4

6

5

9

2

4

5

4

11

6

4

2

Rwanda

6

5

8

2

6

7

Equatorial Guinea

7

7

7

10

7

6

Angola

8

2

1

11

11

11

Burundi

9

10

10

1

9

9

São Tomé and
Príncipe
Democratic Republic
of the Congo

10

11

9

7

1

10

11

9

6

8

9

8

Country

20

Regional
infrastructure
Rank

Productive
integration
Rank

Free movement
Financial and
of persons
macroeconomic integration
Rank
Rank

Table 2.8

Integration among Arab Maghreb Union members
AMU
Overall rank
Country

Rank

Trade
integration
Rank

Regional
infrastructure
Rank

Productive
integration
Rank

Free movement
of persons
Rank

Financial and
macroeconomic integration
Rank

Morocco

1

2

2

2

4

1

Tunisia

2

1

5

1

3

2

Algeria

3

4

4

4

1

3

Libya

4

3

1

3

5

5

Mauritania

5

5

3

5

2

4

Table 2.9

Integration among Intergovernmental Authority on Development members
IGAD
Overall rank
Rank

Trade
integration
Rank

Regional
infrastructure
Rank

Productive
integration
Rank

Kenya

1

2

2

1

2

2

Uganda

2

1

8

2

1

3

Djibouti

3

5

1

3

5

1

Ethiopia

4

6

5

4

4

5

Eritrea

5

4

7

5

3

4

Sudan

6

3

6

6

8

7

7

6

Country

South Sudan
Somalia

3
7

4

Other areas of regional cooperation:
Mining, health and peace and
security
Mining
The Africa Mining Vision, adopted by African Heads of
State in 2009, provides a framework for a diversified,
inclusive and integrated African economy built around
the responsible use of natural resources. Its seven
pillars outline the fundamental and institutional shifts
needed to realize mineral-based industrialization
and job creation, which will lessen the continent’s
exposure to harmful boom- bust commodity cycles.
Indeed, the large mineral rents accruing in the 2000s,
followed by dramatic falls in prices and returns, make
clear the imperative to develop value-added activities
along regional mineral value chains. An institutional
arrangement with mineral-based transformation at its
centre is needed.
The African Minerals Development Centre (AMDC)—
an AUC and ECA centre of excellence—was set up

7

Free movement
Financial and
of persons
macroeconomic integration
Rank
Rank

5

in 2013 as the custodian of the Africa Mining Vision.
Their mandate is to assist African Member States with
implementation and mainstreaming of the Vision in
national frameworks.
Achieving the Vision’s ambitious goals is contingent on
stronger regional integration in Africa. Regional value
chains (RVCs) for minerals are instrumental in both
upstream and downstream mineral activities at the
subregional and regional levels. Research by the AMDC
is identifying potential in mineral RVCs throughout the
SADC region, where established mining economies,
new entrants to the sector, and countries with strong
sectors in agriculture, transport and other areas all
have a role in a regional approach to mineral-based
industrialization.
Because the national demand for mineral sector inputs,
and the critical mass of producers of those inputs, may
be too small to reach efficiency and economies of scale,
regional markets can pool production and demand
to reach that threshold. Mineral RVCs also draw on
comparative advantages in skills, mineral endowments,
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connectivity and existing industrial linkages, which are
spread across subregions.
AMDC is also researching the potential of pooled
markets for mining supplies and input products in
ECOWAS. Regional infrastructure development—
particularly for harnessing cross-border energy
endowments and transport corridors—is crucial for
these RVCs, as activities at the nexus of mining and
manufacturing are inherently energy intensive and
strain the already overburdened national power
supplies. Regional cooperation can also help spread
skills and best practices in mineral-based industrial
sectors.
Another area of integration vital to building mineral
linkages involves regional approaches to illicit financial
flows. Of the more than $50 billion in such flows that
exit the continent annually,3 more than half are driven
by the extractives industry. Several factors contribute
to these outflows, including issues of transparency and
tax administration capabilities. However, the features of
the fiscal regime governing the mineral sector, and the
poor extent of harmonization of fiscal regimes across
countries, also has a deleterious effect. For example,
many African countries continue to employ contractual
approaches to mineral taxes, and so tax measures can
vary from contract to contract.4 Licensing systems
should be pursued in which tax and royalty laws are
consistently applied.
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that regional fragmentation allows such conditions to
persist. Coordinated training and capacity-building
programmes are being implemented to ensure that
authorities in various jurisdictions are “on the same
page” in addressing and reversing these illicit flows.
Comprehensive mineral frameworks have recently
been established at the subregional level, which seek to
promote and harmonize policies conducive to mineralbased transformation. For example, ECOWAS has
adopted a directive on harmonizing guiding principles
and policies in the mining sector that would create
a common mining code for West Africa, and support
priorities such as value addition through linkages
and beneficiation, environmental protection, good
governance and respect for human rights.5
Adopting a regional approach to “onboarding” the Africa
Mining Vision—particularly over policies for mineralbased transformation—will help African countries
overcome the limitations and hurdles of unilateral
economic policy making, contract negotiation,
infrastructure development and other steps that are
burdensome without cooperation. In isolation, mineral
producers compete in a race to the bottom rather than
pooling markets for value addition and increasing
bargaining power in contract negotiations.

Fiscal regimes across countries remain incoherent and
inconsistent, allowing external actors and multinational
corporations to exploit these disparities. This situation
triggers a race to the bottom of overly compensatory
agreements and contracts. Fiscal harmonization,
particularly through alignment and streamlining
of policies, allows countries to coordinate their tax
activities while recognizing the specificities of their
own fiscal regimes, which might be glossed over by a
uniform system.

Implementation remains the most difficult part of
mineral policy and governance; well-prepared policies
exist and are being developed, but there is little
enforcement, especially for regional and cross-border
policies. To rectify this, AMDC support to Member
States in writing “country mining visions”—the
actionable, national forms of the Africa Mining Vision—
is increasingly addressing the importance of RVCs,
harmonization aspects and other regional approaches.
AMDC is also beginning to embrace the fact that
regional mining visions can boost opportunities for
linkages (between the mining sector and the rest of the
economy) and for new economic opportunities.

There has been significant buy-in at the regional
level of the need to develop an African framework
for addressing illicit financial flows in the extractives
sector through closer cooperation and greater
harmonization of fiscal regimes; global frameworks
and guidelines alone may not help in addressing very
specific issues that occur along the mineral value chain
across Africa, such as transfer mispricing, and the fact

In addition, the development of the African Minerals
Governance Framework, the Country Mining Vision
Handbook, training, and policy and law reviews offer
avenues to address a range of development issues in
Africa’s mining sector and to preclude the sector from
exacerbating the existing imbalances and inequalities.
Going forward, it will be important to consider the
needs of those working in the informal mining sector

(often considered illegal; see the section below on
informal trade) and also the gender-disaggregated
impacts of mining policy.

Public health
Following the Ebola crisis in West Africa in 2014–15,
African countries are cooperating in the prevention
and management of public health crises. The African
Centre for Disease Control and Prevention launched a
five-year strategic plan in March 2017. This plan and its
accompanying roadmap set priorities for prevention,
disease control and the response to public health
threats and emergencies on the continent (AU, 2017a;
AU, 2017b).

Peace and security
In this area, African countries have established extensive
cooperation:
•

•

•

ECOWAS Member States prevailed on the outgoing
president of Gambia to leave office, following
his defeat in the country’s recent election, even
though he refused to do so. Subsequently, regional
military forces supported the incoming president by
securing his passage into the country and providing
protection during his initial period in office in 2017.
African countries contribute 38,071 personnel
across the nine United Nations peacekeeping
missions in Africa (of which one, UNAMID, is a joint
operation with the AU) (ECA calculations based on
UN, 2017a, 2017b); this is fewer personnel than in
June 2016 (as reported in the last edition of ARIA),
although the number of peacekeeping missions has
remained the same.
The AU has its own military mission in Somalia to
destroy Al-Shabaab strongholds in central Somalia
and to cut its supply routes. As part of these
operations, the mission liberated the town of Adan
Yabal in the Shabelle Dhexe region and Galcad in
the Galguduud region (ECA, 2017f).

•

Multinational action against Boko Haram continued
in West Africa (ECA, 2017e).

•

Women have played an important role in
peace-building across Africa, including in peace
negotiations in Burundi, Democratic Republic of the

Congo, the Mano River Women’s Peace Network and
Somalia.

Financial integration
Table 2.10. shows intra-African outward direct
investment. A negative value shows that a country has
reduced the value of its total direct investment position,
either because the investments have declined in value
or because investors from that country have withdrawn
investments. The volume of investments in Mauritius,
despite its small economy, suggests that a lot of foreign
investments to Africa may be routed through that
country to take advantage of its favourable tax regime
and its status as an offshore financial centre.
Table 2.10.

Intra-African outward direct investment
positions, 2015 ($ million)
Benin
Botswana

-5
1,386

Burkina Faso

362

Cabo Verde

87

Guinea-Bissau

70

Mali

502

Mauritius

21,380

Morocco

222

Mozambique
Niger

5,856
490

Nigeria

5,284

Rwanda

877

Seychelles

367

South Africa

3,341

Togo

1,251

Uganda

1,466

Zambia

1,988

Source: ECA calculations, based on IMF (2017).

Some regional groupings have partial-payment
systems integration; for example, EAC, SADC (which
has payment systems integration) and West and
Central Africa (Karingi and Davis, 2017). The COMESA
payment and settlement system is being operated in 9
of its member states (COMESA, 2017). In addition, EAC
Partner States recently agreed on direct convertibility of
their currencies.
In North Africa, ECA is working with Arab Maghreb
Union to increase trade finance. ECOWAS is pursuing
efforts to pave the way for a single currency, and it
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has six convergence criteria for Member States (West
African Monetary Agency, cited in ECA, 2017b).

Figure 2.4. summarizes countries’ openness across three
dimensions.

Free movement of persons and the
right of establishment

The following entities have taken steps to support the
free movement of persons:

In 2016, the African Development Bank and McKinsey
launched the Africa Visa Openness Report, which
analyses visa openness in African countries. The
report showed that there is still considerable room
for African countries to liberalize their visa regimes.

•

Rwanda has begun the process of ratifying the
Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa
(COMESA) Protocol on Free Movement of Persons.

Figure 2.4.

Degree of visa openness to other African countries
Seychelles
Mali
Uganda
Cape Verde
Togo
Guinea-Bissau
Mauritania
Mozambique
Mauritius
Rwanda
Burundi
Comoros
Madagascar
Somali
Djibouti
Kenya
Tanzania
Gambia
Burkina Faso
Zambia
Côte d’Ivoire
Ghana
Guinea
Senegal
Nigeria
Niger
Zimbabwe
Botswana
Malawi
Swaziland
Benin
Lesotho
Liberia
Sierra Leone
South Africa
Tunisia
Dem. Rep. of the Congo
Central African Republic
Namibia
Chad
Morocco
Algeria
Republic of the Congo
Cameroon
South Sudan
Eritrea
Ethiopia
Sudan
Angola
Gabon
Libya
Egypt
Equatorial Guinea
São Tomé and Príncipe

0.0

No visa
0.2

Visa on arrival
0.4

0.6

0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
Scores range from 0-1 (highest)
* Visa required means a visa has to be obtained before departure and is not an eVisa

Source: Based on AfDB (2016).
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Visa required*
0.8

1.0

0.8

1.0

•

Benin, Ghana, Nigeria and Zimbabwe have all taken
steps towards liberalizing their visa regimes for
nationals of other African countries.

•

•

Namibia and Rwanda plan to abolish visas for all
Africans (Geingob, cited in The Citizen, 2016; The
East African, 2017).

Infrastructure integration

•

The CFTA is expected to include an agreement on
the movement of economic operators involved in
trade and investment.

The AU Assembly requested a draft protocol on the
free movement of persons in Africa for consideration
at its meeting in January 2018.

Infrastructure remains one of the key factors for
ensuring sustainable and inclusive development in
Africa. It is also an important enabler of intra-African
trade, particularly the development of RVCs within the
continent. Improving the continent’s infrastructure is
essential to make the most of the potential of the CFTA
(ECOSOC, 2017). The AU’s Programme for Infrastructure

Figure 2.5

Quality of railway and port infrastructure, 2016
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Note: Data were only available for a selection of African countries; the best performer of the dataset is included to show the distance to the global frontier. Ratings
in the various categories of infrastructure quality are based on surveys of businesspeople.
Source: WEF (2016).
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Figure 2.6

Quality of air transport and electricity supply infrastructure, 2016
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Development in Africa envisages a broad effort to
improve the continent’s infrastructure, which consists
of 51 projects, including 16 priority projects.6
If one conceives of the degree of a region’s integration
as the ease with which persons, goods, services
and capital can flow between its members, it is
clear that high-quality infrastructure is essential for
regional integration. Reliable cross-border transport
infrastructure reduces the time and cost of transporting
goods across borders. A functioning communications
infrastructure facilitates communication within a
region, across the continent and beyond. And a well-run
energy infrastructure is essential for both transport and
communications infrastructure.
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It is not only cross-border infrastructure that supports
regional integration; within-country infrastructure
networks allow firms and individuals to more easily
penetrate the interior of other countries in the region.
Therefore, the quality of a country’s infrastructure
(international linkages and internal networks) is vital
for boosting regional integration.
Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.6 show African countries’
performance on quality of infrastructure indicators
compiled for the World Economic Forum’s Global
Competitiveness Index. They reveal that African
countries still have a way to go to meet the “global
frontier,” although some countries appear to be
performing well (WEF, 2016).

Most African countries are upgrading their
infrastructure.7 The sections below give details on
achievements recorded since the last edition of ARIA.
World Bank (2017c) has a more complete list of projects
with private participation in infrastructure. (That
dataset has many projects not listed here, because
there have been no updates to their status during the
period under review.)

Arabia’s electricity grids, enabling an energy exchange
between the two grids “during normal operating
times, especially at peak time and during emergency
conditions. The project also aims to reduce operating
costs and reinforce the stability of both grids” (ICA,
2016). Also in Egypt, the construction of a wind farm at
Gabal el Zeit was completed, with a capacity of 200 MW
(World Bank, 2017a).

Energy

Ethiopia has opened the Gibe III hydroelectric dam,
which has the capacity to double the country’s energy
output, and it is expected to produce 15,000 MW of
electricity over the next five years (The Economist,
2016; Meseret, 2016). The country plans to raise the
power output of hydropower, wind and geothermal
sources to 17,436 MW (from the current 2,200 MW)
under the 2015–2020 development plan (Maasho,
2016). In Ghana, gas from Sankofa is being developed
for domestic energy production, so that 1,000 MW
can be addeded to Ghana’s capacity of 3,215 MW (ICA,
2016).

Many African countries continue to struggle with
their energy infrastructure. Ghana, for example, has
experienced load-shedding power outages that are
thwarting the country’s economic prospects (ECA,
2017c).
Still, a number of countries are upgrading their energy
infrastructure. For instance, Angola has raised funds
for investment in the 2,070 megawatt (MW) Lauca
hydropower project, located on a section of the Kwanza
River between the Cambambe and Capanda complexes
and the Caculo Cabaça hydro facility. The Organization
of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) Fund for
International Development has allocated funds to minigrid projects in Benin, Cabo Verde, Senegal and Sierra
Leone, and more than 4,250 people in 850 households
will reportedly directly benefit, as well as 123
commercial clients and small enterprises and 57 public
buildings and services. Benin has raised funds for a 120
MW thermal power plant at Maria Gleta. Burundi, Côte
d’Ivoire, Ghana and Guinea-Bissau have raised funds for
rural electricity projects, and Côte d’Ivoire has worked on
rehabilitating its electricity grid. Democratic Republic of
Congo has mobilized funds for a distribution facility in
Bandundu province and a transmission and distribution
project in Kasai province (ICA, 2016). Djibouti increased
its electricity production by 10.3 per cent from 2014 to
2015 (ECA, 2017g).
Egypt has mobilized substantial funds for its 1,800 MW
combined-cycle gas turbine Damanhour power plant,
alongside the 650 MW Cairo West Power project. The
first of these projects will be supplied by the Egyptian
Natural Gas Company and will be connected to the
500 kilovolt national grid via two new transmission
lines: a 14 km connection to the existing Abu Qir/Kafr
El-Zayat 500kV line, and a 60 km double-circuit 500kV
line to connect Damanhour with the Abo El-Matamir
500/220kV substation. A project is also under way to
create an interconnection between Egypt and Saudi

Kenya mobilized funds for a wind farm project at Lake
Turkana. The Kenya Tea Development Agency raised
funds to invest in hydropower for several of its tea
factories, and for the country’s Last Mile Connectivity
Project to promote electricity access. Lesotho opened
its Metolong dam, which “brings Lesotho’s installed
power generation capacity up to a level that should
meet demand until 2025” and will electrify “75 villages
previously without electricity,” in addition to increasing
its water supply. Morocco has mobilized funds for
investing in rural electrification and a substantial
investment in its solar power sector, as well as
rehabilitating hydropower plants and dams and creating
a 120 MW wind farm near Tangiers. In Mozambique, the
Moamba-Major hydroelectric dam project is in progress
and is expected to produce 15 MW of electricity to add
to the national energy grid by 2019. Construction of this
dam is also “expected to involve restoration of railways
and new road building” (ICA, 2016).
Nigeria established a transitional power market in
2015 and achieved financial closure for investment in
the construction of a 450 MW gas-fired power plant
at Azura (World Bank, 2017a). Senegal has mobilized
funds for investment in a power plant at Tobene and
brownfield investment in the 135 MW oil-fired power
plant in Rufisque. South Africa is upgrading its utility
distribution network and power generation, including at
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least 1.5 gigawatts of new generation capacity through
wind and solar power projects, such as the 40 MW
Linde Solar Photovoltaic Plant, a 100 MW concentrated
solar power plant in the Northern Cape, the 100 MW
Karoshek Solar One project and a 138.9 MW wind farm
in De Aar. Tunisia has raised funds for a 600 MW gasfired power plant in Mornaguia (ICA, 2016; World Bank,
2017a). Uganda is continuing to invest in hydropower
generation, including the 5.5 MW power plant in Paidha,
the 5.6 MW Rwimi river small hydropower project and
the 5 MW Siti Small Hydro Power Plant. Uganda also has
a 10 MW solar power plant project under way in Soroti
(ECA, 2017a; ICA, 2016; World Bank, 2017a). Zimbabwe
is renovating its Bulawayo thermal power plant and has
mobilized investment for the Gawanda solar project
and the Hwange thermal power station (ICA, 2016).
In addition to the importance of upgrading national
infrastructure, it is important to support the
interconnection of national electricity grids. Crossborder interconnections “Allow countries to take
advantage of significant hydroelectric potential in
neighbouring countries, while also allowing the
exporting of more expensive forms of generation to
balance system costs” (ICA, 2016).
Some cross-border energy projects have continued
during the period under review. These include
the Central African power interconnection; the
second Democratic Republic of the Congo–Zambia
Interconnector; the Kenya–United Republic of Tanzania
power interconnection; and the Ruzizi III hydropower
project in Burundi and Rwanda. The last two projects
raised additional funds in 2015. This transmission
network is expected to be functioning in 2019.
Côte d’Ivoire and Mali have planned an electricity
interconnection project, while Mozambique, South
Africa and Zimbabwe have raised funds for an energy
interconnection project between the three countries.
The Côte d’Ivoire–Liberia–Sierra Leone–Guinea
transmission programme (OMVG) (which is a priority
West African Power Pool project), along with other
projects under way, will see an extensive network of
connections among the countries of West Africa, plus
it will connect with the existing Côte d’Ivoire–Benin–
Togo–Nigeria interconnection, the West African Power
Pool Coastal Transmission Backbone, the Senegal River
Basin Organization transmission grid and the above
OMVG programme. Funding for the project is coming
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from participating governments and international
donors. Feasibility studies have been carried out with
technical assistance provided for preparation studies
and environmental and social impact assessments. A
500 kilovolt interconnection line between Ethiopia and
Kenya is progressing, with a critical substation expected
to come online in December 2017. The Inga III dam
project, which could eventually generate 50 gigawatts,
remains under development (ICA, 2016).
Source: ICA (2016). shows existing energy generation
plants in Africa, superimposed with selected new
projects that received financial closure in 2015.

Communications
At the national level, Angola has a project to roll out
high speed data transmission for corporate markets and
individual customers; the cities of Lubango, Cabinda,
Huambo and Soyo are expected to benefit. Benin is
working to convert all of its television stations from
analogue to digital and has raised funds to develop its
broadband network. Cameroon has raised funds for
the second phase of its National Telecommunications
Broadband Network project (in country) and is planning
to link Kribi, Cameroon with Fortaleza, Brazil by a
submarine communications cable. International data
traffic from Africa to the Americas “is currently routed via
Western Europe... before going to America.” This cable
project will provide Brazil, Cameroon and neighbouring
countries with improved communications, and add to
Cameroon’s other submarine cables, which link South
Africa and France, Portugal, Spain and the United
Kingdom (ICA, 2016).
Chad, Republic of the Congo, Democratic Republic of
the Congo and the United Republic of Tanzania have
investments committed for upgrading or constructing
new telecommunications towers. An Egyptian telecoms
provider signed a deal in 2015 that is likely to cut costs,
and additional investments were agreed to for Uganda’s
telecoms sector. In Kenya, an ongoing project will
provide 1,600 kilometres (km) of fibre optic cable (plus
an additional 500 km for military use) and link to the
existing 4,300 km of cable. Niger has mobilized further
investment in its telecoms sector as well as funds for
building a fibre optic backbone. Telecommunications
towers are being built in Nigeria to improve coverage;
Niger’s telecoms sector provides an estimated 80 million
people with internet access, including broadband,
and there are almost 150 million active mobile phone

Figure 2.7.

Africa’s energy sector, 2015

Source: ICA (2016).
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subscriptions in the country. The Nigerian government
plans to boost the information and communications
technology sector and enable it to contribute more to
the economy through reforming the sector’s tax and
regulatory framework (ICA, 2016).
In Zambia, investments in the telecommunications
towers will improve accessibility and reliability of
coverage. The government of Togo has awarded a
contract to connect over 500 of its public buildings to
fibre optic cable. In Zimbabwe’s telecommunications
sector, investors have been funding market
consolidation, new services and network modernization
(ICA, 2016).
At the subregional level, broadband infrastructure
is being upgraded with the Djibouti Africa Regional
Express submarine broadband cable, which will extend
to Djibouti, Kenya, Somalia and the United Republic
of Tanzania (World Bank, 2017a). The Economic
Community of Central African States (ECCAS) is taking
steps to implement a one-area network, similar to that
in East Africa, that would reduce or eliminate roaming
charges. A number of Economic Community of West
African States (ECOWAS) member states have moved
towards launching a similar one-area network. In
addition, the private sector and international donors
are setting aside further funds for investment in
telecommunications across Africa (ICA, 2016).

Transport
Figure 2.8 shows a map of Africa’s transport networks.

Railways
African countries are revamping their railway networks,
including those with a regional dimension. For instance,
the Addis Ababa light rail system and the Djibouti–
Ethiopia railway have entered into service, with plans
to expand this network to connect to Burundi, Djibouti,
Kenya Rwanda, South Sudan, Sudan and Uganda
(Appiah, 2015; Morylln-Yron, Scott, Kwok and Darvenzia,
2017). Gabon is rehabilitating the Transgabonais
railway (World Bank, 2017a). Egypt has mobilized funds
for investment in new rail stock (ICA, 2016).
Kenya is planning to build an underground rail system
in Nairobi, and it will extend the Mombasa–Nairobi
railway line to Naivasha (Parke, 2016).

Mozambique has a project to invest in railways in Nacala,
which will also have its port and airport upgraded (ICA,
2016). Nigeria has completed a rail link between Abuja
and Kaduna; it also signed a new memorandum of
understanding in 2016 with a contractor for building a
1,400 km coastal railway between Calabar and Lagos,
which will include an urban transit system for Lagos;
and it has begun light rail projects for the Abuja and
Kano metropolitan area (Barrow, 2016; Jacobs, 2017;
Rogers, 2016; Railways Africa, 2016; Lu and Lau, 2016).
Malawi and Zambia together have launched a railway
construction project that would connect with existing
rail links to provide connections between the two
countries and Mozambique (Railway Gazette, cited in
Morylln-Yron et al., 2017). Senegal has raised funds for
the Dakar–Kidira rail project. South Africa has secured
funding to acquire new locomotive stock for its stateowned transport and logistics company, Transnet (ICA,
2016).
Railways planned, under construction or already
completed in Eastern Africa shows additional railways
in selected countries in Eastern Africa that are planned,
under construction or already completed.

Air transport
Cabo Verde and Senegal have signed an agreement
on air transport links between them (ECA, 2017d). Air
Djibouti, a public–private partnership, has launched
cargo operations to capture a share of the regional
market for such services. It has also resumed passenger
flights to neighbouring countries (ECA, 2017g).
The terminal expansion project for Ethiopia’s Bole
International Airport in Addis Ababa continues, and
Nairobi’s Jomo Kenyatta International Airport has also
been upgraded in the period under review. Additional
funds have been allocated for capital investment in
Ghana’s airports, including the construction of a new
terminal at Kotoka International Airport in Accra and
rehabilitation of other airports. With assistance from
China, a new airport is under construction in Sierra
Leone near Freetown. Mozambique has an ongoing
project under review to rehabilitate Nacala airport. The
Sharm el-Sheikh international airport in Egypt raised
new investment funds (ICA, 2016).

Maritime and waterway transport
Additional funds have been mobilized for investment
in Côte d’Ivoire’s Abidjan port. Kenya continues to
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Figure 2.8

Africa’s transport networks, 2015

Source: ICA (2016).

mobilize resources for its Mombasa Port Development
Phase 2 project, which is part of the Programme for
Infrastructure Development in Africa’s Priority Action
Plan. Morocco has secured funds for its Nador West
port, while Mozambique continues working towards
developing Nacala port in combination with a rail
project for that city: The Nacala port has a natural depth

of 14 metres, the best natural harbour in southeastern
Africa with very high potential. Senegal completed the
final phase of its Maritime Infrastructure Establishment
Project II, thereby opening the Ndakhonga harbour
terminal. This creates a harbour that connects the
central Ndakhonga region to the sea via the river, which
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Figure 2.9

Railways planned, under construction or already completed in Eastern Africa

Source: Based on CPCS, cited in Morylln-Yron et al. (2017).

is a critical improvement. Togo mobilized investment for
constructing the Lomé Container Terminal (ICA, 2016).
Among cross-border projects, Cabo Verde and Senegal
have signed an agreement for a direct maritime link
between Dakar and Praia (ECA, 2017d). Countries
forming a line from Egypt to Lake Victoria are working
on a feasibility study for a project to achieve waterway
connectivity between the lake and the Mediterranean
Sea (the VICMED project). African countries also
concluded the Lomé Charter on Maritime Security
during the period under review.

funding, and the Northern Corridor Trade and Transit
Coordination Authority is working on a revised strategic
plan with support from ECA’s African Trade Policy
Centre. The Lamu Port Gateway Project is continuing
(ICA, 2016).

Pipelines
A project is planned to extend the Lake Victoria pipeline
to Tabora, Igunga and Nzega in the United Republic
of Tanzania. The extension is expected to benefit 89
villages in a 12 km radius of the pipeline.

Road transport
Multimodal transport
A multimodal Praia–Dakar–Abidjan corridor is planned
under the Programme for Infrastructure Development
in Africa. The Northern Multimodal Corridor has sought
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African countries are raising and committing funds for
upgrading road infrastructure across the continent.
Cameroon, for example, raised and committed funds for
the Lena–Tibati road segment of the Batchenga–Lena–

Tibati–N’Gaoundere Corridor (which will also make
trade between Cameroon, the Central African Republic
and Chad easier) and the Sanaga Bridge. Côte d’Ivoire
raised funds to construct an interchange in Abidjan on
Boulevard Valery Giscard d’Estaing. Gambia plans to
expand its road network to connect previously isolated
areas of the country and to facilitate tourism; this
expansion will include the installation of weighbridges.
Ghana has a project to improve the N2 Eastern Corridor
Road. Morocco has raised funds for the El Jadida–Safi
Motorway project. Niger has assigned a new project
for its dry port, and Senegal is planning to invest in
two motorways (Aéroport International Blaise Diagne
to Thiès and Ila to Touba) and has raised the financing
for them. Togo has plans to construct a 60 km road
from Katchamba to Sadori. In Uganda, the Kampala
Flyover Construction and Road Upgrading Project has
secured funds, while Zambia has done likewise for road
improvements between Chirundu and Lusaka, and for
the New Kafue Weighbridge (ICA, 2016).
At the regional level, work on the Abidjan–Lagos
Corridor, the most heavily travelled West African corridor,
is progressing. The 1,028 km road in the corridor (under
construction) links West Africa’s largest cities of Abidjan,
Accra, Lomé, Cotonou and Lagos, which between them
account for 75% of trade in the ECOWAS region. The
corridor will link seaports to land-locked countries,
facilitating intra- and inter-African trade. In 2014, the
presidents of Benin, Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana, Nigeria and
Togo approved the project, each pledging $50 million
for preparatory activities. One-stop border posts are
also being introduced. In addition to the impacts on
trade and on the broader economy, travel corridors also
help to develop rural and border areas (ICA, 2016).

Infrastructure financing
Public–private partnerships, and private finance more
broadly, are important for financing infrastructure
investments in Africa. The World Bank’s Private
Participation in Infrastructure Database listed 528
“active” (or “distressed”) projects using private financing
in transport, energy or communications infrastructure
across 52 African countries (World Bank, 2017a). The
projects involve a variety of different operating models,
from those where the private contractor builds, owns
and operates the project, to those where the facility is
owned by the government. African countries are also
using a range of financing vehicles to supplement state
resources (Source: Based on World Bank (2015).).

Public–private partnerships help African countries
to upgrade their infrastructure faster than would
otherwise be possible, particularly for renewable energy
projects. For example, 64 renewable energy projects
reached financial closure over two years (to April 2016),
committing $13.8 billion in private funding to construct
nearly 4,000 MW of power-generating capacity. This is
more than the total generating capacity of most African
countries (ECA, 2016).
Private finance is also listed as being used for nine
active multi-country infrastructure projects in Africa:
the Abidjan–Ouagadougou Railway, the Beitbridge
Border Post (between South Africa and Zimbabwe),
the Dakar–Bamako Railway, the DARE submarine
broadband cable (Djibouti, Kenya, Somalia and the
United Republic of Tanzania), the Maghreb Gas Pipeline
(Algeria and Morocco), Moov (Etisalat) (Central African
Republic and Togo), the Mozambique–South Africa
Gas Pipeline, the N4 Toll Road linking Mozambique and
South Africa, and the West African Gas Pipeline (Benin,
Ghana, Nigeria and Togo). In addition, “blended finance”
and development funds are increasingly being used to

Figure 2.10.
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Table 2.11.

New investment commitments in Africa’s infrastructure by end-2015 by economic sector
Economic sector

Transport

Water

Energy

Multi-sector
investments

Unallocated
investments

34.7

Information and
communications
technology
2.5

Amount ($ billion)

34.7

8.1

Share of total commitments
(per cent)

41.6

9.7

2.2

1.2

41.6

3.0

2.7

1.4

Source: ICA (2016).

Table 2.12.

New investment commitments in Africa’s infrastructure in 2015 by funder
Funder

Amount committed in 2015 ($)

44 African governments

28.402 billion

China

20.868 billion

Private sector

7.442 billion

8

ECOWAS Bank for Investment and Development
World Bank Group
East Africa Development Bank

7 million
6.039 billion
5 million

AfDB

4.166 billion

France

2.455 billion

Islamic Development Bank

2.166 billion

Japan

1.768 billion

European Investment Bank

1.414 billion

Germany

1.139 billion

Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development

984 million

Development Bank of Southern Africa

929 million

European Union bodies

897 million

Other European funders

876 million

India

524 million

Brazil

500 million

Saudi Fund for Development

392 million

Banque Ouest Africaine de Développement

352 million

Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Development

342 million

OPEC Fund for International Development

312 million

United States

307 million

United Kingdom

287 million

International Finance Corporation

246 million

Canada

195 million

Arab Bank for Economic Development in Africa

135 million

Republic of Korea

88 million

Abu Dhabi Fund for Development

81 million

Banque des États de l’Afrique Centrale

55 million

Source: ICA (2016).

finance infrastructure investment projects in Africa (ICA,
2016).
Sectorally, infrastructure financing in Africa in 2015 is
delineated by sector in Table 2.11.
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New commitments in 2015 to funding African
infrastructure are listed by funder in Table 2.12.,
which shows that African governments’ own resources
(together) comprise the largest source of funding,

followed by China, and multilateral development banks
(combined).

Trade integration
This section examines trends in formal trade followed
by a review of intra-African trade data and progress on
liberalizing tariffs, facilitating trade, and removing nontariff barriers (NTBs).
Currently there are four functioning free trade areas
by AU recognized RECs: COMESA, ECOWAS, EAC and
SADC. Further intra-African trade is liberalized through
mechanisms beyond the AU-recognized RECs, including
the Pan-Arab free trade area, the Central African
Economic and Monetary Community (CEMAC) and the
Southern African Customs Union (SACU). The Tripartite
Free Trade Area (TFTA) will liberalize more intra-African
trade. This is also the expectation for the CFTA.
Most intra-African trade occurs between African
countries that are members of the same regional
grouping. For instance, the average country in the EAC
sources 86 per cent of its African imports from other EAC
countries. For ECOWAS, the comparable figure is 64 per
cent, for SADC 90 per cent, and for COMESA 78 per cent.
Figure 2.11 to Figure 2.15 show the makeup of intraAfrican imports by country, with a breakdown of
imports that are already traded under FTAs, those that
would be covered by the TFTA, and those from other
African countries that would be additionally covered
by the CFTA. Though imports are covered by these REC
free trade areas, several REC free trade areas exclude
certain products. Free trade area utilization rates are
also less than 100 per cent: For instance, the ECOWAS
Trade Liberalization Scheme is cumbersome for traders,
meaning that many still pay tariffs (OECD, 2010;
Bossuyt, 2016). The figures therefore do not show the
level of liberalization, but merely reflect REC free trade
area coverage.

As ECOWAS coverage is much lower, the CFTA would
add considerable value. It could also help to solidify
free trade in ECOWAS given the reported constraints
to traders regarding the ECOWAS Trade Liberalization
Scheme.
The TFTA will be especially important for the COMESA
countries that are not in the EAC and are not operating
the SADC FTA, as well as for several countries that
are not yet implementing other REC FTAs, including
Angola, Djibouti, Eritrea and Ethiopia. It will also be
valuable for Sudan, which has only a small amount of
its intra-African trade captured by the Pan-Arab FTA. For
the remaining African countries that are not party to an
operating REC FTA, the CFTA is expected to contribute
to a large amount of intra-African trade liberalization.
These characteristics of intra-African trade are relevant
for the CFTA for two reasons: They show that the tariff
revenue losses expected of the CFTA are low, because
for many countries a large proportion of intra-African
trade is already covered through REC FTAs; and the CFTA
will help cover intra-African trade for those countries
that do not have operating FTAs within their RECs.
They also suggest that the immediate effects of the
CFTA—positive and negative—are unlikely to be
dramatic in many countries. The CFTA amounts to a
step, rather than a leap, forward for African integration,
which will help advance all countries to an improved
level of trade integration. (As Chapter 5 highlights,
the incremental approach can reduce the structural
adjustment costs associated with trade liberalization,
and still lead to the trade gains identified in Chapter
4, including improved conditions for forming RVCs,
permitting better economies of scale, diversifying
exports and facilitating the trade growth forecast by
numerous trade models.)

EAC countries already have considerable coverage
through their EAC single market and the COMESA FTA.
Including the TFTA, the EAC countries would on average
cover 99 per cent of their intra-African trade.
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Figure 2.11

Share of EAC Member States’ intra-African imports that enter under FTAs, 2015
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Figure 2.12

Share of ECOWAS Member States’ intra-African imports that enter under FTAs, 2015
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Figure 2.13

Share of SADC Member States’ intra-African imports that enter under FTAs, 2015
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Source: ECA calculations.
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Figure 2.14

Share of remaining COMESA (those not operating SADC or EAC FTAs) Member States’ intra-African
imports that enter under FTAs, 2015
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Figure 2.15

Share of Other African countries’ intra-African imports that enter under FTAs, 2015
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Source: ECA calculations.

Formal trade arrangements

EAC

Since ARIA VII, Africa’s RECs have made further advances
in liberalizing trade.

South Sudan has completed its accession to the EAC,
having received approval from the EAC Heads of State
in March 2016 and having signed the accession treaty
in April 2016.

COMESA
Democratic Republic of the Congo joined the COMESA
free trade area in 2016 through an Act of Parliament,
taking the total number of countries to 16. The country
will reduce tariffs on imports from other COMESA
members over a three-year period, with a 40 per cent
reduction on duties in 2016 followed by a 30 per cent
reduction in 2017 and another 30 per cent in 2018
(COMESA, 2016).

ECOWAS
The ECOWAS customs union, which came into force in
January 2015, applies a common external tariff at the
following rates:
•

Zero per cent on essential social goods, covering 85
tariff lines.
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•

5 per cent on goods of primary necessity, raw
materials, capital goods and specific inputs,
covering around 2,100 tariff lines.

•

Eighteen of 26 TFTA member states have signed the
Agreement, with a 19th due to sign by 10 June 2017,
and one (Egypt) has ratified it.

•

10 per cent on intermediate goods, covering around
1,400 tariff lines.

•

Rules of origin for product types covering more
than 60 of the 96 Harmonized System chapters had
already been agreed on by end-May 2017.

•

20 per cent on final consumer goods and goods not
specified elsewhere, covering 2,200 tariff lines.

•

Annexes on trade remedies, dispute settlement and
rules of origin have been finalized.

•

The start of the second phase of negotiations has
been delayed from its original date.

•

TFTA member states are discussing whether to
drop separate TFTA-level negotiations on trade in
services and simply to focus on CFTA negotiations
on services trade.

•

35 per cent on specific goods for economic
development, covering 130 tariff lines (ECOWAS
Commission, 2015a, cited in ECA, AUC and AfDB,
2016).

ECOWAS has created the following mechanisms
to ensure that their member states implement the
common external tariff:
•

A customs valuation mechanism, to ensure that all
member states apply the same system of customs
valuation.

•

Regulations to ensure that inputs for the
manufacture of zero-rated products do not face
tariffs significantly above those placed on the final
product.

•

Safeguard, trade, defense and anti-dumping
measures: These include supplementary protection
measures allowing member states to deviate from
the common external tariff for a maximum of 3 per
cent of the tariff lines identified in it.

The ECOWAS Common External Tariff came into force
on 1 January 2015. Ten out of 15 ECOWAS members
were implementing it by 2016 (Obideyi, cited in Daily
Post, 2016; Ghana Revenue Authority, 2016). In 2017,
ECOWAS member countries authorized the ECOWAS
Commission to coordinate members’ negotiating
positions in the discussions for the CFTA.
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Continental Free Trade Area
The CFTA negotiations continued during 2016 and 2017,
including the first meeting of technical working groups
and discussions on modalities. (A more detailed review
is in Chapter 4.) As shown in ARIA V, and supported by a
more recent study by UNCTAD, the CFTA is expected to
bring significant economic benefits to Africa via deeper
regional integration and higher incomes and GDP (ECA,
AUC and AfDB, 2012; UNCTAD, 2017a).

Intra-African trade in goods
Such benefits are needed, as intra-African exports fell
steeply in absolute value from $85 billion in 2014 to $69
billion in 2015 (UNCTAD, 2017b). Intra-African trade as a
share of the continent’s GDP also declined, from around
3.4 per cent to around 2.9 per cent over the period
(Figure 2.16).
As a share of Africa’s total imports, intra-African imports
stood at 14 per cent in 2015 (UNCTAD, 2017c). As a share
of Africa’s total exports, intra-African exports stood at 18
per cent in 2015 (UNCTAD, 2017c).

Tripartite Free Trade Area (TFTA)

Intra-REC trade

The following developments took place in the
negotiations of the TFTA since ARIA VII was written:

Figure 2.17 shows the share of intra-regional trade in
GDP among 25 selected regional trade agreements

Figure 2.16

Growth in share of intra-African trade in Africa’s GDP, 1995–2015
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Figure 2.17

Intra-regional exports as a share of regional GDP plotted against GDP, 2015 ($ billion)
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in force worldwide and reported to the World Trade
Organization (WTO), relative to the total GDP of the
bloc (since economic blocs with larger GDP may have
greater economic diversity within them, creating
greater potential gains from trade and therefore a
higher share of intra-regional trade in GDP). Based on
this comparison, Africa’s RECs that have regional trade
agreements (that is, COMESA, EAC, ECCAS, ECOWAS and
SADC), tend to underperform in terms of the share of
intra-regional trade in GDP (except for SADC).

Among the eight AU-recognized RECs, SADC
consistently has the highest share on this metric (Figure
2.18), even though it does not have the lowest intraregional economic community average–applied tariffs.
Other factors, such as trade complementarity, may
explain the pattern of trade within SADC.

Non-tariff barriers and trade facilitation
Africa remains far behind the world on its efficiency
of document and border processing requirements for
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Figure 2.18

Intra-regional economic community exports as a share of GDP, 1996–2015
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trading across borders (ECA, AUC and AfDB, 2016; World
Bank, 2017a), despite significant recent progress. The
following figures show the time and cost of importing
and exporting for various African countries. For both
document and border processing requirements, the
best-performing countries and territories in the global
dataset achieved a cost of less than one U.S. dollar and a
processing time of one hour or less (World Bank, 2017b
and 2017c).9
For the TFTA, great effort has been put into eliminating
NTBs. A mechanism for reporting, monitoring and
eliminating them was developed to address eight
categories: government participation in trade and
restrictive practices tolerated by governments; customs
and administrative entry procedures; technical barriers
to trade; sanitary and phyto-sanitary measures; specific
limitations; charges on imports; other procedural
problems; and transport, clearing and forwarding. As of
June 2017, 527 complaints have been resolved and 57
remain active.10
On 22 February 2017, the World Trade Organization’s
(WTO’s) Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA) entered
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into force. It commits members to taking measures to
reduce the cost of international trade by simplifying,
modernizing or harmonizing the country’s rules and
procedures for exporting or importing. While the
Agreement obliges developed countries to implement
all measures from the date at which it takes effect,
developing and least-developed countries will have
longer. Each developing or least-developed country
will apply an individual list of measures from countries
from the date at which the Agreement takes effect, to
be decided by the country in question; these are called
“category A” measures. A second individual, nationally
determined list of measures (“category B”) will be
implemented after a transition period (which can be
different from measure to measure), to be decided by
the country in question. A third individual, nationally
determined list of measures (“category C”) will be
implemented by the country after a transition period
to be determined by the country (which again can
be different from measure to measure) and only once
it receives capacity building support to do so. Each
developing or least-developed country must notify
each measure included in the Agreement in one of
these three categories (WTO, 2017b, 2017c, 2017d).

Figure 2.19

Time and cost to export for African countries, 1 June, 2016
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Figure 2.20

Time and cost to import for African countries, 1 June, 2016
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As African countries start to implement the TFA, trade is
expected to be facilitated and boosted, not only among
African WTO members likely to become parties to the
Agreement, but also between African countries party
to the Agreement and non-party African countries. This
is because traders from any country (whether party to
the Agreement or not) should be able to benefit when
trading with a country that is party to the Agreement
from measures taken to simplify or modernize export/
import rules and procedures.
As of 20 April 2017, of 44 African WTO members party
to the TFA, 19 had ratified it (WTO, 2017e). By the same
date, 27 had submitted at least some notifications as to
which measures will fall into which categories. However,
only five (Chad, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique and
Zambia) had already notified for all of the measures
under the Agreement (WTO, 2017f).
The African Corridor Management Alliance, which will
promote information and experience sharing and joint
projects among Africa’s corridor management agencies,
was inaugurated in February 2017. This inaugural
meeting included discussion of the Alliance’s work
plan and related issues. ECA has provided funding and
substantive support for start-up activities.

Trade in services
Data on services trade are notoriously weak, with
woefully poor coverage on both what is being traded
and with whom, and questionable reliability of the
meagre data that are available. Moreover, drawing
on balance-of-payments data, services trade data
essentially ignores investment flows. Notwithstanding
improvements in the collection of services trade data
over the past 15 years, the macro- and micro- level
services data needed for meaningful economic analysis
simply do not exist—a challenge exacerbated in Africa
(Primack, 2016).
One technique commonly used for filling (services)
trade flow gaps is to make use of “mirror data,” i.e. look
at what, for example, the United Kingdom reports as

services imports from Ethiopia as a proxy for what
services Ethiopia exports to the UK. While helpful
to fill certain gaps, the technique is biased towards
understanding North–South trade (as it relies on better
reporting from countries in the North). But no public
bilateral mirror data exist on intra-African services trade
flows, so the oft-cited African share of trade with itself
(14% of imports or 18% of exports) does not account
for services trade in any way. Case study literature (e.g.
AUC, 2015) and experience from African services firms
strongly suggest that the majority of business for most
African micro, small and medium-sized enterprises
(MSMEs) is intra-African.
For barriers to services trade—found “behind the
border” in the form of regulatory measures—the
World Bank’s Services Trade Restrictiveness Index
offers a unique snapshot of prevailing discriminatory
restrictions in a subset of 27 African countries, sectors
and modes.11 While there is significant diversity among
countries, in aggregate the continent scores relatively
well relative to high-income Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries, with
an average overall index score of 33 compared with 19
for the latter. By mode, Africa scores reasonably well,
at 31–21 in mode 1, 31–18.6 in mode 3, and 60.7–58.4
in mode 4 (World Bank, 2017d).12 This aggregation
masks significant diversity at the country and sector
levels, notably where African countries maintain fairly
restrictive regimes, for example in professional, retail
and transport services.
This seemingly good performance contrasts with
broader narratives about the restrictiveness of African
economies, as well as with anecdotal evidence that
suggests that services barriers and regulations in
African countries still heavily impede services trade
opportunities for firms. Data issues notwithstanding,
this highlights the fact that non-discriminatory
barriers (which are not captured in the Services Trade
Restrictiveness Index) are no doubt significant. As
increased trade and integration take place between
African services markets, this emphasizes the
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importance of looking at the role of discriminatory
barriers and non-discriminatory regulations in intraAfrican services trade.

data on the extent of informal trade. If these policies are
worsening the livelihoods of informal traders, they may
also worsen gender exclusion, since women are known
to make up 70 per cent of informal cross-border traders.
All of this underlines the need to collect and produce
better information on informal cross-border trade in
Africa, extending to understanding which products and
services are being traded informally, and who (men or
women) is trading in them.

Informal trade
Much trade between African countries is not recorded
in official statistics because it is informal. For example,
an estimated 20 per cent of Benin’s GDP is based on
informal trade with Nigeria alone (World Bank, cited
in Banque de France, 2016). However, data on informal
trade are, by its very definition, very limited.

Economic Partnership Agreements
After negotiating for 12 years, African countries have
recently made progress towards signing Economic
Partnership Agreements with the EU, though only a
handful have started provisionally applying them.
Such agreements with Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana and SACU
have entered into provisional application since the
publication of ARIA VII. Kenya and Rwanda have also
signed them with the EU since then, but they have not
yet entered into provisional application (EU, 2017).

The following graphs show informal and formal trade in
some agricultural commodities in Eastern Africa.
The lack of information on informal trade in Africa makes
it difficult to evaluate the impact of policies on informal
traders and their livelihoods. And while some policies
or economic challenges are known to harm informal
traders (e.g. cumbersome customs procedures), it can
be hard to estimate their economic impact and the
importance of changing these policies without accurate
Figure 2.21
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Figure 2.23

Sum of formal and informal cross-border trade in rice grain in selected trade corridors in Eastern
Africa (metric tonnes)
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Figure 2.24.

Sum of formal and informal cross-border trade in dry beans in selected trade corridors in Eastern
Africa (metric tonnes)
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Africa 2017 (ECA, 2017).
2
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11 members of ECCAS are members of the EMU.
3
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bridge between the Republic of the Congo and the
Democratic Republic of the Congo and the Kinshasa
Ilebo railways.
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For just two examples, see Djibouti (ECA, 2017f)
and Côte d’Ivoire’s investments in transport (ICA, 2016).
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Data were available for 2015 for 44 African
governments only.
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These countries and territories include a range
of EU member states, plus Belarus, Hong Kong SAR,
Kazakhstan, Norway, the Republic of Korea, San Marino
and the State of Palestine.
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AMDC (2016). Optimizing Domestic Revenue
Mobilization and Value Addition of Africa’s Minerals –
Towards Harmonizing Fiscal Regimes in the Mineral
Sector.
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The Ruzizi II hydropower project; Dar es
Salaam port expansion; Serenge-Nakonde road (T2);
Nigeria-Algeria gas pipeline; modernization of the
Dakar-Bamako rail line; the Sambagalou hydropower
project; the Abidjan-Lagos coastal corridor; the
Lusaka-Lilongwe ICT terrestrial fibre optic; the ZambiaTanzania-Kenya transmission project; the North African
transmission corridor; the Abidjan-Ouagadougou
road-rail link between Côte d’Ivoire and Burkina Faso;
the Douala Bangui Ndjamena corridor road-rail link
between Cameroon, Central African Republic and Chad;
Kampala-Jinja road upgrades between Kampala and
Jinja in Uganda; Juba-Torit-Kapoeta Nadapal-Eldoret
road between Uganda and Kenya; the Batoka Gorge
hydropower project on the border between Zambia
and Zimbabwe; and the Brazzaville Kinshasa road–rail

http://www.tradebarriers.org/about.

11
The data are mostly circa 2009–2010, covering
five sectors (financial, transport, retail, telecoms and
professional services) and modes 1, 3 and 4, and
scored out of 100 (being the most restrictive). The data
are highly aggregated and biased to some extent in
emphasizing those barriers most easily identifiable (i.e.
investment related).
12
In services trade Mode 1 is cross-border trade,
which is defined as delivery of a service from the territory
of one country into the territory of another country;
Mode 2 is consumption abroad, which covers supply
of a service of one country to the service consumer
of any other country; Mode 3 is commercial presence,
which covers services provided by a service supplier of
one country in the territory of any other country; and
Mode 4 is presence of natural persons, which covers
services provided by a service supplier of one country
through the presence of natural persons in the territory
of another country.
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Chapter 3

Conceptual Issues in the Political
Economy of Integration and the CFTA
This chapter reviews the political economy of the
Continental Free Trade Area (CFTA). It seeks to
understand why there is a gap between continental
and regional policies and programmes and their
implementation. Despite past and current efforts
to accelerate the dynamism of intra-African trade,
implementation remains a challenge.
The discussion draws on the “five-lens” analytical tool
developed by the European Centre for Development
Policy Management (ECDPM) (Byiers et al., 2015). The
value of this tool is that it unpacks and explains the
complexities and challenges of regional integration.
It does this by identifying the actors and factors that
have had a significant impact on regional integration
processes, which helps to explain “why things are as
they are.”
However, the way things are need not be deterministic.
The chapter concludes by drawing on Economic
Commission for Africa (ECA)’s research on institutional

capacities and sustaining policy reform in the context
of the developmental state and structural economic
change (ECA, 2011, 2012, and 2014). It shows that a
developmental state, guided by leadership committed
to national developmental goals and empowered by
competent bureaucracies, is needed to steer the CFTA
process and to ensure the outcome is an implemented
CFTA conducive to African development.

A conceptual approach to the
political economy of the CFTA
The 10 key findings from the assessment are
framed across the five lenses (Table 3.1).

Foundational factors
Foundational factors—the first of the lenses—come in
two forms: the structural and the historical. The former
refers to the geographic or economic structure of a
country, the latter to its historical legacies. What they
have in common is that they are either impossible, or

Table 3.1

A conceptual approach to the political economy of the CFTA—five lenses and 10 findings
Lens

Finding
FOUNDATIONAL FACTORS 1. Foundational factors include Africa’s structural and historical foundations. These shape but do
structural and historical
not determine the environment in which the CFTA will be negotiated and implemented.
INSTITUTIONS
form and function

2. The CFTA institutional forms must be designed such that they serve the stated functions, rather
than imitate best practice examples that will not work in the CFTA context.

ACTORS
interests and incentives

3. Member states may signal support for the CFTA even when implementation is not a political priority.
4. Implementation of the CFTA will take place when in line with key national interests as defined by
national decision makers.
5. Influential states are in a strong position to drive the CFTA agenda and its implementation but
small countries can adopt a variety of strategies to promote their interests.
6. Individual personalities, leaders, negotiators and the choices they make will tend to shape—and
can be decisive for—the negotiation and implementation of the CFTA.

SECTOR-SPECIFIC
dimensions

7. Engaging the diversity of private sector actors and civil society organizations in the CFTA is
essential for recognizing the wide array of interests involved.
8. Trade agreements generally demonstrate high levels of ambition with low levels of
implementation.

EXTERNAL FACTORS
9. The quantity and quality of donor support to the CFTA present opportunities and challenges for
donors and critical junctures
reducing the implementation gap.
10. Critical junctures such as rising emerging market trade with Africa, the post-AGOA agenda, Brexit
and the stagnation of the EPAs can trigger progress but also block dynamics conducive to the
CFTA.
Note: EPA is the Economic Partnership Agreement; AGOA is the African Growth and Opportunity Act.
Source: Byiers et al. (2015).
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at least very difficult, to change in the short to medium
term. These structural and historical foundations frame
the political economy interests of a country, but they
need not be deterministic.

Structural foundations: Geography and economy
Africa’s countries have a breadth of geographic and
economic configurations. There are 15 land-locked
countries and six Small Island Developing Economies in
Africa (ECA, 2017). Africa’s economies range from $337
million GDP in São Tomé and Príncipe to $568 billion
GDP in Nigeria. GDP per capita extends from $130 in
Somalia to $20,381 in Equatorial Guinea (UNDESA,
2017). Many of these countries are dependent on
extractive resources, with 73 per cent of Africa’s exports
to the rest of the world comprising such resources.1
Regional integration is especially attractive to landlocked countries. It helps them establish transit
corridors for port access and regional investments in
transport infrastructure, all of which assist land-locked
countries in trading with the outside world. Some
examples: Successful integration in the East African
Community (EAC) is eased by the strong desire of its
land-locked countries for port access (Byiers, 2016). In
West Africa, the Economic Community of West African
States (ECOWAS) helps smooth the transit of goods
from the ports of its coastal countries to the markets of
its interior land-locked countries. The win-win benefits
of linking land-locked and coastal economies can drive
integration. The CFTA can be especially beneficial to
land-locked countries if it improves the ease with which
they can transit goods. (This is discussed further in
Chapter 5.)
Discrepancies in size and relative strengths of economies
create tensions over the perceived distribution of

regional integration benefits. Competition from
economically more sophisticated and powerful
neighbours can intimidate economically weaker states.
The collapse of the predecessor to the EAC in 1977
stemmed largely from the belief that the benefits
accrued disproportionately to Kenya, which was more
industrialized (Mathieson, 2016).
What does this mean for the CFTA? The breadth of
economic forms across African countries has two
implications. First, the industrial powerhouses, such
as Egypt, Kenya, Nigeria and South Africa, may be
perceived as having more to gain from the CFTA. As
seen with the failed Free Trade Area of the Americas
(FTAA) in Lessons learned from the Free Trade Area of
the Americas (as well as the earlier phase of the EAC),
such perceptions can unravel negotiations and cause
trade agreements to fail. It is crucial that the CFTA be
designed through a win-win approach that shares its
benefits both across and within Africa’s countries. (This
is the topic of Chapters 5 and 6.)
Second, the larger and more influential countries are
critical to bringing the CFTA about. Most successful
regional arrangements around the world have
been underpinned by one or more regional powers
championing the arrangement. The attitude and
behaviour of these champions towards the CFTA will be
crucial. On the one hand, larger economies may be ably
placed to tap into the gains from trade liberalization.
On the other, they may fear opening up their own
“backyards”—their immediate RECs—to competition
from large economies in other subregions. For instance,
Nigerian businesses might conceivably fear South
African competitors in ECOWAS (see “Actors: interests
and incentives” below).

Box 3.1

Lessons learned from the Free Trade Area of the Americas
The FTAA initiative was launched in December 1994 at the First Summit of the Americas, in Miami, US. The goal
of this US-led project was to create, by 2005, the world’s largest free trade area comprising 34 economies of
the Western Hemisphere (only Cuba was excluded, on political grounds). Most of the actual negotiations took
place between 2000 and 2003, coinciding with the first years of the Doha Round at the World Trade Organization
(WTO). After repeatedly failing to reach an agreement, the FTAA process was terminated in November 2005.
From the start, the negotiations were complicated by huge disparities in development levels, institutional
capacities and size (economic, demographic and geographic) among the 34 countries. At one end was the
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Box 3.1

Lessons learned from the Free Trade Area of the Americas (continued)
world’s largest economy and third-most populous country, the United States, while at the other were the Englishspeaking Caribbean countries, nearly all of which have populations below 1 million. Compared with the $18
trillion US economy, only Brazil, Canada and Mexico can be considered large economies (with a GDP above
$1 trillion in 2015). Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Peru and Venezuela are mid-sized economies, with GDP in the
$200–700 billion range, while all other Western Hemisphere countries are small economies. Per capita GDP of
the United States exceeded $56,000 in 2015, while that of Haiti (the only least-developed country in the Western
Hemisphere) was less than $1,000.
Yet the negotiations were conceived as a single undertaking, with the general principles agreed to in March 1998,
that “the rights and obligations of the FTAA will be shared by all countries.” With the exception of different phaseout schedules, this left limited scope for flexibility, special and differential treatment, and variable geometry.
The substance of liberalization proposed was ambitiously deep, and it was seen to be mainly of interest to the
United States. It included elimination of almost all tariffs on goods, opening-up of government procurement,
liberalization of trade in services and investment on a negative list basis,2 investor-state dispute settlement, and
TRIPs-Plus intellectual property rights protections.3 It notably included weak or no substantive commitments on
issues sensitive to the United States, such as antidumping and other trade remedies, trade-distorting domestic
support to agriculture, or easing border restrictions to foreign individuals providing services.
Towards the end of the negotiations in 2004, alternative integration regimes were gaining traction with different
political or integration objectives. This included the Bolivarian Alliance for the Peoples of Our America and the
Community of South American Nations (which in 2007 became the Union of South American Nations, UNASUR).
As the FTAA stalled, the United States readjusted its approach, expanding its network of alternative bilateral free
trade areas with “can do” countries, starting with a Chilean free trade area in June 2003.
Today the United States has FTAs in force with 11 Latin American countries, effectively splitting Latin America
between those countries that are more closely integrated with the United States, which lie mostly on the Western
side of Latin America, and those on the Eastern side that are not. The effect is a fragmented Latin America of two
main blocks: the US-friendly Pacific Alliance, and Mercosur. Intra-regional trade remains low, at just 16 per cent
of exports in 2015.
The experience of the FTAA offers some important lessons for any large-scale regional integration project,
including the CFTA:
•

Leadership is essential, but the main driver of the negotiations cannot be seen as one country seeking to
concentrate most benefits for itself.

•

Differences among participants in terms of size, development levels and expectations make a “one size fits all”
agreement politically impossible. Therefore, it is preferable to proceed incrementally, leaving enough space
for poorer countries to assume more demanding commitments at their own pace. This would be especially
important for the CFTA, given the large number of African least-developed countries.

•

It would be advantageous if African countries formulated common positions for the CFTA within their RECs
rather than negotiate individually. This would expedite the process; otherwise it is a negotiation with 55
participants.

•

North–South negotiations are particularly difficult, since the demands of developed country participants in
areas like intellectual property and investment tend to be resisted by developing countries fearing the loss of
policy space. To that extent, reaching agreements within the CFTA could prove easier than in the FTAA, since
it would be a purely African negotiation.
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Many African countries have struggled to shrug off
economic histories of natural resource extraction and
the export of basic commodities. There is both similarity
and limited complementarity between the trade
profiles of most countries: Ghana need not import cocoa
from Côte d’Ivoire, nor Kenya tea from Uganda, other
than to re-export. Conversely, this lack of economic
complementarity motivates a lot of the political support
behind the CFTA: African leaders are keen to change
the economic status quo and understand the CFTA as
a means of promoting industrialization (Sommer and
Luke, 2017).4 Economic circumstances need not be
deterministic.

Historical foundations: Colonial and liberation
legacies
Shared experiences with decolonization and liberation
struggles drive integration in Africa. These underpin a
common identity and a sense of solidarity that in turn
form the pan-African ideology. This is well encapsulated
by the stated purpose of the Organisation of African
Unity (OAU), the precursor to the African Union (AU),
which brought together African countries for unity,
solidarity and “eradicat[ing] all forms of colonialism
from Africa” (OAU, 1963).

Alternative colonial legacies have, however, fostered
very different administrative, religious and bureaucratic
traditions. Africa’s francophone countries are
consolidated by a shared language, the civil law legal
system, and in many cases monetary union. Likewise,
Africa’s arabophone countries to the north share
language and Islamic law, and are covered by similar
REC and FTA memberships. Continuing geopolitical
tensions in the Horn of Africa can be traced back to the
legacy of Italian occupation of the area (Plaut, 2016).
The legacy of these histories is that African countries
approach the CFTA from a variety of legal systems
(Figure 3.1), languages and geopolitics. On a practical
note, negotiating in four languages5 is cumbersome,
and translation and interpretation add to negotiation
expenses. On the other hand, these histories have
helped coalesce countries into a number of regional
free trade areas and customs unions that form useful
building blocks for the CFTA. These histories have also
fostered the shared pan-African spirit that underpins
the grander pan-African vision, to which the CFTA
contributes. (The regional economic communities
[RECs] in the CFTA, CFTA institutions in the AU, and the
Abuja Treaty as a framework for the CFTA, are discussed
in Chapter 8.)

Figure 3.1

Legal systems of Africa

Common law
Common law mixed
with civil law
Napoleonic Code
Other Roman-Germanic
legal systems
Islamic law
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Source: http://www.notarius-international.uinl.org/DataBase/2009/Notarius_2009_01_02_worldmaps.pdf.

Institutions: Form and function
The formal institutions to implement the CFTA are
being constructed, and lessons can be drawn from the
political economy of Africa’s existing formal and informal
regional institutions. (These ideas are incorporated in
the institutional options outlined in Chapter 8.)
Africa has a well-developed architecture of formal
institutions to support regional integration.
Nevertheless, these institutional forms—often lookalikes of best-practice models—do not always match
their stated functions. The forms that regional public
institutions have—the budget and accountability rules
and processes, the organizational structures, the apex
decision-making bodies, regional parliaments and
courts, etc.—may easily be mistaken for the stated
institutional functions such as budget management
accountability and transparency, conflict mediation
and arbitration, or the delivery of regional public
goods or services. In other words, what you see is not
always what you get. This state of affairs helps explain
the widely criticised gap between policy decisions and
implementation.
Tensions between form and function apply to Africa’s
regional trade policies and agreements. Market
integration and related policies of industrialization and
of regional and continental infrastructure development
all enjoy near unanimous support from the apex
bodies. Multiple formal institutions and programmes
have been put in place to implement these aspirations
through the RECs, including arbitration or compliance
institutions, such as courts or tribunals. Yet free trade
policies are frequently circumvented or undone by a
combination of the slow or incomplete transposition of
regional commitments to national regulatory and legal
texts; uneven or incomplete application of regional
agreements; and other practices such as (legitimate and
illegitimate) non-tariff measures that create de facto
barriers to integration.
For instance, many RECs have free trade areas, yet in
practice, trade between member states is restricted by
a variety of non-tariff barriers (NTBs), internal taxes and
lists of “sensitive” goods (Bilal et al., 2015). Prevailing
norms against the use of formal dispute settlement
procedures against other African states mean that
those institutions that have been established to
ensure compliance with regional agreements, such
as the Common Market for Eastern and Southern

Africa (COMESA) Court of Justice, the Southern African
Development Community (SADC) Tribunal or the
East African Court of Justice, are underused and do
not effectively fulfil their functions, despite efforts to
strengthen some of them.
The CFTA will be a set of formal institutions created to
monitor, resolve conflicts, facilitate implementation,
arbitrate and nudge stakeholders to implementation. It
is crucial that the institutions for the CFTA be designed
so that they can fulfil their intended functions.
Depending on prevailing formal and informal norms
and practices, the most effective institutional designs
may not be those adhering to global best practices
but could include, for example, dispute settlement
procedures that adopt non-litigious methods as a first
approach before resorting to formal procedures.

Actors: Interests and incentives
Regional integration is driven by groups and coalitions
of actors. Important elements are the incentives driving
the main groups and how these interact with the formal
and informal institutions. This section identifies five
groups critical for the CFTA.

National decision makers and national interests
Implementation of regional initiatives takes place when
in line with key national interests as perceived and
defined by national decision makers and in accord with
domestic political pressures.
It is easy for leaders to express support for integration,
but it is far harder to ensure the commitment of national
decision makers operating on the basis of national
interests. It would be a mistake to underestimate the
resolve of negotiating delegations to promote national
interests. As stated by Rob Davies, the South African
Minister of Trade and Industry, “Trade negotiations have
to be recognised now more than ever as being what
they have always been, a process of giving and taking
driven by competing interests” (Davies, 2017).

Influential states
Countries can be influential in different areas, depending
on their ability to muster diplomatic, economic, military
and political influence, and their capacity to compensate
losers, unblock stalemates and overcome coordination
failures in regional collective action. The considerable
weight and leadership that some states can wield will
be crucial in bringing the CFTA about.
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Across Africa’s regions, individual states wield more
or less influence. Some, for instance, may fear that
the CFTA would open up their economic sphere of
influence to trade with other influential states from
other regions. Others may pursue the CFTA as a means
of articulating perceived trade interests. If these
interests are not balanced, influential states may
exercise their weight against the CFTA and threaten

its implementation. However, there is reason for
optimism. As it approaches conclusion, the Tripartite
Free Trade Area (TFTA) is setting a precedent for how
the sometimes-conflicting interests of influential
states across regions can be balanced for a mutually
beneficial trade agreement (Lessons learned from the
Tripartite Free Trade Area).

Box 3.2

Lessons learned from the Tripartite Free Trade Area
The TFTA concerns 26 countries from the EAC, SADC and COMESA. Phase 1 of the negotiations (covering trade
in goods) started in 2011 and is almost complete with a signed text and several annexes. Negotiations on issues
outstanding at the TFTA’s launch in 2015—trade remedies, dispute settlement and tariff negotiations—have
been completed or have greatly advanced.
Like the CFTA, the TFTA aims to adopt better legal frameworks for promoting intra-African trade in the 21st
century. It seeks to address similar challenges, such as the difficulties caused by overlapping membership in
RECs, bottlenecks in movements of goods and services, trade facilitation issues, and more generally to establish
a predictable and transparent trade environment. The TFTA concerns a diverse range of African countries with
different incentives and foundational factors, and at different levels of economic and industrial development. The
aims, modalities and major challenges and successes of the TFTA offer lessons for the CFTA.
Reconciling the preservation of RECs with the desire to rationalize overlapping REC membership
When negotiations started, the TFTA was expected to reconcile “the challenges of multiple [REC] membership
and expedite the regional and continental integration processes.”6 It was resolved that the three RECs “should
immediately start working towards a merger into a single REC.”7 This did not happen. The TFTA evolved to represent,
in at least the short to medium term, a new layer of FTAs over the three RECs, rather than a consolidation. Why
did this happen? The TFTA Negotiating Principles included “building on the REC acquis,” which was not reconciled
with the objective of consolidating the RECs.8 Hence in the CFTA, considerable care must be taken to balance the
desire to retain the existing RECs with the objective of rationalizing the REC FTAs into a consolidated trading area.
If mishandled, the CFTA may merely add an FTA layer and miss an opportunity for rationalizing and simplifying
trade in Africa.
Signing partially complete or “framework” agreements
The Agreement Establishing the TFTA was signed in June 2015 with transitional arrangements for the outstanding
components (rules of origin, tariff offers and trade remedies). TFTA member states were to conclude the
outstanding annexes by June 2016, but missed the deadline. Care should be taken with the CFTA to ensure that
deadlines are provided and adhered to for any outstanding issues left when it is signed.
Resolving pan-African ideals with national interests
Though the TFTA was launched under the banner of pan-Africanism and African solidarity, the negotiations
amounted to typical offensive and defensive exchanges. When concluding binding trade agreements,
including the CFTA, national interests, such as dealing with unemployment at home, national development and
industrialization plans, will prevail.
Funding large-scale negotiations in Africa
The TFTA negotiations involved three RECs and 26 Member/Partner States and four languages. Negotiations at
this scale require financial, logistical, secretarial and technical support. The funding was based on donor support,
which can be unpredictable—at one stage it looked like it would stall the TFTA negotiations. The funding of the
CFTA should endeavour to be less donor reliant.
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Influential states may drive regional dynamics. They
could resource their participation in negotiations, for
instance by funding large negotiating delegations
with a broader range of expertise than smaller states.
These experts are better able to steer negotiations,
but there can be risks if they manipulate the process
for their own gain.
In bringing the CFTA about, it is crucial that its benefits
are shared across African countries for a win-win
outcome. Trade agreements that are not win-win can
remain unimplemented, as partner countries have little
interest in their application (Jones, 2013). If the gains
are perceived as being captured by only a few countries,
trade agreements may unravel, as with the former EAC
and the FTAA. (Policies to ensure the equitability of the
CFTA are discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.)
Though there are undeniably some influential states in
the CFTA, other countries can also exercise influence,
through coalitions for example. By stitching together
groups with similar views, smaller countries can
effectively promote their interests. In the case of the
CFTA, one such coalition involves the non-WTO states
that form a diverse group of similar interests.

Political leaders
Individual personalities and the strength of exceptional
leaders can define, drive and create momentum
for regional integration initiatives. For example, the
eminence of presidents Thabo Mbeki and Olusegun
Obasanjo helped establish the AU.
Leadership and vision are required for designing
and pursing policies to move Africa from its heavy
dependence on primary commodity exports and low
intra-African trade (ECA, 2011). Powerful leadership
is an important resource for ensuring that political
economy forces do not become deterministic. Leaders
can drive scenarios that break with the status quo and
achieve better outcomes. For the CFTA, such leadership
will be required to overcome many of the political
economy challenges seen in this chapter, and to use the
political economy windows of opportunity.

Trade negotiators tend to have more experience with
the trade in goods and revenue interests of negotiations,
rather than the “new” issues that populate the most
comprehensive agreements. The expertise required to
progress discussions on trade in services, investment
and competition, for instance, is instead held by
regulators and institutions that usually sit beyond
traditional trade ministries. This arrangement can
enable negotiations on goods to progress while causing
a stumbling block for other areas of negotiations, which
can be deferred to “phase 2” negotiations.
Trade technocrats devote more attention to the finer
details of trade agreements than can be afforded by the
heads of state who agree to “grander visions” which can
be tempered by the risk aversion and analysis required
of technocrats. The final communiqué adopted by the
Heads of State and Government of the COMESA-EACSADC Tripartite Summit, for instance, envisaged the
three RECs “working towards a merger into a single
REC” (COMESA, EAC and SADC, 2008), but as the first
phase of the negotiations draws to a close, it is clear that
the negotiated outcome instead represents another
FTA, rather than the envisaged and highly ambitious
consolidation of RECs.
Africa’s trade negotiators are influenced by their
prevailing negotiating norms. Most African countries
have been involved, for the last 14 years, in highly
defensive negotiations with the European Union (EU)—
the Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs)—in which
the goal for many African negotiators was to minimize
and delay their market opening, limit restrictions to
their policy space, and deal with a considerably better
resourced and experienced negotiating partner. These
negotiations offered little offensive interest to African
negotiators, with most countries already enjoying dutyfree access to the EU market. Consequently, African
negotiators may be prone to approaching regional
trade agreements with the defensiveness developed
during the EU negotiations, and therefore reach for
larger exclusion lists of sensitive products and longer
liberalization timeframes.

The private sector and civil society
Trade negotiators
The actors who most directly filter national interests,
steer negotiations and pen the negotiated texts are the
chief negotiators of member states. They channel their
particular experience, expertise and capacity.

Private sector actors and civil society groups have
the potential to influence regional agreements and
initiatives by emphasizing the interests of those whom
they represent. Regional institutions often include
formal mechanisms for consultation with private sector
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apex bodies and civil society organizations. However,
Bilal et al. (2016) found little evidence of the impact
of such groups on formal processes, agenda-setting or
policy implementation within regional institutions.

Subject areas that concern immediate financial or
human costs, such as peace and security, tend also to
attract greater urgency. Trade relates to aspirations of
future benefits, which lack such obvious immediacy.

The private sector often prioritizes working with national
governments on regional issues, assuming it is more
effective than engaging regional organizations directly.
For instance, Kenyan and Tanzanian transport operators
lobby at the national level to defend their interests and
represent them as national interests when they engage
in the EAC (Bilal et al., 2016). There is a perception that
regional organizations can be dysfunctional “talking
shops.” By contrast, the COMESA Business Council has
effectively informed COMESA’s agenda on illicit trade,
though this reportedly relies somewhat on the strength
of the well-resourced tobacco business lobby.

However, the CFTA is taking place in an evolving world
trade environment, and the AU readily highlights the
risks and costs if the CFTA does not come to fruition.
Here it is important to frame the timeliness and
importance of the CFTA.

It is also important to differentiate between different
types of private sector actors and their ability to lobby.
Incumbents who already trade across borders through
informal channels have little incentive to adjust preexisting regimes that may see their business advantage
eroded; private sector actors can profit from the status
quo. On the other hand, small cross-border traders,
small and medium-sized enterprises and small civil
society organizations may lack the means to lobby and
raise their voices as effectively as larger private sector
actors. (The considerations of these vulnerable groups
form the subject of Chapter 5.)
Engaging private sector actors and civil society
organizations in the CFTA must recognize the wide array
of interests involved, including those of firms seeking to
benefit from the status quo. Likewise, mechanisms for
consultation must be cognizant of small private sector
and civil society actors to ensure that their voices are
heard.

Sector-specific dimensions
Particular technical and political characteristics are
relevant to different sector or policy areas of regional
integration. National interests vary greatly by sector, and
they affect the choice of policy and of implementation
arrangements. For instance, those concerning peace
and security tend to be well resourced by donors and
of special interest to countries in conflict-prone regions,
while those involving infrastructure can be particularly
important to land-locked countries.
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Trade covers a wide range of subsectors and issues,
and it is important to prioritize them with political
buy-in or the potential for political coalition building.
An important sectoral factor facing the CFTA is the
“spaghetti bowl” of regional FTAs that it will have to
build on, as well as the yet-to-be concluded TFTA. A
stated aim of the CFTA is to rationalize overlapping
membership challenges and not to add another layer or
complication. This must include effectively redefining
the role of the RECs in trade, requiring the CFTA to
outline that role and how the RECs will interact with
new CFTA institutions.

External factors: Donors and critical
junctures
External factors that can shape Africa’s continental
and regional agendas, including the CFTA, include
donor support and changes to the international trade
landscape.
The quality and quantity of donor support presents
opportunities and challenges. Donor support can help
finance negotiations, critical studies and analyses, and
the participation of less well-resourced countries and
groups. There is a risk, however, that donors move from
supporting regional processes to driving them. For
instance, they may be more willing to finance initiatives
that address their own priorities for aid and other
policies, which can be a concern if these policies are
not aligned with Africa’s. Most regional organizations,
ECOWAS aside, are also heavily dependent on donor
funding, giving donors an important say in their
direction. (Chapter 8 expands on this topic by looking
at resourcing the CFTA, and the particular role of Aidfor-Trade.)
Changes to the international trading landscape present
another source of external factors that can hinder or

help drive the CFTA process. These include the trade
policy strategies of important trading partners, and
developments in the multilateral trading system in
general, as well as changes in trade patterns. For
instance, concerned about rising protectionism, the
South African Minister of Trade and industry, Rob
Davies, stated, “what is emerging in the developed
world is a backlash with the potential to propel us […]
into a new era of outright mercantilism” (Davies, 2017).
Another change will come through the African Growth
and Opportunity Act (AGOA), which offers duty-free
access to the US for many African products, when it
is replaced with reciprocal arrangements when the
current legislation expires in 2025. Turmoil within
Africa’s traditional EU trading partners, and in particular
Brexit, has stalled the conclusion and deployment of
EPAs with African countries. Meanwhile, emerging
market economies, in particular China and India, have
evolved into key trading partners for many African
countries. This may help African countries increase
their policy space and prioritize more of their own
development goals, but it also tends to boost Africa’s
natural resource exports rather than its industrialization
(Chapter 9).

Addressing Africa’s political
economy challenges and
opportunities: The developmental
state

the most critical challenges for African development
is forming developmental states. Doing so requires a
“democratic socio-political environment that endows
the state with legitimacy and authority” (ECA, 2011).
It also requires political leadership and a capacitated
bureaucracy.
The political economy issues detailed in this chapter
form the bedrock on which the developmental state
must inevitably operate in approaching the CFTA.
These issues concern factors that need to be taken as
given, at least in the short to medium term. They must
be considered by the developmental state as it takes
responsibility for designing and implementing the
CFTA.
For instance, the interests of various actors and their
influence on the CFTA must be considered so that
they do not capture the gains of the CFTA and reduce
its developmental potential. Policy makers must be
vigilant so that the interests of vulnerable groups
are not drowned out by the voice of well-resourced
lobbyists. Similarly, changes in the international trading
landscape can threaten the benefits of integration,
requiring action to be taken more urgently to conclude
the CFTA.

The political economy lens of integration in Africa
and the CFTA helps to explain “why things are the
way they are.” Moving forward from that position
requires the dedicated action of developmental states,
led by political leadership committed to national
developmental goals and empowered by competent
and professional bureaucracies (ECA, 2011).

Yet elements of the political economy can provide
windows of opportunity through which development
states can take action. For instance, the shared historical
legacies can help coalesce African countries into
building blocks for more easily negotiating the CFTA.
Used correctly, development assistance can support the
CFTA. Developmental leaders can also be aware that the
CFTA relates to aspirations for realizing future benefits,
which could result in its being otherwise undersupported relative to short-term and visible political
goals. Such leaders can also instramentalize influential
states to champion the CFTA.

A developmental state can be defined as one that
has “the capacity to deploy its authority, credibility
and legitimacy in a binding manner to design and
implement development policies and programmes
for promoting transformation and growth, as well as
expanding human capabilities” (ECA, 2011). One of

The political economy of integration in Africa need not
be deterministic. The developmental state provides
a means to take hold of the rudder and direct African
development across the political economy terrain of
the CFTA, and to ensure that the result is an outcome
conducive to African development.
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1
ECA calculations based on CEPII-BACI 2015
reconciled trade flows.
2 That is, all sectors and activities are subject to
liberalization commitments unless explicitly excluded,
which is generally more conducive to substantial
liberalization.
3
Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights.
4 In Chapter 4 we elaborate on the CFTA as a tool
for export diversification and African industrialization.
This also underpins the attention that ECA has given
to several aspects of structural transformation in its
annual flagship report, the Economic Report on Africa,
in recent years. In refuting economic and structural
determinism, the underlying premise of these reports
is that deliberate policy choices and action can change
the status quo (ECA, 2011, 2012, 2014).
5

Arabic, English, French and Portuguese.

6

Article 3(3) Draft Tripartite Agreement.

Jones, E. 2013. Negotiating Against the Odds: A Guide
for Trade Negotiators from Developing Countries.
Basingstoke, UK: Palgrave Macmillan.

7
Final Communique of the COMESA-EAC-SADC
Tripartite Summit, October 2008 Heads of State and
Government.

Mathieson, C. 2016. The Political Economy of Regional
Integration in Africa: The East African Community
(EAC). Maastricht: ECDPM.

8 Acquis is a French term meaning “that which
has been agreed.” In the context of the TFTA it means
that the negotiations should start from the point

the COMESA, EAC and SADC trade negotiations have
reached. Tariff negotiations and the exchange of tariff
concessions would be among Member/Partner States
of the TFTA that have no preferential arrangements in
place between them. This will both preserve the acquis
and build on it.
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Chapter 4

Revisiting the Case for the CFTA
This chapter revisits the case for the Continental free
Trade Area (CFTA). It presents both the theoretical and
empirical perspectives that inform the rationale, with
a summary of the static and dynamic gains expected
of the CFTA. The chapter then briefly looks at how
the promotion of intra-African trade is valuable in
contributing to Africa’s industrialization. It concludes
with a progress update on the CFTA negotiations as of
July 2017.

diverted from a more efficient third country in favour of
a higher-cost producer from within the free trade area,
leading to greater inefficiency and a loss of consumer
surplus.

Theoretical case

Modern trade theories posit additional gains from free
trade areas beyond those of the traditional Viner theory
of static trade gains, which stem from the implications
for producing firms, consumers, climate change and
other factors. The following are hypothesized for the
CFTA:

As articulated in ARIA IV (ECA, AU, and AfDB, 2010),
liberalizing trade between two or more countries
generally has positive welfare effects for those countries
and leads to economic growth and poverty reduction.
But these gains are not automatic. Flanking policies
that are trade facilitating and measures to correct
distributional distortions are also required (Chapters 5
and 6). Two sets of effects underpin the theory of trade
liberalization: the static and the dynamic.

In theory, trade creation and trade diversion imply
opposite effects on economic welfare. In practice, the
net effect is generally positive (see “Empirical case”
below).

•

Producers immediately gain from access to:
cheaper inputs and intermediary goods from other
African countries; a broader variety of inputs and
intermediary goods; and larger markets for their
products (Amiti and Konings, 2007; Estevadeordal
and Taylor, 2013). This enables them to produce
more efficiently and competitively and at greater
economies of scale.

•

Consumers immediately gain from: access to
cheaper products from other African countries; and
a broader variety of products (Broda and Weinstein,
2004). Both improve consumer welfare.

Static effects: Trade creation, trade
diversion and modern trade theories
The traditional static effects of free trade areas were
first hypothesized by Viner (1950) and concern two
concepts related to the efficient allocation of factors of
production: trade creation and trade diversion.
Trade creation refers to the increased level of trade that
results from the removal of trade barriers within a free
trade area. Trade is created when reduced trade barriers
enable countries to better express their respective
comparative advantage. By focusing their productive
factors on where they have a comparative advantage,
and trading with each other, countries generate more
efficient economic outcomes through better allocation
of resources and factors of production.
Trade diversion occurs when trade between countries
within a free trade area replaces trade with third
countries not party to that free trade area. While this
result may benefit certain exporters within the free
trade area, overall it is welfare decreasing. Trade is

Continental trade integration also helps eliminate the
challenges associated with multiple and overlapping
trade agreements in Africa (Krueger and Bhagwati,
1995). More specifically, facilitating trade in food
security products helps to mitigate productivity
shocks induced by climate change (Ahmed et al.,
2012). Where there is a food shortage, alternative food
supplies may be more easily and affordably imported.
Finally, enhanced access to agricultural inputs and
intermediates, including improved seed varieties and
machinery, can help producers of food products better
adapt to climate change (Maur and Shepherd, 2015).
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Dynamic effects
Dynamic gains from free trade areas are realized over
the long run and can be more substantial than the static
effects. As outlined in ARIA V (ECA, AU and AfDB, 2012),
the CFTA is likely to realize dynamic gains in several
areas, expanded here to seven:
•

•

An integrated African market better facilitates
competitive interaction between African firms,
setting in motion dynamic gains from competition.
In contrast, monopolies and oligopolies have
little incentive to become more efficient, cut
costs or innovate. Yet as monopolistic markets are
pervasive across Africa, enabling African businesses
to compete in each other’s markets can unlock
the competitive pressures necessary for longrun productivity growth (Melitz, 2003; Melitz and
Ottaviano, 2008).

•

Better access to imported inputs and intermediary
goods lowers the cost of innovation. Firms may
innovate with new combinations and varieties of
inputs (Broda, Greenfield and Weinstein, 2006).

•

The CFTA may cause trade diversion to African
countries at the expense of third countries. While
this implies negative static effects (discussed above),
it can also increase the relative price of exportables
in Africa, stimulating further investment, output
and employment in these sectors.

•
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An enlarged regional market provides incentives
for inward foreign direct investment (FDI) and
cross-border investment. Most African markets are
small, yet many industrial investments require large
economies of scale to be profitable. An expanded
African market creates the scale necessary for more
investment.

Greater intra-African trade is expected to extend
economic growth and stability to Africa’s less
developed economies. Integration is likely to
stimulate regional growth poles that are capable of
generating externalities to less developed African
countries. For instance, the formation of regional
value chains (RVCs) around the South African
automobile sector involves the sourcing of leather
seats from Botswana and fabrics from Lesotho.
Such spill-overs in regional trade can be particularly
beneficial to weaker economies, with some analysis

finding that trade with a country’s neighbours can
reduce the risk of conflict (Calì, 2014).
•

Trade diversification and a shift to trade in
industrialized goods would improve Africa’s longrun growth. Intra-African trade embodies a far larger
share of industrial and value-added goods than
Africa’s trade with the rest of the world. Promoting
such trade can generate industrial diversification in
Africa and catalyse structural transformation.

•

More broadly, regional agreements provide
an excellent platform for cooperation and
dialogue, including cooperation on infrastructure
development, technology transfer, innovation,
investment, conflict resolution and peace and
security. Neighbouring countries are more likely
to have a vested interest in supporting stability in
countries with which they share established and
valuable trade links.

Empirical case
Free trade areas are usually assessed through one
of two approaches: ex-post evaluations that seek to
estimate the observed impact of a free trade area using
econometrics; or ex-ante evaluations that forecast
the impact of a future free trade area using economic
models. Here we assess the implications of the CFTA
using both approaches, and then present an exposition
of intra-African trade flows to reinforce the logic behind
the CFTA.
The ex-post empirical literature on free trade areas is
mixed. Abrams (1980) and Brada and Mendez (1985)
found the European Community (EC) to have an
insignificant effect on trade among members, whereas
Bergstrand (1985) and Frankel et al. (1995) found
significant effects. However, inherent in this analysis is a
substantial challenge with endogeneity: The presence,
or absence, of a free trade area is not exogenous, but
rather the subject of many factors. The result has been
to underestimate the positive effect of free trade areas
on trade by as much as 75–85 per cent (Baier and
Bergstrand, 2007).
Several ex-post studies estimate the long-run effects
of a free trade area membership on bilateral trade
to be quite large (Egger et al., 2011). Baier and
Bergstrand (2007) find that, on average, a free trade

area approximately doubles two members’ bilateral
trade after 10 years. A particular example is the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) for which
Caliendo and Parro (2014) find intra-bloc trade to have
increased by 188 per cent for Mexico, 11 per cent for
Canada and 41 per cent for the United States.

the effect of the CFTA on subnational economic groups,
including female or male-headed households, urban or
rural groupings, and different income groups. They find
the CFTA to have an asymmetric but positive effect on
all the subnational groups, with the particular groups
that gain most varying by country.

The ultimate effect of a free trade area depends on
the particular characteristics of member countries,
including the compatibility of their trade profiles, preexisting tariff structures and geographical proximity.

Three important messages derive from these studies.
First, the importance of complementary policies
that go beyond tariff reductions, which alone imply
small and asymmetric impacts on African countries.
Complementary policies are necessary to maximize
the gains of the CFTA but also to ensure that its
benefits are shared equally to produce a win-win
outcome for all countries. Such measures include the
reduction of non-tariff measures and transaction costs,
such as those associated with improved regulatory
transparency, harmonization of sanitary and phytosanitary regulations, the accreditation and mutual
recognition procedures for technical barriers to trade
and improved administrative conditions in customs.
With the inclusion of such measures, welfare gains are
enjoyed by all African countries (Chapter 6).

While such ex-post analysis of other trade agreements
can help guide an indicative estimate for the impact of
the CFTA on African trade, more tailored estimates can
be gauged by ex-ante economic models.
Mevel and Karingi (2013) model the impact of the CFTA
with the removal of all tariffs on trade between African
countries. This analysis is then supplemented with the
implied effects of improved trade facilitation between
African countries using a database on trade costs. Trade
creation effects are found to exceed and more than
compensate for trade diversion effects. Under the CFTA
reform, intra-African trade is estimated to increase by
52.3 per cent ($34.6 billion), compared with a baseline
scenario without a CFTA, in 2022. Africa’s industrial
exports are forecast to enjoy the highest gains,
expanding by 53.3 per cent ($27.9 billion). Real wages
are estimated to increase for unskilled workers in the
agricultural and non-agricultural sectors, as well as for
skilled workers, and there is a small shift in employment
expected from agricultural to non-agricultural sectors.
Flanking the CFTA with trade facilitation measures is
found to be important in maximizing the impact of the
CFTA on Africa’s industrialization and ensuring that all
countries gain from the CFTA.
Chauvin et al. (2016) model the cumulative impact of
the elimination of tariffs; a 50 per cent reduction in
non-tariff measures; and a 30 per cent reduction in
transaction costs. They find the short-run impacts in
the first years after implementation are generally small
but with larger and more positive long-run impacts. By
2027, the CFTA is estimated to increase Africa’s welfare
by 2.64 per cent. Notably, the reduction in non-tariff
measures and transaction costs are found to contribute
significantly to improving welfare gains. Chauvin et
al. (2016) also link the modelled results to household
survey data for a selection of African countries to assess

Second, the most important gains from the CFTA
will be realized over the long run as the agreement
contributes to the economic restructuring of African
sectors towards more productive industrialized and
export sectors, and to improved investments. (As
detailed in Chapter 6, several measures can help ease
this structural adjustment.)
Third, the recognition that such studies likely
underemphasize the range of benefits derived from
the CFTA, as modelling exercises struggle to capture
and quantify the full gamut of CFTA benefits. They
frequently overlook gains such as those facilitating
trade in food security products, improving the
stability of fragile countries, enhancing firms’ access
to inputs and intermediary goods, reducing the cost
of innovation, improving intra-African competition,
addressing the challenges linked to overlapping African
trade agreements and RECs and providing a platform
for cooperation and dialogue more broadly.

The CFTA, Africa’s trade flows and
industrialization
The prevailing story of Africa’s exports since 2000 has
been that of the strong impact of the commodities
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super-cycle. As Figure 4.1 shows, the bulk of Africa’s
impressive almost-three-fold increase in exports, from
$194 billion in 2000 to $544 billion in 2014, is due
mostly to the expansion of extractive exports and the
commodity price boom.1 This has contributed to Africa’s
headline growth figures but has not been conducive
to the economic transformation Africa requires to
industrialize and realize long-run sustainable growth.
In sharp contrast is the composition of Africa’s intraAfrican trade. Extractive composition of intra-African
trade shows that intra-African trade comprises a
disproportionately large share of non-extractive
exports. Looking at the most recent three-year average,
this included $17 billion in processed industrial supplies,
$10 billion in capital goods, $8 billion in processed
food and beverages, $7 billion in transport equipment,
another $7 billion in consumer goods, $4 billion in
primary food and beverages and $2 billion in primary
industrial supplies.

The growth of intra-African trade has helped to promote
Africa’s industrial export sectors since 2000. Despite
amounting to just 18 per cent of Africa’s total exports,
intra-African exports have accounted for 57 per cent of
the growth in Africa’s exports of capital goods, 51 per
cent of processed food and beverages, 46 per cent of
consumer goods, 45 per cent of transport equipment,
and 44 per cent of processed industrial supplies (Share
of Africa’s export growth in non-extractive export
categories, intra-African vs the rest of the world).
(Chapter 9 provides a more detailed assessment of
Africa’s trading relationship with the rest of the world
(RoW), by presenting disaggregated data.)
The exceptional value of this intra-African trade
for Africa’s industrialized economic transformation
provides the foundational logic behind the CFTA
(Box 4.1). The fundamental rationale of the CFTA is to
promote this trade through the removal of tariff and
non-tariff barriers.

Figure 4.1

Africa’s extractive industry exports and world commodity prices
a) Africa’s extractive exports ($)

b) Extractive industry commodity prices
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Source: ECA calculations using CEPII-BACI trade dataset and World Bank Commodities Market Data.

Figure 4.2

Extractive composition of intra-African trade
a) Intra-African extractive exports ($)

b) Extactive exports, RoW ($)
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Table 4.1

Share of Africa’s export growth in non-extractive export categories, intra-African vs the rest of the
world
Import category

Food and beverages
Industrial supplies

Share of export growth attributable to each market (%)
Intra-Africa

Rest of the world

Primary

18

82

Processed

51

49

Primary

15

85

Processed

44

56

Capital goods

57

43

Transport equipment

45

55

Consumer goods

46

54

Source: CEPII’s BACI dataset. Values compare the export growth between three-year averages of 1998–2000 and 2012–2014, and calculate the proportion of export
, where i is the export category, j is the
growth attributable to each market such that
buying market, and t is the period. Exp is the value of exports of category i to market j while Total is the total value of exports from Africa of product j.

Box 4.1

Using the CFTA as a vehicle for industrialization
The imperative of advancing Africa’s industrialization should be kept in mind throughout the CFTA negotiation
process. In particular, the final CFTA Agreement should aim to:
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Commit member states to an ambitious liberalization agenda for trade in goods, reflecting the importance
of securing market access for African countries in other African countries, which is crucial for boosting intraAfrican trade in intermediates, developing manufacturing RVCs and reducing Africa’s import bill for processed
foods.
Include provisions consistent with the imperative of industrial development under the CFTA industrial pillar.
The continentally agreed programme for the Accelerated Industrial Development of Africa should serve as a
building block for the industrial pillar, particularly its six objectives to integrate industrialization in national
development policies; maximize the use of local productive capacities and inputs; add value to abundant
natural resources; develop small-scale and rural industries; take maximum advantage of Africa’s partnerships
to enable the transfer of technology; and establish and strengthen financial and capital markets.
Include a framework agreement on trade in services to help to boost intra-African trade in services, harness
the capacities of African services suppliers and ensure competitively priced service inputs for African
manufacturers. These can be achieved through progressive liberalization that consolidates and builds on
existing achievements of the RECs.
Contain a framework agreement on investment that provides common rules for state parties in introducing
incentives for attracting investments to accelerate development and industrialization. This will help to avoid
any race to the bottom and recognizes government procurement as a key policy tool for promoting the use
of local suppliers.
Include provisions for the free movement of economic operators (traders, business persons, investors,
etc.) involved in trade in goods and services and in investment. This element is needed to transform the
opportunities provided through liberalized trade in goods, services and investment and to maximize the use
of regional productive capacities in industrial production.
Harmonize product standards, conformity assessment and accreditation practices to achieve mutual product
recognition and facilitate intra-African trade in manufactured goods, particularly agro-processed foods.
Include flexible rules of origin with generous cumulation requirements to encourage local and regional
processing and the development of African industrial supply chains.

Source: Sommer and Luke (2017).
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Progress update: CFTA negotiations
and scope
Negotiations for establishing the CFTA were launched
in June 2015 by the Heads of State and Government of
the AU at the 26th Ordinary Session of the AU Assembly
in Johannesburg, South Africa. Th AU Assembly decision
launching the CFTA urged the participation of all
regional economic communities (RECs) and member
states and called on the African Union Commission
(AUC), UN Economic Commission for Africa (ECA), African
Development Bank (AfDB), African Export-Import Bank
and other development partners for support, with the
aim to operationalize the CFTA by the end of 2017.
Following the launch, six meetings of the CFTA
Negotiating Forum were held by July 2017, supported
by eight meetings of the Continental Task Force, and
two meetings each of the Technical Working Groups,
the Committee of Senior Trade Officials, and the
African Ministers of Trade (The remainder of 2017 will
see these bodies convening frequently, with a further
two meetings of the Negotiating Forum. Table 4.2
summarizes negotiation progress as of July 2017.).
The remainder of 2017 will see these bodies convening
frequently, with a further two meetings of the
Negotiating Forum. Table 4.2 summarizes negotiation
progress as of July 2017.

As detailed in Chapter 9, free trade agreements can
take many forms: Potential CFTA configurations were
outlined in ARIA VI (ECA, AU, and AfDB, 2015). The
CFTA negotiations are in progress and so it would be
premature to provide a detailed outline of current
expectations as to form and content.
On the basis of the draft of the negotiating text, and
the negotiations and technical work undertaken, the
envisaged scope of the CFTA covers agreements on trade
in goods, services, investment, and rules and procedures
on dispute settlement (Table 4.3). The constituent parts
of these agreements and their appendices are expected
to cover a range of provisions that aim to facilitate
trade; reduce transaction costs; and provide exceptions,
flexibilities and safeguards for vulnerable groups and
countries in challenging circumstances. It is anticipated
that agreements on intellectual property rights and
competition policy will be tackled in phase 2 of the
CFTA negotiations (Chapter 10). Crucially, countries are
aligning their interests in a comprehensive agreement
that achieves substantially more than tariff reductions
and that offers safeguards and flexibilities, which are
important for ensuring that the gains from the CFTA are
maximized and shared equitably (discussed further in
Chapter 5).
Though there remain substantive topics to discuss, the
negotiations have achieved considerable momentum
and build on a long history of African integration (Table

Figure 4.3

Institutional framework for the CFTA negotiations
Assembly of Heads of State and Government (HATC)

African Union Ministers of Trade (AMOT)

CFTA-Negotiating Forum (CFTA-NF)
Stakeholders
participation
Technical Working Groups (TWGs)
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Continental
Task
Force

Table 4.2

Negotiation progress
Negotiating forum Timeline








Progress

February, 2016

Adoption of the Rules of Procedure.

May, 2016

Adoption of 12 Negotiating Principles and Terms of Reference for the Services Technical Working
Group.
October, 2016
Adoption of remaining Terms of Reference for Technical Working Groups and opening discussions of
Negotiating Modalities.
December, 2016 Further discussions on Negotiating Modalities and commissioning of technical studies on services
modalities and goods modalities.
February, 2017 Review of modality options for goods and services and agreement on a range of modality elements.
A draft text of the CFTA was presented and agreed to as a starting point for the text-based
negotiations. This draft is to be refined with technical inputs at the Technical Working Groups.
Refined modalities for both goods and services, including agreement on a 90% level of ambition for
goods, the timeframe for liberalization, qualifications for sensitive products, a procedure for reviewing
excluded products, and the scope for special and differential treatment to support less-developed
state parties as well as a common approach for progressive services liberalization.

July, 2017

Table 4.3

Envisaged scope of the CFTA*
Protocol Establishing the CFTA

Parts and appendices under
negotiation

Phase 2 negotiations

•

Annex A: Agreement on Trade in Goods

•

Annex B: Agreement on Trade in Services

•

Annex C: Agreement on Investment

•

Annex D: Rules and Procedures on Dispute Settlement

•

Liberalization of trade (imports and export duties, NTBs and rules of origin)

•

Movement of persons and economic operators

•

Customs cooperation, trade facilitation and transit

•

NTBs

•

Technical barriers to trade

•

Sanitary and phyto-sanitary measures

•

Trade remedies and safeguards

•

Exceptions (general and security exceptions, balance of payments)

•

Agriculture, fisheries and food security

•

Technical assistance, capacity building and cooperation

•

Complementary policies (special export zones, capacity building and cooperation

•

Agreement on Intellectual Property Rights

•

Agreement on Competition Policy

* As of July, 2017.

Table 4.4

CFTA in the context of African integration
1963

Integration of African continent an aspiration at inauguration of the OAU

1979

Common African market first mentioned in the Monrovia Declaration

1980

Common market elaborated in the Lagos Plan of Action

1991

Continental Customs Union put forward in the Abuja Treaty

2000

AU established with integration as an objective

2012

AU Assembly adopts BIAT Action Plan and roadmap for establishing a CFTA

2015

African Tripartite Free Trade Area Signed

2015

CFTA negotiations launched by the AU Assembly

2016

AU Summit reaffirms its commitment to fast tracking the CFTA by 2017

2017

AU Heads of State and Government mandate President Mahamadou Issoufou of the Republic of Niger to champion the
process of the CFTA to ensure that the 2017 deadline is reached
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4.4). The CFTA has a notable commitment at the highest
policy-making levels. The AU Summit in Kigali in 2017
reaffirmed the commitment of the AU Heads of State and
Government to fast track the CFTA. Designing the CFTA
at the technical working groups and negotiating forum
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meetings, and ensuring its effective implementation,
are now the critical tasks at hand. As foreseen in the
Abuja Treaty, the integration process is to culminate in
the African Economic Community.
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Endnotes
1
Extractive exports here include petroleum
oils (SITC 33), gas (SITC 34), non-ferrous metals (SITC
68), metalliferous ores and metal scrap (SITC 28),
crude fertilizers and minerals (SITC 27), coal, coke and
briquettes (SITC 32), as well as the remaining precious
metals in HS 71, uranium (HS 2844), and the basic iron
products of HS7201–HS7206.

Chapter 5

A Win-Win Approach to the CFTA:
Sharing the Benefits
Sharing the benefits of the Continental Free Trade
Area (CFTA) is important not only for reasons of
equity, but also to ensure that the agreement actually
works for countries at different levels of development.
Trade agreements that are not win-win can remain
unimplemented as partner countries have little interest
in implementing them (Jones, 2013). If the gains are
perceived as being captured by only a few countries,
trade agreements may unravel (as seen with the earlier
phase of the East African Community [EAC]).
This chapter acknowledges these challenges by
assessing the distributional aspects of the CFTA and
identifying the important support measures required
at different levels. It is matched by Chapter 6, which
outlines the policies critical to address these issues and
to ensure win-win outcomes.
This is a “chapter of two halves.”The first is an assessment
of distributional issues between countries, looking at
how countries with different economic configurations
are likely to be affected in different ways by the CFTA,
including via differing economic and tariff revenue
channels. The second half assesses distributional
issues within countries, including a review of structural
adjustment costs and the particular challenges faced by
some vulnerable groups.

Between countries
Opportunities and challenges
Many of the gains from the CFTA highlighted in
Chapter 4 benefit all countries. For instance, the CFTA
will help producers access a wider range of inputs and
intermediary goods more affordably, and it will provide
access to larger markets for their produce, enabling
them to operate at greater scale. Africa’s consumers
have the potential to gain from access to a more
affordable and broader variety of products, improving
their welfare.
The CFTA is also expected to address Africa’s multiple
and overlapping trade agreements, facilitate trade

in food-security products, enhance access to inputs
necessary for adapting farming practices to climate
change, stimulate inward and intra-African FDI, foster
better competitive practices and lower the cost of
innovation (among other factors).
Nevertheless, Africa’s countries have a diversity of
economic configurations and will likely be affected in
different ways by the CFTA. (The foundational factors
underpinning these differences were highlighted in
Chapter 3.) A typology of African economies details
the foundational factors likely to affect the distribution
of CFTA gains. This is followed by a summary of the
differentiated benefits and challenges expected of the
CFTA and the accompanying measures required for
those gains to be shared so that the CFTA is win-win for
all African countries.
Table 5.1 shows the typology across four key
dimensions for determining how each country will gain
from the CFTA, describing the foundational economic
and geographic factors within which each country’s
economic activities must operate.

Level of industrialization
African countries in the top half of the table are relatively
more industrialized and will be better placed to take
advantage of the opportunities for manufactured
goods made possible by the CFTA (see Chapter 4).
Their existing scale and capacities in manufacturing
will enhance their ability to compete for new market
opportunities, and it will make them attractive
destinations for industrial investments to serve African
consumers, particularly the growing middle class.
Still, the less-industrialized countries in the bottom
half of the table can also benefit from the CFTA. By
reducing transaction costs and facilitating trade and
investment, the CFTA eases the creation of regional
value chains (RVCs). Improved trade costs in the EAC
have, for instance, enabled raw milk to be traded from
Uganda for processing in Kenya, while milk packaging
and spare parts from Kenya help support Ugandan milk
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Table 5.1

Typology of African countries1
Manufacturing value added >10% of
GDP or >$1.85 billion

Agriculture labour share >50%

Agriculture labour share <50%

Coastal

Coastal

Ghana (Resource rich)

Algeria (Resource rich)

Guinea-Bissau

Benin

Kenya

Cameroon (Resource rich)

Madagascar

Congo, Dem. Rep. (Resource rich)*

Mozambique (Resource rich)

Côte d’Ivoire (Resource rich)

Senegal (Resource rich)

Egypt (Resource rich)

Tanzania (Resource rich)

Equatorial Guinea (Resource rich)
Mauritius

Land-locked

Morocco

Ethiopia

Nigeria (Resource rich)

Malawi

South Africa (Resource rich)

Uganda

Tunisia
Land-locked
Lesotho
Swaziland

Manufacturing value added <10% of
GDP and <$1.85 billion

Coastal

Zimbabwe (Resource rich)*
Coastal

Angola (Resource rich)

Cabo Verde

Comoros

Congo, Rep. (Resource rich)

Djibouti

Gabon (Resource rich)

Eritrea (Resource rich)

Libya (Resource rich)

Gambia

Namibia (Resource rich)

Guinea (Resource rich)

Seychelles

Liberia

Sudan (Resource rich)*

Mauritania (Resource rich)

Togo

São Tomé and Príncipe
Sierra Leone (Resource rich)

Land-locked

Somalia*

Botswana (Resource rich)

Land-locked
Burkina Faso (Resource Rich)
Burundi
Central African Republic (Resource rich)*
Chad (Resource rich)*
Mali (Resource rich)
Niger (Resource rich)
Rwanda
South Sudan (Resource rich)*
Zambia (Resource rich)
* Denotes very weak economies within the top 10 states on the 2017 Fragile States Index (Fund for Peace, 2017).
Note: Countries are classified according to the agricultural labour share and manufacturing value added as a proxy for determining their level of industrialization.
The countries are further subdivided according to whether they are coastal, land-locked and/or resource rich.
Source: Classification based on World Bank World Development Indicators and UNCTADStat. Most recent data available. Adapted from Sommer and Luke (2017).

processors. Integration has also fostered cross-border
mergers of east African dairy companies.
The CFTA can create industrial sector opportunities
to help less-industrialized countries increase their
manufacturing footprint. However, such countries
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may require additional support in realizing these
opportunities, including improving their productive
capacities through increased FDI and intra-African
investment, as well as implementing the programme
for the Accelerated Industrial Development of Africa.
It will also require domestic investments in education

and training to ensure the necessary skills. Important
initiatives include the Continental Strategy for Technical
Vocation Education and Training and the Science,
Technology and Innovation Strategy for Africa (2014–
24).
To help firms—predominantly the small and mediumsized—engage in intra-African trade, investments
must be made in trade information and the facilitation
of access to trade finance. Factor market integration,
including the improved movement of persons and
cross-border investments, can be especially valuable
in fostering RVCs. These support areas are among the
seven clusters of the BIAT Action Plan, which is an
important flanking policy for the CFTA.
It will also still be important to ensure that adequate
safeguards remain for infant industries. Accessible trade
defence instruments and infant industry provisions
should be included in the CFTA to enable countries
to defend their fragile industries as necessary (these
aspects of the CFTA are discussed in detail in Chapter 6).

Agricultural sector size
Agriculture accounts for 32 per cent of Africa’s GDP and
employs 65 per cent of the labour force. It is therefore
a sector where significant productivity improvements
and great development gains can be made. Those
countries in the top left quadrant of Table 5.1 will be
particularly well placed to tap into new opportunities in
the agro-industry and agro-processing sectors, helping
to satisfy Africa’s food security requirements and reduce
its food import bill. This provides a natural progression
from subsistence farming for these countries, given
their existing productive capacities and knowledge in
agriculture. (The African market has accounted for over
50 per cent of the growth in Africa’s processed food and
beverage exports since 2000.)
Accompanying measures to help boost the gains of the
CFTA for these countries include trade facilitation and
trade-related infrastructure, as envisaged in the Boosting
Intra-African Trade (BIAT) Action Plan. The perishable
nature of many agricultural food products means that
they are particularly responsive to improvements in
customs clearance times and logistics. Indeed, results
from the Economic Community of West African States
(ECOWAS) indicate that trade integration and trade
facilitation significantly influence regional agricultural
exports (Olayiwola and Ola-David, 2013). Africa is

currently a net food-importing region. Also important
are investments in productive capacities to help
Africa feed Africa, including through mainstreaming
the policy measures in the African Agribusiness and
Agro-industries Development Initiative (3ADI) and
the African Development Bank’s (AfDB’s) “Feed Africa:
A Strategy for Agricultural Transformation in Africa
2016–2025.” In particular, complementary investments
in mechanization, rural infrastructure and increased
agricultural access to credit will be crucial.

Resource endowments
The majority of African countries are classified as
resource rich. Tariffs on raw materials are already
low and so the CFTA can do little to further promote
these exports. However, by lowering intra-African
tariffs on intermediates and final goods, the CFTA
will create additional opportunities for adding value
to natural resources. Perhaps most important for
these countries, the CFTA will offer opportunities for
export diversification into other industrialized export
sectors. The ambition of the CFTA is that it can reduce
dependence on resource exports and to contribute
to Africa’s industrial development. The timing is now
opportune: Commodity prices have fallen since 2012,
providing an additional incentive.

Land-locked and coastal
The cost of being land-locked includes higher costs of
freight and unpredictable transit times. This hampers
integration into global value chains and de-links such
economies from world markets. Land-locked countries,
as a result, trade 30 per cent less, experience GDP
growth that is weaker by about 1.5 per cent, and on
average have had recourse to International Monetary
Fund assistance longer than coastal countries (Arvis et
al., 2007). Around 30 per cent of African countries are
land-locked.
The industrialization of land-locked countries is
particularly sensitive to the ease with which they can
access port facilities in neighbouring coastal countries,
because modern manufacturing relies on the import
and export of components through regional and global
value chains. The CFTA provides particular benefits: In
addition to reducing tariffs, the CFTA is set to include
provisions on trade facilitation, transit and customs
cooperation. Indeed, these are recognized by the
Almaty Programme of Action, adopted by the United
Nations in 2003, as crucial components for supporting
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the development of land-locked countries. Initiatives
found to be valuable include single-efficient clearance
systems, customs reforms, computerized transit
documentation and investments in road infrastructure
(Arvis et al., 2007).
The Trade Facilitation Agreement (TFA) at the World Trade
Organization (WTO) is another avenue of assistance
open to African WTO member countries, which can
support the implementation and operationalization of
the CFTA and enhance intra-African trade. The dialogue
around the TFA in the lead-up to its entry into force in
February 2017 was focused on national commitments
made. At the same time, the provisions of the TFA
recognize the importance of implementing it well and
offering capacity development support in a way that
is conducive to regional and subregional integration.
In the context of TFA implementation, the BIAT Action
Plan could be a useful framework on coordinated action
by African countries to support intra-African trade.
The implementation of the TFA could also promote
more inclusive benefits from trade through an easier
environment for small and medium-sized enterprises,
for women involved in trade and for other groups that
generally face high barriers to trading.

Conflict and post-conflict states
Trade and trade policy can greatly affect the risk of
conflict in some states, often via two main channels.
First, commodity-based export earnings such as oil
and especially minerals, extricable through artisanal or
small-scale mining, including alluvial gold and tantalum
used in mobile phones, create incentives for conflict
(Dube and Vargas 2013). These valuable resources
can lead to battles over their control (Berman et al.,
2014; Maystadt et al., 2014; Rustad et al, 2016). Once
in control, their value can fund and sustain conflict. In
contrast, the export revenues associated with other
sectors, and especially labour-intensive sectors, such
as basic agriculture or manufacturing, increase the
opportunity cost of conflict by providing alternative
incomes and livelihoods (Calì, 2014).
Second, increased trade with neighbouring countries
is found to reduce the duration as well as the intensity
of conflicts, especially when this trade occurs through
regional trade agreements (Calì, 2014). Trade increases
the incentive for contiguous countries to mitigate
and abate conflict risks. Trade agreements provide a
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further platform for cooperation and assistance with
neighbouring countries.
Preferential trade agreements and trade facilitation,
including that envisaged in the CFTA, can help foster
stronger trade relationships between neighbours. It
can help create new opportunities to diversify export
earnings from commodities and extractive minerals and
generate alternative incomes and livelihoods. However,
already weak states tend to have especially limited
productive and trade capacities. The CFTA will not be
sufficient in itself to stimulate trade for these countries.
Transit, logistics and trade-related infrastructure is
also required, as are supportive measures to boost
productive capacities.

Catering to different economic
configurations through CFTA
accompanying measures
The CFTA will provide a variety of opportunities
that cater to the diversity of African countries,
including the resource rich, agriculturally based or
more industrialized. However, certain countries may
require greater support. While the more-industrialized
economies may be better placed to take advantage of
new industrial export opportunities associated with
trade creation and trade diverted from the rest of world,
other countries may require measures to help them link
to these value chains and develop their export sectors.
Less-developed economies may experience challenges
in satisfying complex rules of origin and meeting
product standards. Their capacity to use trade remedies
is also often weak.
The critical policies for supporting these countries are
those proposed in the BIAT Action Plan, the “sister”
initiative to the CFTA. Getting important provisions
of the CFTA right, including those related to rules of
origin and standards, will ensure that it is designed
to take account of these countries’ particular needs.
While the CFTA is being designed to include such trade
facilitation provisions, the BIAT Action Plan goes further
by targeting additional constraints that are particularly
inhibiting to the growth of intra-African trade. This
includes clusters on trade policies, trade facilitation,
productive capacity, trade-related infrastructure, trade
finance, trade information and factor market integration
(see Chapter 6).

Tariff revenue losses
It is expected that the CFTA will reduce tariff revenue
generated by intra-African trade. The extent is now
shown, first, in aggregate using a computable general
equilibrium (CGE) model and, second, disaggregated
across countries using a partial equilibrium (PE) model.
The use of exclusion lists is discussed as a means of
smoothing the tariff revenue impacts to ensure an
equitable outcome for all countries.

Aggregate tariff revenue losses and
welfare implications
Saygili et al. (2017) estimate the tariff revenue losses
from the CFTA. They use a CGE model that estimates
the long-run effect of the CFTA and then calculate two
scenarios: the elimination of tariffs on intra-African
trade, amounting to “full liberalization”; and Special
Product Categorization, in which for each country the
sector with the highest tariff revenue from African
imports is excluded from liberalization. The second
scenario aims to approximate the effect of partial tariff
cuts and the use of exclusion lists.
In both scenarios, the welfare benefits exceed the
tariff revenue costs for Africa as a whole, a finding that
is consistent with other studies that integration can
strongly contribute to economic development and is
supported by the economic theory and quantitative
evidence outlined in Chapter 4. Liberalization leads
to welfare gains in the form of consumer surpluses,
producer surpluses and efficiency gains that derive
from improved access to imported products, as well
as better specialization and economies of scale. In the
second scenario, tariff revenue losses are reduced to
$3 billion, from $4 billion in the first scenario, but the
possible welfare gains are also reduced, from $16 billion
to $11 billion.

Distribution of tariff revenue losses and
impact of flexibilities across countries
Aggregate tariff revenue losses are modest relative to
welfare gains, but this aggregation masks significant
heterogeneity between countries. Here we evaluate
the tariff revenue impacts at the country level using
a straightforward partial equilibrium model and
three scenarios: full liberalization, in which tariffs are

completely eliminated on all intra-African imports; a 1
per cent exclusion list; and a 5 per cent exclusion list.
The exclusion lists are modelled so that, for each
country, the top 1 or 5 per cent of tariff lines (equivalent
to 52 or 104 individual products at the HS6 level of
detail, respectively) with the highest tariff revenue from
African imports are excluded from liberalization. This
allows a more efficient form of product exclusion than
that modelled in the preceding subsection, in which the
most protected sector was excluded. Doing so provides
an approximation of the allocation of exclusion lists,
though in practice their application will vary.
The model provides a short-run partial-equilibrium
perspective. It comprises three parts: a “shock”
elimination of tariffs on intra-African trade; an importer
substitution effect, where consumers divert trade
from original suppliers to new tariff-free African
alternatives; and a demand effect, where consumers
demand relatively more of a product as a result of it
being cheaper.2 The advantage of such a model is in
generating results that demonstrate the immediate
impact on tariff revenues in the short run. It also
enables us to incorporate the effects of trade diversion
and trade creation, which help to analyse highly specific
changes to each country’s liberalization schedule,
allowing the detailed assessment of exclusion lists.
Partial equilibrium and computable general equilibrium
modelling of tariff revenue losses summarizes the
merits and demerits of this modelling approach against
those of the CGE model presented above.
The results show the tariff revenue losses as a share
of total tariff revenue, for each country. They vary by
country per their particular import and tariff profiles
(Tariff revenue losses under different flexibility
scenarios). Countries with high initial tariffs on intraAfrican trade, and with larger volumes of intra-African
imports, experience the greatest revenue impact,
especially the Democratic Republic of the Congo, São
Tomé and Príncipe, and Zimbabwe, where tariff revenue
losses from liberalizing African imports exceed 20 per
cent of total tariff revenues.
The Democratic Republic of the Congo receives a large
share of its imports from South Africa and Zambia, which
have not yet liberalized under the Southern African
Development Community (SADC) free trade agreement
(FTA). This is similarly the case with Zimbabwe, where
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Box 5.1

Partial equilibrium and computable general equilibrium modelling of tariff revenue losses
Two broad types of economic models are used for assessing the implications of trade agreements: partial
equilibrium (PE) models and computable general equilibrium (CGE) models. Each approach provides a different
perspective with its own advantages and limitations. A combination of both provides the fullest answer to
assessing the impact of trade liberalization.
Level of detail for the model
PE: can provide very detailed results, at the individual product level and for each country with data. The data
requirements for PE are less demanding than for CGE.
CGE: requires a degree of aggregation, both among products into broader groupings and among countries,
especially when the analysis includes countries for which the required technical inputs, such as social accounting
matrices, are unavailable. CGE modelling of African countries typically includes aggregations such as “Rest of West
Africa” and “Rest of Central Africa,” for instance.
Interaction between sectors
PE: excludes general equilibrium effects such as adjustment within and between firms, sectors and households.
They thus represent a short-term perspective of the immediate impact of trade agreements.
CGE: better represents the medium to long run in which firms and households fully adjust their production and
consumption patterns in response to changes in domestic and international prices. Capital and labour may also
shift from one sector to another, and households may adjust their consumption patterns in response to changes
in prices and incomes.
Macroeconomic adjustments
PE: represents the immediate short-run impact of trade liberalization and does not model macroeconomic
adjustments, such as changes to the exchange rate, or account for their impact.
CGE: may incorporate long-term macro aggregates such as economic growth, investment and changes to the
exchange rate.
Assumption or data driven
PE: relies on relatively few assumptions. The results from PE models are largely driven by the data they are based
on.
CGE: a relatively large number of assumptions are required to produce CGE results (such as whether wages or
unemployment adjust to clear labour markets, or savings or debt adjust to clear capital markets), and various
elasticities determining the responsiveness of different values to different shocks.
CGE may be considered appropriate for estimating medium to long-run impacts and for implications that depend
on the interaction of many sectors or macroeconomic adjustments. PE is valuable for short-run, highly detailed
implications. Results of PE also depend on fewer assumptions and data are available for almost all African
countries. The PE approach proves useful for comparing estimates of the immediate impact on tariff revenue
losses at the country level across Africa.

99 per cent of tariff revenue is lost on imports from
Southern African Customs Union (SACU) countries.
Were the SADC FTA implemented in these countries, the
impact of the CFTA would be far smaller. In São Tomé
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and Príncipe, 97 per cent of the tariff revenue losses
accrue on mineral fuels from Angola.

The power of exclusion lists is also demonstrated.
With even a 1 per cent exclusion list, equivalent to
52 products, tariff revenue losses for the Democratic
Republic of the Congo fall from 36 per cent to 15 per
cent. The average rate of tariff revenue losses for all
countries falls from 8 per cent to only 1 per cent, if every
country were to apply a 1 per cent exclusion list with full
efficiency towards the goal of protecting tariff revenues.
With a 5 per cent exclusion list, the tariff revenue losses
fall to 0.3 per cent for the average country.
The exceptional efficacy of exclusion lists in this context
is due to the particularly concentrated nature of intraAfrican trade: 1 per cent of tariff lines corresponds to
74 per cent of African imports for the average African
country. For example, São Tomé and Príncipe imports
a total of only 26 product lines from other African
countries, from a possible total of 5,205 product lines.
By excluding even a single product related to mineral
fuels, that country can protect 97 per cent of its tariff
revenues from African imports.
Further examples are illustrative. Fifty per cent of the
tariff revenue losses accruing to Cameroon are due
solely to liberalized imports of African petroleum oils,
mostly from Nigeria. For the Central African Republic,
the top 10 products account for 47 per cent of all African
imports. For Gambia, the top two products—Portland
cement and malt extract—account for 28 per cent of all
its African imports.
The capacity for exclusion lists to limit tariff revenue
losses is considerable. In practice, exclusion lists seek
to achieve objectives other than just tariff revenue

protection, such as retaining protection for infant
industries and ensuring food security, and so the results
provide a demonstrative upper limit of the effectiveness
of such lists. Nevertheless, the results are powerful. With
even a 1 per cent exclusion list, the average African
country could reduce tariff revenue losses that would
be implied by the CFTA from 8 per cent to 1 per cent
of total tariff revenue. This stems from the strongly
concentrated nature of current intra-African trade flows
and the fact that for many countries, a lot of intraAfrican trade is already liberalized by regional economic
communities (REC) FTAs.
Negotiators must exercise caution over the size of
exclusion lists negotiated in the CFTA, so that overly
liberal exclusion lists do not erode the value and
benefits of trade liberalization with the CFTA. Doing so
could, for instance, be achieved through the inclusion
of an “anti-concentration” clause, in which the number
of tariff lines that may be excluded in each Harmonized
System (HS) chapter is limited, or “double-qualifying”
exclusion lists would be used to account for, at most, a
specified per centage of the value intra-African trade,
rather than number of tariff lines.
Where exclusion lists may provide considerable value,
though, is in helping to smooth the tariff revenue
impact of the CFTA. This is important to ensure a winwin CFTA outcome in which no country is unduly
threatened by tariff revenue losses. Countries in which
the implied tariff revenue losses may be larger, such as
the Democratic Republic of the Congo, can be accorded
more flexibility for larger exclusion lists to help them
bear the tariff revenue costs.
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Figure 5.1

Tariff revenue losses under different flexibility scenarios
Democratic Republic of Congo, 2015
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Source: ECA calculations using CEPII-BACI dataset for 2015 trade flows and ITC tariff data for the specified date for each country.

Within countries
Structural adjustment costs
The CFTA is forecast to lead to higher levels of welfare
in aggregate and in the long run. Related to this is
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the expectation that the agreement will expand
Africa’s industrial sector, diversify economic activity
from its dependency on primary commodities, and
contribute to Africa’s industrialization and structural
transformation. It is expected that factors of production

within a country, including labour and capital, will shift
across sectors towards those with expanding exports,
and within sectors to more export-oriented firms.
It is important to consider the adjustment costs required
for this transition in the long run. Structural adjustment
costs can be defined as the “value of output that is
foregone in the transition to new long-run production
patterns because of the time taken to allocate factors
from their pre- to their post-liberalization occupations”
(Francois et al., 2011). In practice, this can mean
obsolescence of skills, lower wages and unemployment
for those in contracting sectors, while retraining and
reskilling is required to enter expanding sectors.
Likewise, capital may become underused or obsolete in
a contracting sector and require reinvestment into an
expanding sector.
The link between short-run adjustment costs and longrun benefits from trade liberalization can be shown
using a simple stylized graph taken from Francois et
al. (2011) (Adjustment paths after trade liberalization).
Y0 and Y1 are the initial and long-run levels of output,
respectively. After trade liberalization, output follows
a j-shaped curve, first decreasing below the initial
level (Y0) but then gradually converging with a new
higher long-run equilibrium (Y1). The fall in the level of
output below Y0 during the first stages of adjustment is
considered the structural adjustment cost.

labour markets may be characterized by frictions
and impediments to mobility, and exporting sectors
subject to congestion externalities (Davidson and
Matusz, 2004; Gaisford and Leger, 2000), which is what
can lead to issues of underutilization of capital and to
unemployment.
The severity of these adjustment costs can be
mitigated by a measured and gradual approach to
implementation: Rather than a shock elimination of
tariffs, tariff reductions can be gradually introduced over
a number of years (Cassing and Ochs, 1978; Gaisford and
Leger, 2000; Davidson and Matusz 2000). The rationale
is that as workers shift from import-competing sectors
and seek new jobs in the expanding export sectors,
“congestion externalities” will arise that increase the
costs of adjustment. If the government removes trade
barriers slowly, it can control the flow of workers, reduce
congestion and smooth the adjustment process to
minimize the social costs of adjustment (Davidson and
Matusz, 2004).
The magnitude of structural adjustment costs is also
associated with the extent of trade reform. Completely
eliminating all tariffs on imports from all countries
would imply a substantial shock to an economy, and
correspondingly large adjustment costs. An FTA with a
single other country would, conversely, amount to a far
smaller shock and smaller adjustment costs.

Structural adjustment costs are concerned with the
short run as economies undergo structural change
and factors of production shift across sectors to align
with new trading opportunities and threats. However,
the transition process can be sluggish if capital and
factor markets are not sufficiently flexible. For instance,

There are three reasons why the CFTA is likely to amount
to a relatively small trade shock:
•

Intra-African trade accounts for only 14 per cent of
total African imports and 18 per cent of total African
exports.

Figure 5.2

•

Most intra-African trade is between closely
proximate countries or immediate neighbours, and
much of it flows through existing REC FTAs.

•

The CFTA will contain exclusion list provisions and
safeguards, enabling members to omit the sectors
that are most sensitive to liberalization.

Adjustment paths after trade liberalization
Output

Y1

Y(t)

Y0

Time

Source: Francois et al. (2011).

The CFTA will nevertheless probably still entail modest
structural adjustment costs. A gradual implementation
may mitigate—but not fully eliminate—these costs,
though such remaining costs may be addressed
through two further mechanisms.
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First, the particular trade flows causing the structural
adjustments may be excluded from the exclusion
list provision or through safeguard measures, both
of which are to be built into the CFTA Agreement.
Safeguard measures and product exclusions are not
the ideal policy solutions. They create consumption
distortions and present significant rent-seeking
dangers (Gaisford and Leger, 2000). However, they
may serve as an inferior but acceptable measure when
better alternatives are not feasible. They may also allow
negotiators to circumnavigate insurmountable political
economy barriers that could otherwise slow or block
the agreement.
Second, adjustment assistance may be applied
to especially sensitive or vulnerable groups that
face adverse effects from CFTA liberalization. Such
adjustment assistance is considered among the flanking
policies that governments can use to smooth the
impact of the CFTA (Chapter 6). Here the idea is that a
government may leverage the gains from liberalization
realized by other groups, such as through tax revenue
from an expanding export sector, to address the
challenges faced by less fortunate groups. This amounts
to compensating the losers from liberalization by using
some of the gains accruing to the winners.
In either case, it is important to emphasize that
adjustment assistance or safeguards should be
considered strictly temporary to address the shortrun nature of structural adjustment and should have
a predetermined schedule by which they are phased
out (Gaisford and Leger, 2000). The weight of CFTA
adjustment costs must also be contextualized. In
aggregate, they are likely to be modest and temporary,
and need to be set against an indefinite stream of future
higher incomes.

Vulnerable groups
Though structural adjustment costs may be small
and may concern only the short run, it is particularly
important to identify and address these costs when
they fall on vulnerable or sensitive groups, four of which
are being discussed. These groups may be less resilient
to even small shocks or lack the resources necessary to
reskill and seek new opportunities. Where possible, the
CFTA and its accompanying measures should include
provisions of particular benefit to such groups so

that they too can share the gains of the CFTA and are
protected when necessary.

Smallholder farmers
Smallholder farmers represent some 53 per cent of
Africa’s agricultural producers. The CFTA promises large
opportunities for agricultural exports across several
sectors (Table 5.2). Wages of unskilled agricultural
workers are also set to rise, though by a small amount
(ILO and UNCTAD, 2013).
Nevertheless, smallholder farmers are usually connected
to export markets through intermediaries. It will be
important for the CFTA to include supporting measures
that would promote the integration of smallholder
farmers into larger value gains to ensure that they share
these opportunities. Smallholder farmers can also be
supported by simplified rules-of-origin requirements
and with trade facilitation measures that help them to
meet sanitary and phyto-sanitary export standards.
Smallholder farmers may also require capital and
reskilling to focus their production on export
opportunities and to shift from agricultural goods
that may be more efficiently produced elsewhere.
For instance, new seed varieties or fertilizers may be
needed to take advantage of new exports. In the long
term, this form of structural adjustment leads to more
efficient production outcomes, but particular care is
required in the short run to ensure that such farmers
Table 5.2

Africa’s export volumes by agricultural and
food sectors, and estimated growth with the
CFTA (%)
Growth
Paddy and processed rice

3.2

Wheat

26.0

Cereal

13.9

Oilseeds

3.9

Sugar cane and sugar beets

38.6

Cattle, sheep, goats and horses

4.2

Animal products and wool

0.5

Other agricultural products

1.7

Raw milk and dairy products

101.0

Meat products

26.2

Sugar

16.5

Other food products

17.0

Agriculture and food

9.4

Source: ILO and UNCTAD (2013).
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are capable of these adjustments. CFTA monitoring
mechanisms should be particularly sensitive to the
effects on smallholder farmers, and that safeguards or
product exclusions may be required if they require more
time for adjustment.

Informal cross-border traders
Informal cross-border trade refers to the trade of goods
or services that do not pass formally through customs
controls and therefore escape the regulatory framework
of taxation and other procedures set by governments.
Though cross-border trading contributes substantially
to national economies and employment in Africa,
traders are often pushed into the informal sector. This
can be owing to problems faced in reading customs
forms, accessing and comprehending opaque border
procedures, understanding complex duty structures or
affording tariffs. Such trading is particularly important
as a source of employment for women from low-income
households, with women accounting for some 70 per
cent of informal cross-border traders (Ghils, 2013).
Once in the informal sector, cross-border traders face
challenges. For example, border officials sometimes
ask them to pay duties on commodities that should
not attract any levies, and they can take advantage
of informal traders’ ignorance of the law and customs
procedures (Mwanabiningo, 2015). Informal traders can
be vulnerable to harassment, violence, confiscation of
goods and even imprisonment. They also have poorer
access to market information for determining prices, to
information on policies and regulations and to credit.
The CFTA offers an opportunity to assist this vulnerable
group and to make it easier for them to trade formally
and under the greater protections and security afforded
by such formality, partly because it will reduce tariffs,
making it more affordable for such traders to operate
through formal channels. However, accompanying
measures should go further to benefit this group and
to ensure that they are not disadvantaged relative to
established formal traders.
For instance, trade facilitation and trade information
measures generally make it easier for traders to operate
through formal channels (Lesser and Moisé-Leeman,
2009). An example is the Simplified Trade Regime in
the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa
(COMESA), which simplifies clearing procedures and

the requirements necessary to qualify for the COMESA
preferential duties for a common list of products.
Other important support would be provisions for the
free movement of economic operators, which should
be designed not just to benefit large companies, but
also small traders. Reinforcing these measures, a CFTA
monitoring and evaluation mechanism should include
an assessment of progress in alleviating the constraints
faced by informal cross-border traders, particularly
women.

Women
The African Union’s (AU’s) Agenda 2063 and the gender
commitments under the UN’s Sustainable Development
Goals of Agenda 2030 are among the most recent
continental and international affirmations of gender
equality as a development priority. Yet unless the trend
of gender disparities in wage earnings and absence
from the labour force are reversed, Sub-Saharan Africa
could lose up to $60 billion dollars annually (UNDP,
2016). Moreover, as a vulnerable group, African women
achieve only 87 per cent of men’s human development
(UNDP, 2016).
Chauvin et al. (2016) estimate the differentiated impact
of the CFTA on male- and female-headed households
by linking a simulation of the CFTA to household survey
data for six African countries with data. They find that
both male- and female-headed households gain, but
that the gains are unevenly distributed depending on
the particular trade and tariff structures of each country,
and the income and consumption characteristics of its
households (Table 5.3).
In agriculture, women’s participation is often
concentrated in lower-value subsistence crops rather
than cash crops for export, narrowing their opportunities
to benefit from value addition and commercial export
Table 5.3

CFTA average welfare effects, by male- and
female-headed households (%)
Male-headed

Female-headed

Burkina Faso

8.70

13.47

Cameroon

7.13

6.39

Côte d’Ivoire

10.44

3.77

Ethiopia

6.26

8.52

Madagascar

2.10

2.61

Nigeria

6.47

5.44

Source: Chauvin et al. (2016).
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opportunities due to the CFTA. The task is to make
women’s participation in agriculture more productive
and to connect female agricultural workers to export
food markets, enabling them to garner higher incomes
(UNCTAD, 2014).

also reflected within the AU Roadmap on Harnessing
the Demographic Dividend through Investments in
Youth, 2017, which includes pillars on education and
skills development, health and well-being, and rights,
governance and youth empowerment.

Women account for roughly 70 per cent of informal
cross-border traders. The challenges for this vulnerable
group are especially acute for women, particularly those
related to harassment and discrimination by border
officials and access to credit, training and information.
Measures to assist informal cross-border traders should
aim to benefit women. For example, trade facilitation
measures should address issues to improve women’s
safety, such as storage facilities, accommodation,
illuminated border areas, hygiene facilities and
transport corridors.

Structural transformation is required to produce new
jobs for young people and to absorb these new entrants
into the labour force. Countries that have been successful
in this regard, such as China and the Republic of Korea,
moved from a high share of employment in agriculture
towards manufacturing first, then services. What will be
important for Africa is restructuring economies away
from capital-intensive commodities towards labourintensive sectors, such as manufacturing, information
and communications technology, and agriculture
and agro-industries, to produce the jobs that can pull
Africa’s youth into the workforce. As recognized in
the AU Roadmap on Harnessing the Demographic
Dividend through Investments in Youth, 2017, this will
require improved access to credit facilities to support
entrepreneurs, initiatives such as tech incubators, and
accelerators to support youth-led businesses, and trade
liberalization.

The interests of women can be better reflected by
their explicit involvement in the design and processes
of the CFTA, including through national consultations
and more female negotiators. Evaluating impacts on
women also requires a monitoring and evaluation
framework with gender-disaggregated data.

Youth
Sixty per cent of Africa’s population are aged 24 or
younger and are about to enter the workforce. If this
increasing number of working age individuals can be
employed in productive activities, Africa’s youth bulge
may become a demographic dividend. Otherwise, it
may become a demographic disaster, as a large mass of
frustrated youth become a potential source of social and
political instability. Yet a shortage of opportunities for
Africa’s youth contributes to high youth unemployment
and working poverty rates approaching 70 per cent
(ILO, 2016). Aware of this, the AU Heads of State and
Government have chosen as its theme for 2017:
“Harnessing the Demographic Dividend though
Investments in Youth.”
The traditional approach to supporting youth has
been to look at the labour supply side. The 2007 World
Development Report, “Develop the Next Generation,”
set out a policy agenda focusing on education, skills
upgrading, health and citizenship. Such support is
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Supporting Africa’s youth requires a development strategy
that goes beyond trade policy. Policies in education and
skills development, such as the Continental Strategy
for Technical Vocation Education and Training and the
Science, Technology and Innovation Strategy for Africa
(2014–24) are important, as are others in health and
well-being and in youth empowerment. The CFTA can
be an additional component. Most important, the CFTA
can contribute to the kinds of export diversification and
structural transformation that promote labour-intensive
industry and help to “pull” Africa’s youth into productive
activities.
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Endnotes
1
The definition of “resource rich” adopted is that of
the McKinsey Global Institute, which defines resourcedriven countries as countries that meet at least one
of three criteria: resource exports accounted for 20
per cent or more of total exports in 2011; resources
on average accounted for more than 20 per cent of
government revenue from 2006 to 2010; and resource
rents were more than 10 per cent of GDP in 2010 or the
most recent year for which data are available (McKinsey
& Company, 2013).
2
This is very similar to the SMART and TRIST partial
equilibrium models, and indeed uses the default TRIST
demand and importer substitution elasticities (0.5
and 1.5, respectively). The analysis amounts to tariff
reductions within the FTAs of existing RECs, where
those FTAs do not already amount to full 100 per cent
liberalization. Therefore, even countries that cover
much of their imports within existing REC FTAs (Chapter
2) may still experience a significant import and revenue
impact. The results of this approach are intuitive and
transparent to a relatively non-technical audience, and
rely on only a limited number of assumptions.

Chapter 6

A Win-win Approach to the CFTA:
Critical Policies
This chapter builds on the content of Chapter 5 and
elaborates on the critical policies and provisions that
are needed to ensure that the gains of the Continental
Free Trade Area (CFTA) are fully exploited and shared
equitably.
It argues that negotiators must design the substantive
content of the CFTA to support the aspirations for
industrial development and structural economic change.
To so so, they must “get right” six key components of
the CFTA—non-tariff barriers (NTBs), rules of origin,
investment and cross-border movement of persons,
services liberalization and regulation, trade remedies,
and monitoring and evaluation. This chapter identifies
the critical challenges and policy recommendations
for each of these components. It then outlines the
Boosting Intra-African Trade (BIAT) Action Plan, which
provides a framework for critical flanking policies that
would support the CFTA. Lastly, it reviews the need for
strategic logistics management to facilitate trade by
buttressing investments in physical infrastructure.

Getting non-tariff barriers right
NTBs are impediments to trade and are particularly
onerous in Africa; they include import bans, unjustified
documentation and conditions, excessive border
checks, and police stops. The average applied rate
of tariff protection in Africa is 8.7 per cent, but other
obstacles increase the cost of Africa’s trade by an
estimated 283 per cent (Sommer and Luke, 2017). Box
6.1 details the most common NTBs reported in Africa.
Getting NTBs right in the CFTA will mean including
provisions to reduce these barriers. The CFTA is to
include provisions on non-tariff measures, such as
sanitary and phyto-sanitary standards and technical
barriers to trade that can constitute some of the NTBs
for cross-border trade in Africa. However, what will be
especially important is targeting the particular NTBs
that affect vulnerable groups to ensure that they gain
from the CFTA.

Box 6.1

Typical non-tariff barriers in Africa
NTBs are particularly obstructive to small and
medium-sized enterprises, informal cross-border
traders, and women traders. Among the common
NTBs reported in Africa are:
Customs and trade procedures, including nonstandardized systems for imports declaration and
payment of applicable duty rates; non-acceptance
of certificates and trade documentation; incorrect
tariff classification; limited and uncoordinated
customs working hours; different interpretation
of the rules of origin and non-acceptance of the
certificate of origin; application of discriminatory
taxes and other charges; and cumbersome
procedures for verifying containerized imports.
Immigration procedures, for example, nonstandardized visa fees and cumbersome or
duplicative immigration procedures.
Quality inspection procedures, including
delays in the inspection of commercial vehicles;
cumbersome and costly quality inspection
procedures; unnecessary quality inspections;
non-standardized quality inspection and testing
procedures; and varying procedures for issuing
certification marks.
Transport-related requirements, such as nonharmonized transport policies, laws, regulations
and standards; vehicle overland control systems;
vehicle dimensions and standards; cross-border
road permits; and prohibitive transit charges.
Road blocks, for example, numerous and
uncoordinated road blocks by state agents.
Source: AU (2017).

Much can be learned by the success of NTB mechanisms
employed by the regional economic communities
(RECs) (Box 6.2). An effective NTB mechanism enables
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the reporting of NTBs by individual traders and includes
an administrative structure that escalates issues to
responsible governments and monitors their resolution.
Accordingly, it is recommended that the CFTA leverage
the existing NTB mechanisms of the RECs rather than
reinvent a wholly new mechanism. To do so the CFTA
should extend the remit of the existing REC mechanisms
to include trade between and within all RECs. The CFTA
Secretariat may then assume the responsibility of
coordinating these mechanisms across Africa.

Getting rules of origin right
Rules of origin are a foundational component of a free
trade area. They aim to ensure that products traded
within a free trade area really originate within a member
country. Their objective is to avoid trade deflection and
circumvention. For example, they would aim to stop
third countries that are not party to the CFTA from
re-exporting via one CFTA member state to another,
illegitimately benefiting from the trade preferences that
should be exclusive to the CFTA.
However, this primary objective must be balanced
against excessively obstructionist rules of origin, which
could be used as a protectionist measure against trade
between CFTA member states (Estevadeordal et al.,
2014). Moreover, overly burdensome rules of origin
can prove particularly challenging for micro, small
and medium-sized enterprises, including informal
cross-border traders and smallholder farmers. Rules of
origin are also tough to negotiate, especially for underresourced negotiating delegations.
Getting the rules of origin right in the CFTA requires
harmonizing rules of origin across RECs to facilitate
regional value chains (RVCs), considering preferential
rules of origin for less developed African countries and
drawing lessons from how rules of origin have been
negotiated in the Tripartite Free Trade Area (TFTA).

Regional value chains and harmonizing
rules of origin in Africa
Numerous papers have highlighted the need to
harmonize the rules of origin used across Africa in the
CFTA (ECA, 2013a; UNCTAD, 2016; Draper et al., 2016).
Harmonizing them would ease intra-African trade by
reducing the complexity of complying with multiple sets
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Box 6.2

Monitoring and reporting NTBs in the
COMESA, EAC and SADC
The Tripartite Free Trade Area (TFTA) is yet to be
finalized. However, the framework agreement
(concluded in 2015) includes an NTB mechanism to
coordinate the monitoring and reporting of NTBs in
the three RECs.
Under the mechanism, NTBs are reported either
online or by Short Message Service by individuals
when they consider themselves to have faced a
barrier in trading. Reporting is open to anyone,
including drivers, travellers, business people or
traders.
The report is forwarded by an administrator to
nominated focal points in the reporting and
offending countries, as well as to the REC or
RECs concerned. Although responsibility for
resolving the NTB lies with the sending country,
RECs perform a facilitating function by providing
capacity building or arranging meetings between
countries where necessary. Progress is monitored
on a publicly available website (http://www.
tradebarriers.org), which updates the progress and
whether any resolution action is under way.
The process includes concrete timelines for
removing NTBs. Individuals can monitor and receive
an update of progress made in resolving their
complaint. The mechanism also retains a record
of all complaints, and adds them to a database on
NTBs. Since it was set up in 2009, the mechanism
has registered 556 NTB complaints, 501 of which
have been resolved.*
The Tripartite NTB mechanism is currently
augmenting this service with an archive of NTBs
in the Tripartite region. Estimated to be available
for 12 Tripartite countries by the end of 2017, the
mechanism will provide information on NTBs by
tariff line and UNCTAD NTB category. Doing so will
improve transparency and trade information on
NTBs for businesses and traders in the Tripartite
region.
*
Registered and resolved complaints as of 26 May, 2017 (for latest see
http://www.tradebarriers.org).

Source: AU (2017).

of rules (Bhagwati, 1995). Doing so fosters inclusiveness
by easing the use of rules of origin for smaller and less
sophisticated traders (Corneja and Harris, 2007).

Preferential rules of origin in Africa
Africa’s countries span various stages of economic
development. The United Nations distinguishes
between developing and least-developed countries
(LDCs). To cater to this distinction, preferential rules of
origin should be considered within the CFTA. They could
help to ensure that Africa’s less advanced countries are
not excluded from CFTA opportunities by burdensome
rules-of-origin requirements. Here rules of origin would
be differentiated to provide less developed African
countries with a set of rules that are easier to satisfy.
Doing so can help spread the gains of the CFTA to
smaller and less sophisticated businesses in Africa’s less
developed countries.
This initiative would not be without precedent. African
countries have continually pressed for such special and
differential treatment in the rules of origin discussions
at the World Trade Organization (WTO), culminating in
the Ministerial Decisions on preferential rules of origin
in Bali, in 2013, and Nairobi, in 2015.

Drawing lessons from rules of origin
negotiations in the TFTA
Agreement on the rules of origin was one of the
stumbling blocks delaying conclusion of the TFTA.
Central to this was the decision to negotiate productspecific rules of origin, entailing the highly onerous,
time-consuming and technically demanding process
of determining particular rules for over 5,000
products. Such an approach requires an intensely close
relationship between negotiators and businesses and
an in-depth understanding of the productive capacities
of rival negotiating partners.
The TFTA’s decision to use product-specific rules
was motivated by some countries’ request to ensure
adequate protection of industries from trade deflection
and circumvention. For instance, some countries worry
that unsophisticated rules in textiles could allow third
countries to access their markets through the affixation
of highly limited value addition in their TFTA partner
countries. Recent analysis suggests, however, that this
fear is unwarranted, and that more general rules are not
necessarily lax or lacking in rigor (Draper et al., 2016).

Though more sophisticated negotiating parties may
possess the capability to negotiate product-specific
rules of origin, they are difficult for less-developed
countries with less well-resourced negotiating teams.
Moreover, once negotiated, such rules can also prove
difficult for less-developed countries to administer.
At best, product-specific rules may allow tailoring
to the exact specifications and requirements of
trading businesses. At worst, they prove overly timeconsuming to negotiate, potentially adding several
years to the time taken to negotiate the CFTA. They
also disproportionately advantage more sophisticated
negotiating teams.
One solution draws on the novel approach of the PanArab free trade area, which used general rules of origin
over a transitionary five-year period, during which
specific rules were negotiated. This technique enabled
these countries to lock into their free trade area without
delay, and to eventually graduate to product-specific
rules within a specified period. Such a compromise
could expedite the finalizing of the CFTA. Or, the CFTA
could limit the use of product-specific rules to only the
most controversial or sensitive products, and apply
simple and liberal rules of origin as far as possible
otherwise (AU, 2013; ECA, 2013a).

Getting investment and crossborder movement of persons right
Facilitating intra-African investment is crucial for
allowing the flow of much-needed resources for the
large-scale interventions required to transform Africa’s
agriculture and industry. Foreign direct investment
(FDI), including intra-African investment, will be key.
Indeed, one only needs to analyse the current construct
of Africa’s telecommunications sector to conclude
that intra-African investment is important for getting
entrepreneurs to innovate. The same is found in
transport—road, rail and air, all of which are a showcase
of strong intra-African investment. Financial services
are no exception, with pan-African banks increasingly
having continental, or at least regional, presence.
A CFTA that makes it difficult for Africans, including
entrepreneurs, to move across the continent will be a
missed opportunity. It should be designed to support
African investors and improve weak business conditions.
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The design of provisions for investment and crossborder movement of persons in trade agreements
have typically been considered part of trade in services.
The optimal decision would need to be informed by
what the CFTA seeks to achieve and what would work
in context. Any technical errors at this stage focus on
limitations rather than facilitating access would create
operational difficulties for the future and would be
questionable in their value for African entrepreneurs.
What is needed is a broader, forward-looking approach
that boosts investment and movement for Africans to
tap opportunities presented by the CFTA in agriculture,
industry, services and investment.
Front-loading how these two important issues—
of investment and movement of persons—can be
incorporated in a pro-people manner in the CFTA
would democratize the Agreement and allow African
entrepreneurs to engage in (not just spectate at) the
opportunities created by the CFTA.

Investment
The question for CFTA negotiators is whether they will
wait for phase 2 to deal with investment, or instead
use the opportunity presented by a discussion on
supply of services through establishing commercial
presence to determine an approach that will work for a
comprehensive treatment of the key issues through the
CFTA. The threshold question is whether it is appropriate
and sufficient to limit the treatment of investment in
the CFTA to a General Agreement on Trade in Services
(GATS) mode 3 approach.
Mode 3 is the supply of services through an established
commercial presence.1 Service suppliers of a member
state enter the territory of another, set up a branch
or subsidiary presence on the basis of commitments
made, and offer their services to consumers in the
host country. This type of access is often found in
the schedules of WTO members and is typically used
by large companies. In the CFTA, it would entail, for
example, large mobile telecommunications giants
setting up branches to run their businesses in other
African countries. Such companies would normally
send their key personnel to lead these branches, which
in turn would be offering their services through the
presence of natural persons—mode 4—in what is
known as intra-corporate transfers. These people would
be beneficiaries of cross-border movement of persons.
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A key development test for the CFTA will be its ability
to deliver for all, and not just big business. This will
require an approach that is sensitive to the bulk of
African businesses that are micro, small and mediumsized enterprises, and it may require going beyond
the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS)
approach to consider a separate and dedicated CFTA
chapter, annex or even agreement on investment.
Investment in Africa would also need to draw on
the lessons of reforms to international investment
agreements as a way to ensure a balance between
investment protections, on the one hand, and
investment promotion and facilitation (a core objective),
on the other. Similarly, resolution of issues tied to
the contribution of investment for attaining national
development goals are key in designing the right
approach, which would include careful consideration of
provisions on “fair and equitable treatment,” investor–
state dispute-resolution mechanisms, illicit financial
flows, corruption, good governance, endangered
species and the environment.
It can be argued that these issues could always be
placed as limitations to market access or national
treatment in mode 3. However, at least two series of
issues would arise: one related to scope—in light of
the need to include investment in goods as part of the
agreement, and one that conditions around market
access, as provided in GATS Article XVI, seems to be of
a defined scope and largely focused on quantitativetype measures. Such a scope would leave unanswered
questions on how to treat issues concerning the need
for investors to contribute to good governance as a
precondition to accessing the market. Africa would be
better served by a broader and more comprehensive
treatment of investment issues in a dedicated chapter,
annex or agreement on investment that includes
services. This method can help provide an adequate
scope for approaching investment provisions in the
CFTA.

Cross-border movement of persons
The question for negotiators here is how to design
an approach that does not take away from African
entrepreneurs what they already have in their RECs,
while creating new opportunities for inter-REC
movement.

Traditional approaches to structuring movement of
persons in a trade agreement tend to take the GATS
mode 4 approach, where for a certain category of
natural persons—typically intra-corporate transfers—
members states would offer access for defined periods
and on certain conditions. This is frequently inscribed as
limitations on national treatment.
Conceptually, Africa needs an approach that focuses on
supporting and facilitating people’s movement. From
a design perspective, it is important that negotiators
focus on letting people in, especially those involved in
MSMEs.
Several African countries have made GATS mode 4
commitments but also have gone further and deeper
with their RECs beyond their mode 4 schedules. EAC,
for example, has its Common Market Protocol2 that
has already taken large strides not only in movement
of service suppliers, but also workers.3 ECOWAS has its
protocol on the free movement of persons,4 as does
COMESA.5 All of them seek economic cooperation and
integration, and it would be wrong to assume that there
is a design difference in the intentions of these RECs
and movement or persons in a trade agreement like the
CFTA.

Where do solutions lie?
The key question is therefore: What sort of CFTA
approach adds value to the RECs’ achievements? An
approach that focuses on scheduling limitations to
access might not be the way to go. Rather, it would be
important to think more about how to facilitate crossborder movement. Here again, the question of scope is
critical: easing access for investors, traders and services
suppliers, all in one instrument.
On investment, there is need for an approach with a
good balance between protections and facilitation,
all within the development prism. There is already
a great body of work on which to build in the Pan
African Investment Code, which itself has benefited
from global and regional good practices in shaping
new-generation, pro-sustainable development and
international investment agreements. This is a good
basis for a fully fledged investment chapter in the CFTA
providing a framework for all categories of investors,
including those in MSMEs. Because of the breadth of
what is sought, it is proposed that this is not part of
the services component of the negotiations, but rather

a stand-alone chapter. It would necessarily mean that
all aspects related to the supply of services through
establishment of commercial presence would be
looked at—making the necessary changes—as part of
the broader investment chapter.
On cross-border movement of persons, negotiators
could consider an instrument—a separate annex for
example—that focuses on facilitation and takes the
best of what each of the RECs offers regarding the
different steps a natural person takes to supply their
services, trade their goods or invest in another African
country. Such steps could include terms of accessing
opportunities, applying for selection, and moving to
other African territories for business, extensions and
return.6 A linked need would be regulatory cooperation
in facilitating movement, including involving in the
discussions all stakeholders, such as sector regulators,
immigration officials, trade negotiators, civil society
organizations and trade policy networks, to secure early
buy-in on how this would work.
Investment and cross-border movement need to be
thought through early, especially as both goods and
services agreements are being negotiated now.

Getting services liberalization and
regulation right
With a few exceptions, services have come to
dominate the economic landscape. Globally they
constitute about 70 per cent of GDP and 60 per cent
of employment (World Bank, 2016), with cross-border
services (excluding services investment) accounting for
a quarter of world trade in 2014 in gross value terms
(Loungani et al., 2017).
Services, both as inputs to production processes and as
final products, are now seen as providing meaningful
opportunities for developing countries to fast-track
growth, reduce poverty and promote structural
economic transformation.7 This so-called “services
revolution” has been attributed to “3Ts”: technology,
enabling services to be storable through digital
means; transportability, undermining the necessity
that services are often produced and consumed at the
same time and place; and tradability, highlighting the
challenges of restricting trade through government
barriers for such services (Ghani and Kharas, 2010).
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Services and services trade are also increasingly
understood as fundamental components of goods
trade (Swedish National Board of Trade, 2012). When
decomposing the direct and indirect value added of
imports that go into exports, estimates for 2007 put
services trade at almost 50 per cent of the global total
(Francois et al., 2013). Driven in large measure by the
fragmentation of global production and the rise of
global value chains, trade in goods and services is
deeply interconnected. Getting services right in the
CFTA requires a three-pronged approach, as outlined
below.

Building on existing REC achievements
The starting point for services negotiations are the
existing achievements (and challenges overcome) in the
RECs; that is, building on what has worked and avoiding
what has not worked. Learning from implementation
challenges on the ground will be essential.
EAC—the REC most advanced in its liberalization of
services—has faced many such challenges, including
how member states interpret their schedule of
commitments and the technical issues in the schedule.
And the mode 4 (movement of persons) commitments
were not clear, as they were linked to a separate schedule
on movement of labour. However, achievements
were secured with mutual recognition agreements
for professional bodies, including accountants,
architectures, engineers, veterinary surgeons and land
surveyors. Such agreements are under negotiation
for lawyers, pharmacists, medical professionals, land
valuers and quantity surveyors.

Achieving the right levels of flexibility and
ambition
Going beyond what the RECs have achieved in
progressive services liberalization and regulatory
cooperation requires a commitment that the CFTA
fulfils its potential. As seen in the WTO’s Trade
Facilitation Agreement, being able to link targeted
technical assistance, capacity building and support
for regulatory reforms to the undertaking of (market
access and regulatory) commitments is likely to create
an amplifying effect. Ultimately, however, the approach
must be realistic about member states’ comfort
level in committing to binding services reforms in
trade agreements and to advancing with regulatory
cooperation.
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A highly flexible mechanism has the greatest chance of
success. Flexibility is needed for the scope and depth
of market access commitments and for the range
of mechanisms needed for regulatory cooperation.
Such flexibility should also enable differing levels of
engagement among the variegated African Union (AU)
member states.
For progressive liberalization, that flexibility would
entail sticking with what member states know to
some degree (for example, GATS-based, positive
list) and being innovative to help in delivering more
meaningful results. Starting from applied regimes,
and making use of some form of standstill mechanism,
constitutes prime examples, though member states
may need to consider a non-uniform approach to
these if horizontal application proves challenging.
For regulatory cooperation, this involves deploying
the most appropriate mechanism, formal or informal,
based on different sector-specific variables, including
the domestic regulatory environments across member
states in the sector, approaches adopted within the
RECs/AU (where relevant), global best/good practice
and political economy dynamics.
The upshot may be harmonization in certain sectors
(for example, where more than one REC already has
made progress on regulatory cooperation, such as
telecommunications or transport), mutual recognition
agreements in others, treaties (for example, air
transport, investment) or more informal approaches
such as soft law or informal exchanges of information
(including guidelines and voluntary standards). Even
simple transparency exercises can help to reduce
the informational costs faced by firms dealing with
regulatory differences, and it could lay the groundwork
for more in-depth cooperation in the future.

Overcoming challenges
There is a risk, however, that such efforts, if not
adequately targeted and balanced in their ambition,
could quickly evolve into “business as usual,” with an
eternal schedule of official meetings, missed deadlines
and implementation (and compliance) deficiencies.
For this reason, the process must be infused with a
high level of credibility. For progressive liberalization,
ensuring there is at least some use of the market
access innovations touched on above will help to
deliver real market opening and transparency, and
prevent an approach that sees member states make

commitments on paper that are already far-distanced
from the actual conditions of African services firms.
For the work on regulatory cooperation (an area
less familiar to trade negotiators), ensuring that the
process is supported by highly competent individuals,
including those with strong local knowledge, and is
adequately resourced, will be important to establish
credibility among stakeholders from the outset. The use
of specific targets over a certain period (for example,
on the number of sectors, removal of restrictions, or
negotiation of cooperation mechanisms) may also
prove helpful. Establishing such credibility will help to
situate such efforts as effective Aid-for-Trade vehicles
and mobilization of resources for technical assistance
and capacity building, including that for enforcement.
One option for the work on regulatory cooperation is
to convene an African Regulatory Cooperation Forum
as an inter-governmental body under the auspices of
the African Union Commission (AUC). Such a forum
would command authority and be well placed to pool
national, regional and international expertise on the
service sector’s regulatory frameworks across the
continent, and on good regulatory practices globally
and elsewhere in the developing world. Additional
technical partners, continental and international,8
could provide important expertise, helping to boost
the credibility of the Forum as an effective mechanism
for regulatory cooperation, while supporting member
states’ regulatory reform efforts. The Forum could
function in part as a knowledge platform for such
cooperation. Engaging such key development partners,
as well as the donor community, can similarly assist in
mobilizing the requisite resources.
Establishing credibility among stakeholders is likely
to have a positive knock-on effect for stakeholder
inclusiveness (a common challenge in REC-level services
integration experiences to date). An inclusive approach
is needed to engage a broad range of actors, including
trade officials, sectoral officials, regulators, qualification
authorities and a range of non-state actors, including
the private sector and consumer advocates. Such
inclusiveness is needed not only to help ensure that the
CFTA services agreement is crafted in such way as to
deliver meaningful benefits to the people and workers
of Africa, but also to ensure the necessary buy-in for
putting plans into action.

Promoting the use of local expertise for regulatory
cooperation work will also help to navigate the different
consumer preferences, cultural and historical roots,
and political economy considerations underpinning
regulatory differences. And while it is important that any
approach remains linked to negotiated market access
outcomes, there are also advantages to removing them
from the trade negotiating process, including mitigating
narrower, mercantilist sentiments and enabling greater
cross-pollination of trade and regulatory perspectives
(both official and non-state).
The CFTA represents a unique opportunity for AU
member states to “do services differently.” For success,
they must pursue an ambitious and realistic agenda,
combining progressive liberalization and regulatory
cooperation. To translate this into real new opportunities
for African services firms, this work and its outcomes
must be credible and inclusive.

Getting trade remedies right
Trade remedies (Box 6.3) are an important fail-safe
for vulnerable groups in the CFTA and for countries
wary that competition may damage their domestic
industries. However, trade remedies can also be a covert
means of protectionism.
Trade remedies are important in bringing the CFTA
about. Countries are more willing to implement
liberalization commitments if they have the flexibility to
protect industries when necessary. Kucik and Reinhardt
(2008) find countries with national trade remedy
mechanisms to be more likely to join the WTO, agree
to more tightly binding tariff commitments and lower
tariffs.
Only Africa’s most economically advanced countries
have national trade remedy regimes in place, including
Egypt, Morocco, South Africa (whose regime extends
to cover the Southern African Customs Union [SACU]
countries) and Tunisia. South Africa’s first anti-dumping
law goes back to 1914 (Joubert, 2005). Countries
including Ghana, Kenya and Mauritius are at various
stages of drafting trade remedy laws and setting up
investigating authorities. A further 11 CFTA countries
are not members of the WTO, and are not governed by
WTO rules on trade remedies (Box 6.3).
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Box 6.3

What are trade remedies?
Trade remedies are trade policy tools that allow governments to depart from the usual WTO or FTA rules and
take remedial action against imports that are causing material injury to a domestic industry. Their application is
subject to certain substantive and procedural conditions outlined in the WTO General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT) from 1994. They are divided broadly into three categories.
Anti-dumping measures: These may be applied when an imported product is being “dumped” (that is, sold at
or below its “normal” price) and when dumped imports are causing or threatening to cause material injury to
domestic industry producing like products (or would materially retard the establishment of a domestic industry).
Countervailing measures: These are applicable when subsidized imports are causing or threatening to cause
injury to the domestic industry producing the like products.
Safeguard measures: These can be applied when a product is being imported in such increased quantities and
under such conditions as to cause or threaten to cause serious injury to the domestic industry producing like
or competitive products. Unlike anti-dumping and countervailing measures, the application of safeguarding
measures does not require an “unfair trade” action. Instead, the objective of safeguard measures is to provide a
temporary remedy while facilitating structural adjustment of the industry affected by the imports.
The application of trade remedies between WTO member countries is governed by WTO law. However, some CFTA
participants are not WTO members: Algeria, Comoros, Eritrea, Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Libya, São Tomé and
Príncipe, Somalia, South Sudan, Sudan and Western Sahara. As such, the CFTA requires trade remedy provisions
to govern the use of trade remedies involving these countries.
Though all WTO members may apply trade remedies against each other in accordance with WTO law, the CFTA
may include alternative trade remedy provisions to govern their use between CFTA member countries. For
instance, African countries rarely resort to WTO-compliant trade remedies, because to do so is technically onerous
and many such countries lack the requisite technical capacity or experience. The CFTA can therefore add value by
either incorporating flexibilities into trade remedy provisions to ease their use by less developed countries or by
supporting such countries in developing the necessary trade remedy regimes.

Getting trade remedies right in the CFTA will require
providing for remedies that are both adequately rulesbased and robust so as not to be exploited illegitimately
as a means of protectionism, and sufficiently accessible
for less-advanced countries. It will also mean helping
African countries develop trade remedy regimes so
that they are prepared not just for trade defence within
the CFTA, but—perhaps more important—for defence
against more advanced international competitors. Here
the CFTA may take the TFTA approach as a starting
point.

TFTA approach to trade remedies
The TFTA tried to compromise between demand for
robust and rules-based trade-remedy provisions and
flexibilities for less developed countries. It did this by
adopting an annex with guidelines for Partner States to
develop domestic trade remedy regimes (investigating
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authorities and supporting legislation) to be able to
undertake investigations and impose measures.
The analysis behind this approach is that developing
trade remedy regimes is desirable not just within the
framework of intra-African trade, but also for a country’s
broader trade outside the continent where substantially
more sophisticated competition exists. The annex on
guidelines would help Partner States in setting up these
regimes.

Need for a new CFTA approach to trade
remedies
Trade remedy institutions require a high level of
specialized legal and economic expertise that is
prohibitively expensive to train and retain for all but the
most advanced African countries. South Africa’s trade
remedy authority, which employs over 20 permanent

staff, has an annual operational budget of around $25
million (Illy, 2013). The Egyptian equivalent, the Central
Department of International Trade Policies, employs
more than 200 people (Illy, 2013).
The limited financial resources of many African
countries, often urgently required in sectors such
as health care, education and infrastructure, cannot
afford trade remedy regimes. Nor is capacity building
a sufficient response. Trained officers are reportedly
prone to leave for international organizations or to join
the private sector (Illy, 2013). An approach that requires
all African countries to have trade remedy regimes is
unrealistic.
If the CFTA does not adequately cater to the trade
defence requirements of less-resourced countries,
these countries may resort to alternative instruments.
The experience has been that African countries use
import prohibitions, supplementary tariffs or voluntary
export restraints, though compliance with WTO law is
often questionable (Illy, 2013). Such measures can also
cause inefficiencies, create scope for rent seeking and
frustrate the interests of exporting countries. It is in
the interests of all member states that an appropriate
solution be found.
Moreover, Africa’s evolving subregional structures make
traditional national approaches to trade remedies
increasingly ineffective. Africa’s RECs are advancing their
integration agenda to adopt common external tariffs
and customs unions, in line with the expectations of the
Abuja Treaty. Any border trade measure, such as antidumping or countervailing duties, has to be adopted
and implemented by all members of common external
tariffs or customs unions at the same time. Otherwise,
the goods could easily escape the protective measure
by transiting through other members, rendering
impotent the remedying measures (Illy, 2013).
Getting trade remedies right in the CFTA will require
regional investigating authorities. A regional approach
can pool resources to ease the financial strain of
supporting a remedy regime and benefit from
gathering its required expertise more broadly. This
would help extend trade remedies to small and lessdeveloped African countries. Vulnerable groups and
sensitive industries could then be better protected in
more countries. This approach would also help ease
such countries into ambitious liberalization schedules

to which they might otherwise be unable to commit,
and would no doubt reduce the need for alternative and
less-efficient forms of protection. It would also set up a
system enabling these countries to protect themselves
from more advanced international competitors.

Getting monitoring and evaluation
right
Trade agreements are often criticized for failing to
provide for systematic review of their impact on
vulnerable communities. It is therefore recommended
that provision be made in the monitoring and
evaluation arrangements for periodic country reviews
of economy-wide and sectoral impacts, including the
effects on vulnerable groups.
A CFTA monitoring and evaluation mechanism must
hence incorporate three functions. First, it must
evaluate each country’s compliance with the CFTA,
including whether CFTA obligations are being met.
Second, it must monitor progress being made with
the Boosting Intra-African Trade (BIAT) Action Plan to
identify successes and gaps. Third, it must monitor
and evaluate how the CFTA is contributing to Africa’s
development goals and in particular its impact on
vulnerable groups. Important in this will be the
collection of gender-disaggregated data that can assess
the gender impact of the CFTA, as well as the collection
of data on vulnerable groups. This contrasts with the
WTO Trade Policy Review Mechanism, a surveillance
mechanism designed foremost for monitoring each
country’s compliance with WTO obligations.
A practical approach to monitoring and evaluation
could usefully follow the approach of the Association
of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), which employed a
self-assessment monitoring and evaluation “scorecard”
that evaluated the progress of each country on
an agreed list of priority measures. The scorecard
was periodically reviewed and updated, and the
findings published. The CFTA could adopt this system,
agreeing on priority measures periodically to target
implementation challenges and opportunities.

Beyond continental tariff
liberalization: The BIAT Action Plan
Liberalization is not a panacea for intra-African trade.
There are many binding constraints that limit Africa’s
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trade potential. Studies show that while tariff reductions
from the CFTA would increase intra-African trade by 52
per cent, additional trade facilitation measures would
more than double it (Karingi and Mevel, 2012). The
CFTA must therefore be accompanied by supportive
measures to ensure both that the opportunities of the
CFTA are fully exploited, and that these gains are shared
equitably. Recognizing this, the AU Heads of State and
Government adopted the Boosting Intra-African Trade
(BIAT) Action Plan at the same 2012 AU Assembly
meeting at which it was decided to establish the CFTA.
The BIAT provides the framework for much-needed
flanking policies that will support the CFTA.
The BIAT Action Plan brings together priority concerns
around seven priority clusters (Box 6.4). Building on
previous continental programmes and frameworks, it
provides a basis for addressing the well-known trade
barriers faced by African countries.
BIAT activities can address the challenges faced by
countries and by vulnerable subnational groups to
ensure that the CFTA is win-win, and its benefits are
widely shared. For instance, trade facilitation measures
help informal cross-border traders enter the formal
sector, and are especially important for women traders.
Improved trade information can help MSMEs and
smallholder farmers recognize new trade opportunities.

Trade-related infrastructure is of particular value to
Africa’s land-locked countries, which struggle with trade
transit issues. Factor market integration can facilitate
the movement of businesspeople and cross-border
establishment to spread RVCs into less-industrialized
neighbouring economies.

Implementing the BIAT Action Plan
Three factors constrain implementation of the BIAT
Action Plan.
Lack of an institutional structure. An implementing
structure has been envisaged for the BIAT as part of a
Draft Strategic Framework for the Implementation of
the Action Plan for BIAT and for Establishing the CFTA
(AU, n.d.). However, there was no concrete follow-up by
any AU member state or REC. Folding the institutional
structure of the BIAT into the CFTA’s should ensure the
combined implementation of the BIAT alongside the
CFTA and avoid institutional duplication (a proposal
made in Chapter 9).
Absence of monitoring and evaluation. The BIAT
Draft Strategic Framework envisaged an institutional
structure for this, but these institutions were not
established. Successes already achieved at the national
and REC levels cannot be clearly linked to the BIAT, nor
can information on the various clusters of the BIAT be

Box 6.4

Summary of the seven priority clusters of the Boosting Intra-African Trade Action Plan
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Cluster

Activities



Trade policy



Trade facilitation



Productive capacity



Trade-related
infrastructure



Trade finance




Trade information

Mainstream intra-African trade in national strategies; enhance participation by the private
sector, women and the informal sector; boost intra-African trade in food products; undertake
commitments to liberalize trade-related services; commit to harmonize rules of origin and trade
regimes; promote “Buy in Africa” and “Made in Africa”
Reduce road blocks; harmonize and simplify customs and transit procedures and documentation;
establish one-stop border posts; adopt integrated border management processes
Implement the programme for the Accelerated Industrial Development of Africa, African Productive
Capacity Initiative and Accelerated Agribusiness and Agro-industry Initiative (know commonly as
3ADI); establish integrated trade information systems; encourage investment; establish regional
centres of excellence
Implement the Programme for Infrastructure Development in Africa (PIDA); mobilize resources
for multi-country projects; pursue high-quality multi-country projects; ensure an enabling
environment for private sector participation; develop innovative mechanisms (legal, financial, etc.)
for multi-country projects
Improve payment systems; set the enabling environment for financial services to provide export
credit and guarantees; speed up the establishment and strengthening of regional and continental
financial institutions (Afrexim Bank, Eastern and Southern African Trade and Development Bank and
African Trade Insurance Agency)
Create interconnected centres of trade information exchange

Factor market
integration

Operationalize existing protocols and policies; facilitate movement of businesspeople; harmonize
rules on cross-border establishment; conclude agreements on mutual recognition of qualifications

monitored. However, with the AUC, ECA through its
African Trade Policy Centre has recently launched an
initiative to monitor progress across the BIAT clusters
at the REC level. The African Regional Integration Index,
which was launched by the ECA with the AUC and AfDB,
also monitors progress on several dimensions of regional
integration (see Chapter 2). Nevertheless, a continental
framework for tracking progress would grant a better
understanding of the status of implementation and
help to identify gaps. BIAT and CFTA monitoring and
evaluation could be combined for economies of scope.
Poor resourcing of BIAT initiatives. Funding
for policy proposals is a persistent challenge in
developing countries. Domestic resource mobilization
presents the greatest untapped financial source of
funds for development, but requires strengthened tax
administration, lowered tax avoidance and reduced
illicit financial flows. Tapping the private sector for
certain types of trade-facilitating investments and
public–private partnerships are other important
modalities for generating funding for BIAT initiatives. To
complement these efforts, Aid-for-Trade can be better
targeted to support CFTA and BIAT implementation
(Chapter 8). Aid-for-Trade in Africa has in fact been
growing as a resource, more than doubling from 2006
to 2014, to over $15 billion.

Strategic logistics management:
Buttressing investments in physical
infrastructure
A major objective of Africa’s regional transport
infrastructure is to enhance the competitiveness of
its countries, particularly those that are land-locked.
Improved infrastructure, both hard (physical) and soft
(policy/service), would boost intra-African trade. Most
regional infrastructure programmes on the continent
have trade and transport facilitation aspects that deal
with non-physical barriers to transport and trade.
A combination of strong cross-border infrastructure
and efficient transport services is required. Africa’s
trade facilitation initiatives are vital to cope with the
predicted increases in trade. These initiatives are in line
with the provisions of the WTO agreement on trade
facilitation, which deals with issues on the release and
clearance of goods, border agency cooperation, and

formalities connected with import, export and transit
among other things.
African regional organizations and countries
increasingly recognize that investments to improve
transport corridor infrastructure or construct alternative
routes to the sea are necessary but not sufficient to
ensure a smooth flow of goods. They also recognize that
investment gains for physical infrastructure in access
and mobility—particularly savings in travel time and
transport costs—along regional transport corridors are
undermined by non-physical barriers.
Recent studies in Burundi, Rwanda and Tanzania
confirmed findings from previous research on the
performance of transit corridors in Africa: that transport
costs are high and delays excessive due in part to
high port dwell times, numerous stops (including at
weighbridges and police checkpoints) and cumbersome
border-crossing procedures. The dwell time at the Port
of Dar es Salaam was more than twice the time that
goods spend on the road, while that of imports to
Burundi was 75 per cent of the total time between the
cargo discharge at Dar es Salaam and arrival at final
destination in Bujumbura (Lisinge, 2017).
The studies also showed that there were more than 10
weighbridges in Tanzania that contributed to transit
transport delays. These weighbridges generally had
limited working hours, with some of them closing at
6 pm. There were also numerous police checkpoints,
some of them too close to each other—an issue that is
sensitive and associated with national security concerns
(Lisinge and Gatera, 2014; Lisinge, 2017).
The desire to overcome these non-physical barriers
has contributed in mainstreaming strategic logistics
management and the supply chain approach not only
in the continent’s regional infrastructure initiatives, but
also in managing existing corridors. This explains why
trade and transport facilitation is a key focus of the
Programme for Infrastructure Development in Africa as
well as the Trans-African Highway network, and it is a
major preoccupation of RECs.
Trade facilitation is a priority for Africa’s trade
stakeholders because they recognize that reaping
the full benefits of the CFTA hinges on regular
implementation of such measures. To that end, trade
documents, standards and customs procedures need
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to be simplified and harmonized, and should conform
to international and regional regulations. The logistics
of moving goods through ports, and the movement
of documentation associated with cross-border trade,
also have to be made more efficient. In addition, the
environment in which trade transactions take place,
including the transparency and professionalism
of customs and regulatory environments, needs
improvement.

on the continent reduced the number of documents
required for import and export between 2007 and
2013, and many of them are moving to electronic
submission of documents (ECA, 2013b). Several
countries have introduced single-window systems,
including Cameroon, Ghana, Mauritius, Senegal and
Tunisia. Electronic cargo management has also gained
ground, including the use of cargo-tracking systems
and electronic management of customs warehouses.

RECs have made great strides in addressing these issues,
usually in concordance with the provisions of the WTO
Trade Facilitation Agreement. For instance, EAC has
relevant trade-related documents such as its Treaty,
Customs Management Act and tariffs on its website.
Similarly, COMESA introduced the Regional Payment
and Settlement System in 2012, resulting in a faster
and more cost-effective transfer of funds. Several onestop border posts are operational in Africa, including
those at Chirundu between Zambia and Zimbabwe,
and Cinkase between Burkina Faso and Ghana. Several
such posts also exist under the framework of EAC at
multiple locations between Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania
and Uganda.

On the transit of goods, customs cooperation
and exchange of information, and institutional
arrangements, most RECs have regulatory frameworks.
They have harmonized or introduced vehicle load
and dimension controls, road transit charges, carrier
licence and transit plates, third-party motor insurance
schemes, road transport customs transit declaration
documents and regional customs bond guarantee
schemes. Most of these measures exceed the scope
of the WTO Trade Facilitation Agreement, which
does not explicitly deal with transport infrastructure.
On institutional arrangements, the RECs Transport
Coordination Committee and the African Corridor
Management Alliance have important coordinating
roles at the regional level. Several countries also have
national committees on trade facilitation (ECA, 2013b;
Valensisi, Lisinge and Karingi, 2016).

In terms of the movement of goods intended for
import under control, as well as formalities connected
with import, export and transit, up to 11 countries
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Chapter 7

Financing for Bringing the CFTA About
Bringing the Continental Free Trade Area CFTA about
will require financing for its implementation. Getting
the most out of it will also require financing for its
flanking policies, including the Boosting Intra-African
Trade (BIAT) Action Plan. Ensuring that the CFTA is
win-win for all countries necessitates an approach
that considers the different resource capacities of CFTA
member states.
This chapter outlines the areas where support will be
required and assesses the different means to secure
financing. It looks at domestic resource mobilization,
a proposed 0.2 per cent African Union (AU) levy and
Aid-for-Trade (including what works and what doesn’t
under that initiative), after presenting an assessment
framework for financing.

Framework for assessing the
financing of the CFTA
In the short run, governments face implementation costs
associated with the introduction of new reforms obliged
by the agreement and with changes to tariff revenue.
Throughout the medium term, the private sector
will face costs linked to the structural readjustment
of the economy as it reacts to new opportunities and
competitive pressures. Governments will want to invest
in flanking policies to help their economies adjust and
take advantage of the agreement, as well as to support

any groups that could be vulnerable to changes in
trade. Long-run costs include the maintenance of the
trade reform infrastructure, such as new institutions.
The CFTA implementation costs can be framed as those
affecting the private sector and the public sector (Table
7.1). The private sector incurs structural adjustment
costs while the public sector faces tariff revenue losses,
implementation costs and flanking policy costs.

Structural adjustment of the private sector
The private sector bears the principal costs of structural
adjustment—those entailed by reallocating factors of
production, such as labour and capital, from their preto post-liberalization occupations.
The structural adjustment costs expected of the CFTA
are likely to be relatively small because of the limited
size of intra-African trade, the pre-existing coverage of
regional economic community (REC) free trade areas,
and the use of exclusion list provisions and safeguards.
A gradual approach to liberalization and flanking
policies should be used to ease these costs for especially
sensitive or vulnerable groups. Still, these costs will be
felt by certain private businesses and personnel.
In practical terms, businesses may need to repurpose
capital and organization to reflect changes in business

Table 7.1

Framework for assessing CFTA adjustment costs
CFTA adjustment costs

Private sector

Labour

(aggregate)

Obsolescence of skills
Training costs

Capital

Personnel costs
Underutilized capital
Obsolete machines or buildings
Cost of shifting capital to other activities

Public sector

Lower tariff revenues

Investments to become an exporter
Reduced revenues on intra-African imports

Implementation costs

CFTA institutional costs

Flanking policy costs

Implementing costs of trade reform
Social safety net spending
Compensatory mechanisms
CFTA flanking policies (BIAT)

Source: Adapted from Francois et al. (2011).
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opportunities and competition. Workers may require
reskilling and training to respond to these changes.

Public sector: Lower tariff revenues
At the foundation of any free trade area is a reduction
in tariffs, and by implication, lower tariff revenues. This
is a cost borne by governments, but one that affects the
households and firms that are recipients of government
spending. But tariff revenue losses are likely to be
modest, amounting to 8 per cent of total tariff revenue
on average in a scenario in which the CFTA amounted
to full liberalization of all products (see Chapter 5).
Again, this stems from the low value of intra-African
trade and the fact that much of this is already covered
by pre-existing REC FTAs. Exclusion list provisions will
further limit revenue losses. A 1 per cent exclusion list
could reduce average revenue losses from 8 per cent
to 1 per cent of total tariff revenue, while a 5 per cent
list could reduce losses to 0.3 per cent. Revenue losses
will affect countries unevenly, and a flexible approach
to exclusion lists should be used to smooth their impact
more equitably. Nevertheless, as a free trade area, the
CFTA will lower tariff revenues.

The CFTA will require its own institutional structure,
including a CFTA Secretariat and additional
implementing structures. Costs may be minimized,
however, by reliance where possible on pre-existing
national, regional and continental structures (Chapter
8).

Public sector: Implementation costs

Public sector: Flanking policies

Trade agreements include obligations that can require
countries to change domestic practices, initiate reforms
or establish new entities, including revamping customs
operations, establishing domestic institutions and
setting up mechanisms for trade facilitation.

Implementing the BIAT measures will incur costs,
though the exact amount is not available. However,
it is possible to gauge the funding gap for different
components related to the BIAT clusters. The
Programme for Infrastructure Development in
Africa (PIDA) comprises projects focused on a more
interconnected and integrated Africa that will require
substantial improvements in power generation,
transport logistics, information and communications
technology infrastructure and water resources. The
total estimated cost of implementing all the projects
identified in PIDA to address projected infrastructure
needs by 2040 is $360 billion. The PIDA Priority Action
Plan includes 51 priority infrastructure “back-bone”
projects and programmes requiring $68 billion in
investments by 2020.

One example is with the obligations often contained
within competition chapters of free trade agreements.
Competition provisions aim at guaranteeing that
liberalization will not be undermined by anticompetitive business practices within countries.
To accomplish this, agreements may call for the
establishment of legal institutions that can proscribe
measures against anti-competitive practices, and for
the development of competition policy and regulations
within a country (Dawar and Mathis, 2007). Countries
that do not already have such institutions may be called
on to establish an authority to undertake this role and
enforce these provisions.
Another example is seen with non-tariff barrier (NTB)
provisions, which may oblige countries to abolish the
technical, or sanitary and phytosanitary, trade barriers
between member countries when they lack justifiable
domestic policy purposes. In doing so, they typically
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oblige countries to establish mechanisms to facilitate
coordination between member countries for identifying,
monitoring and resolving NTBs (see Chapter 6).

The CFTA is conceptualized as building on the
established RECs of the AU. The provisions envisaged
in the CFTA do not amount to wholly new trade ideas,
but to expanding the achievements of the RECs to the
continental level. In this way, the CFTA architecture can
rest on and reinforce the institutions already required
by the RECs. For instance, NTB institutions that currently
address trade issues within RECs may simply expand
their mandate to include inter-REC trade. There are
probably costs associated with implementing CFTA
provisions and reforms, but by using pre-existing
structures, the CFTA may harness economies of scope.

The capacity gap of course extends beyond
infrastructure. Reviewing Africa’s skills shortage, the
African Capacity Building Foundation estimates Africa
to have a gap of as many as 4.3 million engineers and
1.6 million agricultural scientists and researchers with
the number needed to implement the AU’s first 10year plan of Agenda 2063. Alongside these are gaps in
effective institutions for development.

These costs are not obliged by the CFTA, but relate to
programmes and activities important for leveraging its
opportunities.

Financing the CFTA and BIAT Action
Plan
Financing in Africa has to be increasingly based on
domestic public and private resources (ECA and AU,
2012, 2013). At the United Nations conference on
Financing for Development, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, in
July 2015, it was agreed that that domestic resources
represent the largest untapped source of funds for
financing development goals.
Improved self-financing also mitigates the political
economy issues discussed in Chapter 3. An overreliance
on development assistance risks perpetuating
donor-driven, rather than Africa-led, initiatives, and
fostering donor “signalling,” where actions are taken
superficially to satisfy donor obligations rather than
to drive development. Such moves reduce ownership
and responsibility for projects, which in turn stifle
implementation, which can be particularly sensitive in
international trade where donor countries may have
alternative trade policy priorities.
Unpredictability of aid is a further challenge for
budgetary planning and staffing, especially as much
of Africa’s integration agenda is dependent on donor
financing (Table 7.2). Such financing can be fragmented
when provided as project aid, not budget support, and
when amounts and timing are unpredictable. Different
accountability relations can also raise transaction costs.

more transparent and effective; and strengthening
development aid for building the capacities of its
tax administrations. Doing so will require tackling
corruption, weak institutional capacities, a narrow tax
base and pervasive tax avoidance and evasion by wealthy
individuals and multinational corporations. Even minor
improvements in domestic resource mobilization can
contribute to the costs of implementing the CFTA and
its measures.

The African Union’s 0.2 per cent levy
An important proposal for Africa’s self-financing is the
“0.2 per cent levy on all eligible imported goods into
the continent to finance the AU Operational, Program
and Peace Support Operations Budgets” (AU, 2016a).
This proposal was adopted by the AU Assembly at its
July 2016 Summit in Kigali and aims to ensure that the
AU “is financed in a predictable, sustainable, equitable
and accountable manner with the full ownership by
its member states” (AU, 2016a). The intention is for this
funding mechanism to be introduced before the end of
2017 (AU, 2016b).
The AU total budget in 2016 amounted to $417 million,
of which only 44 per cent was provided by member
states, with the remainder from international donors,
including China, the European Union (EU), the United
Kingdom, the United States and the World Bank (AU,
2015). The 0.2 per cent levy proposal is intended to raise
$1.2 billion to fully fund the AU operational budget,
finance 75 per cent of the AU programme budget, 25
per cent of its peace and security operations budget,
and the peace fund as determined annually (AU,
2016b). Included within the programme budget will be
the CFTA and other flagship projects.

African governments must commit to enhancing
domestic revenue collection; making tax systems fairer,
Table 7.2

Degree of donor dependency by REC and the AU (%)
Entity

Percentage of budget (for available budgets)

IGAD

90

SADC

79

COMESA

78

EAC

65

ECOWAS

N/A—though largely self-funded by 0.5% ECOWAS levy on imports into ECOWAS

AU

44

Source: ECDPM (2016).
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However, questions have been raised as to the whether
the levy would be compliant with Africa’s existing
international obligations. Principally this concerns
compatibility with World Trade Organization (WTO) law
and with regional trade agreements (RTAs).

Compatibility with WTO law: Challenges and
solutions
At the 7 December 2016 meeting of the General
Council of the WTO, the issue of the AU 0.2 per cent
levy was raised by the United States, which expressed
expectations that implementation of the levy would
be consistent with WTO agreements, including the
most-favoured nation (MFN) principle (WTO, 2017). The
EU and Japan both welcomed the initiative but also
expressly reaffirmed the statement of the United States
and the need for WTO compliance. Compatibility issues
with the AU levy and WTO law are threefold.

In response, the first issue is one that can conceivably be
addressed by the CFTA. Article XXIV of the GATT permits
a group of countries to derogate from their commitment
to MFN treatment and discriminate against other WTO
members if they enter into regional FTAs or customs
unions. By forming such a free trade area, the CFTA can
circumvent the MFN treatment required by Article I.

First, the proposal intends to apply the levy on
goods imported “into the continent,” which implies
discrimination among WTO members: African WTO
members would not face the levy, while those outside
Africa would. The proposal would therefore be
incompatible with Article I of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) on MFN treatment, which
requires that all WTO members be treated equally. MFN
treatment is the most important foundational principle
of the GATT.

However, note must be taken of Article XXIV 5.b
requiring that the formation of a free-trade area not
result in duties to other countries being higher or more
restrictive than those existing prior to the formation of
the free-trade area. The AU levy may be permissible in
that it constitutes a separate parallel initiative, rather
than a levy resulting from the formation of the CFTA.
The AU levy is a different and separate issue, and it
should not be mixed with the CFTA.

Second, tariff-binding schedules under Article II
of the GATT could be affected. Such schedules are
commitments not to increase rates of duty beyond
specified and agreed levels. Some African countries
could either have certain tariffs bound at zero per cent
or have their applied rates already equal to their bound
rates, and would therefore be unable to raise these
without breaking their bound-tariff commitments at
the WTO.

There may also be an issue of sequencing. It is intended
that the AU levy be implemented before the end of 2017.
While it is also the intention that the CFTA negotiations
be concluded by this point, it may take member states
longer to begin implementing the Agreement. Even
if the CFTA permits a derogation from MFN treatment
through Article XXIV, there may be an interim period
during which the CFTA has yet to be constituted to
afford this derogation.

Products covered by the schedules under Article II are
also bound from the imposition of new “other duties or
charges.” The date that “other duties or charges” were
bound, for the purposes of Article II, is 15 April 1994.
Thus the levy cannot be applied as a new duty or charge
beyond what would constitute a normal customs tariff.

Finally, some African countries may be members of the
WTO and the AU, but not party to the CFTA. In this case
the CFTA cannot provide them with the legal cover to
discriminate between WTO member countries.

Third, Article II of the GATT permits the imposition of
“fees or other charges commensurate with the cost of
services rendered.” Article VIII on Fees and Formalities
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connected with Importation and Exportation further
clarifies that any fee or charge connected to the import
of goods must “be limited in amount to the approximate
cost of services rendered and shall not represent an
indirect protection to domestic products or a taxation
of imports or exports for fiscal purposes.” The AU levy
is not applied for any related import service, which for
example, would include fees for import inspection and
the operation of digital customs systems. And so the
AU levy would not be permitted as an acceptable fee
or other charge.

The second issue may be harder to address. In theory,
tariff binding commitments can be exceeded with the
agreement of other WTO members. However, WTO
members that are “suppliers with a substantial interest”
of a product affected by an increase in a tariff above its

bound rate may apply for compensation. Compensation
is calculated on the basis of the difference in the tariff
rates and trade flows.
The third issue implies that the AU levy cannot bypass
the former issues by considering itself a “fee or other
charge,” in the sense of Article II.2c).
Four solutions are possible.
Option 1 – Apply for a WTO waiver: African countries
may apply for a WTO waiver in accordance with
Article IX of the Marrakesh Agreement. Waivers grant
permission for WTO members to not comply with
normal commitments. Indeed, the above statement
on the AU levy by the United States at the 7 December
2016 meeting alludes to the possible need for a WTO
waiver.
The terms and conditions governing the application of a
waiver, and the date on which a waiver would terminate,
are determined by the WTO Ministerial Conference.
Any waiver granted for more than one year is reviewed
annually. At each review it could be extended, modified
or terminated. A waiver cannot therefore permit an
indefinite derogation from WTO law, but it may enable
African countries to apply such a levy as a reasonable
means of self-financing until replacement through
domestic resource mobilization is possible.
Furthermore the waiving of a WTO obligation is
expressly afforded only in “exceptional circumstances.”
This can require due legal justification and possibly the
exchange of other concessions. African countries would
need to spend political capital on this issue and balance
it against other important issues on the WTO Ministerial
Conference agenda.
Still, Africa’s status as the world’s least-developed region
and the part-allocation of the levy towards financing
peace and security are reasonable grounds on which to
assume that, with sufficient political diplomacy, such a
waiver could be secured.
If it is decided that Africa’s WTO members should seek
a WTO waiver, sequencing should be considered. The
request for a waiver would have to be submitted to
the WTO Ministerial Conference for consideration.
Ministerial Conferences are usually held every two

years, with the next meeting scheduled for December
2017.
Option 2 – Ring-fence existing tariff revenue: The
AU levy could be designed to avoid violating WTO law.
The above compatibility issues concern the application
of an AU levy as an additional charge on imports into
the continent. Were the levy to be expressed not as an
additional charge but as a share of existing tariff revenue
collected on these imports, it would not contravene WTO
law. In such a formulation, the levy would not collect
new revenue but ring-fence existing tariff revenue for
the purposes of the AU. This is reportedly the approach
to be taken by Kenya, which is to carve out the 0.2 per
cent levy from a pre-existing import charge.
Option 3 – Ad hoc measures to address the binding
schedules of Article II of the GATT: Were the CFTA or
a waiver to provide legal cover against contravention
of MFN treatment, the application of ad hoc measures
could address the violation of the binding schedules
of Article II of the GATT. In such an approach, the AU
levy would be designed so that African countries
would be permitted to forgo the requirement to apply
the levy on tariff lines already at the bound rate. In
such circumstances, the AU levy might require African
countries to provide instead the equivalent amount
from an alternative source.
Option 4 – Consider WTO law: Across Africa, levies have
been in place for many years, including the Economic
Community of West African States (ECOWAS) 0.5 per
cent levy and the East African Community (EAC) 1.4 per
cent joint infrastructure levy—as well as national levies,
such as Ghana’s 0.5 per cent Export Development and
Agriculture Investment Fund levy. The legal certainty of
these is not always clear.
Most developed countries have, throughout the history
of the WTO, been hesitant to resort to litigating against
less-developed African countries. Nevertheless, as seen
in the US statement on the levy and in the comments
from the EU and Japan, these economies appear to be of
the opinion that any AU levy should be WTO compliant.
Other developing country members of the WTO may
also be less hesitant to litigate than previously.
Aversion to such a contravention of WTO law need not
concern the actual amount of trade involved, nor the
burden of the levy. What may be of foremost concern is
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the perception of precedence set by violation of these
rules. Moreover, these are rules that African countries
benefit from in the great share of trade conducted
outside the continent. In the interest of Africa itself, it
might be imprudent to contribute to the violation of
important WTO laws.

Compatibility with regional trade agreements:
Challenges and solutions
The second important concern is compatibility between
the AU levy and Africa’s regional trade agreements
(RTAs). Several African countries are negotiating, or
are planning to negotiate, trade agreements with
third countries. It must be assured that within these
agreements there is also legal cover for the imposition
of the AU levy. Without expressly exempting the AU
levy from these agreements, its elimination would be
required on imports originating from the countries
party to those agreements.
There is a precedent for this approach. Article 11 of
Annex 1 of the ECOWAS-EU Economic Partnership
Agreement (EPA) provides a carve-out for the ECOWAS
0.5 per cent levy by permitting the maintenance
of the “autonomous financing arrangement of the
West African Organizations responsible for regional
integration […] until a new financing method has been
set up.” However, no existing RTA to which an African
country is party includes provision for the AU levy.

Three solutions are possible here.
Option 1 – Include carve-outs for the AU Levy in
future RTAs: Provisions permitting the AU levy to be
maintained on imports can be included in all future
RTAs. Negotiating for such permissions may, however,
require the offering of compensating concessions to the
partners of such RTAs.
Option 2 – Renegotiate pre-existing RTAs to
introduce carve-outs for the AU Levy: In addition
to Option 1, African countries may renegotiate preexisting RTAs and, through such negotiations, introduce
provisions that permit the AU levy to be maintained on
imports originating in the other countries party to these
agreements. This may involve difficult renegotiations
and require compensating concessions to the partners
in these RTAs.
Option 3 – Refrain from applying the AU Levy on
countries party to existing RTAs with Africa: The AU
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levy may be designed so that African countries party to
existing RTAs are permitted to forgo the requirement
to apply the levy on trade with these partners. In
such circumstances, the AU levy might require African
countries to provide, instead, the equivalent amount
from an alternative source. If desired, the AU levy
could also permit African countries to forgo the levy in
future RTAs if the equivalent funds are supplied from an
alternative source.

New approaches to resourcing
Innovative means of financing are needed (ECA and
AU, 2013). Strategies include leveraging pension funds,
insurance funds, private equity, the diaspora market
and public–private partnerships and stemming illicit
financial flows.
Pension funds have considerable potential. Africa’s
pension market is underdeveloped in all but a few
countries and is dominated by state-owned schemes
(ECA, 2014). Learning from successes in countries such
as Botswana, Kenya, Mauritius and South Africa could
open up new sources of capital (ECA and NPCA, 2013).
Insurance funds are an underdeveloped source for longterm financing. Most of Africa’s insurance companies
are small and provide short-term non-life products,
rather than long-term life and savings products. The
infancy of Africa’s insurance markets means that they
are not risk free and reforms will be required to improve
regulations. But the market is growing rapidly and could
exceed $15 billion by 2022 (Kurt, 2012).
Private equity has grown rapidly in several African
countries, but remains concentrated in a few countries
and sectors. Private equity is dominated by the
extractive industries, which account for some 46 per
cent of all cross-border mergers and acquisitions by
private firms in Africa (UNCTAD, 2013).
The African diaspora is another source of funds: 120
million Africans save up to $53 billion in destination
countries every year (AfDB, 2010). African governments
can capture some of these savings through sovereign
bonds, such as Eurobonds. Ethiopia was the first African
country to issue a diaspora bond in 2011, which it used
to help finance its Renaissance Dam project. Sound
sovereign-bond issues require forward-looking and
comprehensive debt management structures (ECA and
AU, 2014).

Public–private partnerships have proved an important
source, particularly for financing infrastructure
development. Beyond infrastructure, public–private
partnerships have been extended to other sectors, such
as agriculture in Tanzania. Issues remain, however, with
high up-front costs, redistributive factors in output
pricing, long pay-back periods and foreign exchange
risks.
Illicit financial outflows are a considerable drain on
Africa’s ability to self-finance but—illicit by definition—
are difficult to estimate. The Economic Commission
for Africa (ECA) estimates that Africa loses as much as
$50 billion annually from them, roughly twice what it
receives in official development assistance (ODA) (ECA
and AU, 2015). Counter-measures include improving
the international exchange of tax information, fighting
corruption and abuse of entrusted power, requiring
multinational companies to publicly disclose their
operations country by country, and addressing abusive
transfer pricing, trade mis-invoicing, tax evasion and
aggressive tax avoidance (ECA and AU, 2015).

Aid-for-Trade
For Africa’s lower-income countries, ODA remains
important. The distribution and objectives of ODA
differ from other international financial flows. Given
its primary mandate to directly target development,
improve welfare and reduce poverty, ODA remains

essential in supporting many developing countries,
especially the poorest with little access to private finance
and low levels of domestic resources. In fact, ODA
remains the largest international resource for countries
with a gross national income (GNI) of less than around
$2,000 per capita (Development finance flows by OECD/
DAC members and international financial institutions:
Share in per capita GNI). Thirty-seven African countries
have per capita GNI below this amount.
The importance of ODA relative to private investments,
remittances and other official flows is decreasing in
lower-middle-income countries (LMICs) and uppermiddle-income countries (UMICs). Yet it can still
contribute to their development through mobilizing
private flows, leveraging private investment and
facilitating trade. If developing countries want to attract
resources for building trade capacities, they need think
innovatively and consider how ODA grants can leverage
other resources, such as private loans or other finance.
ODA will remain an important source of funding to
help ensure that Africa’s less-developed countries can
implement the CFTA and its flanking policies. It may
also remain important for Africa’s lower-middle-income
countries over the short run as they mobilize further
their domestic resources. Aid-for-Trade, an initiative
launched in 2006, is the particular vehicle of choice for
leveraging ODA for the CFTA. Regional Aid-for-Trade is
especially relevant.

Figure 7.1

Development finance flows by OECD/DAC members and international financial institutions: Share in
per capita GNI
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Levels of regional Aid-for-Trade
Aid-for-Trade is well suited to the CFTA flanking policies,
especially to the BIAT Action Plan, which has projects
with targets for ODA. Aid-for-Trade has been adopted
as an African policy priority by the AU Heads of State
and Government. Since 2011, Africa has been the main
recipient of Aid-for-Trade.
In 2015, the continent received 35 per cent of total
disbursements, totalling over $14 billion, more than
three times the average amount during the 2002–05
baseline period. Although only a small portion of this
targets regional programmes directly, all national
programmes are aimed at building trade capacities.
At the sectoral level, there are substantial differences
in regional and subregional disbursements compared
with overall flows.
Since 2002, economic infrastructure has on average
accounted for more than 50 per cent of total Aid-forTrade disbursements, while building productive capacity
has consistently been the most important component
of disbursements for regional and subregional
programmes. The share of total disbursements to
building productive capacities dropped 11 basis points
since the 2006–08 average of 53 per cent to 42 per
cent in 2015, whereas building productive capacity
represented 70 per cent of the regional Aid-for-Trade
figure (figure 7.2 and 7.3).

Regional and subregional Aid-for-Trade, as defined
in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) Creditor Reporting System
(CRS), constitutes a small share of total Aid-for-Trade
flows, but has been rising steadily since the start of
the Aid-for-Trade Initiative in 2006. In 2002–05, total
regional and subregional Aid-for-Trade disbursements
averaged around $1.2 billion. It reached $6.2 billion in
2015. Multi-regional programmes constitute the largest
category, with 58 per cent of regional Aid-for-Trade
disbursements in 2015 (average). Total multi-regional
disbursements since 2002 reached $21 billion. Almost
40 per cent is associated with German funding for the
Climate Investment Fund, an $8.3 billion programme
providing 72 developing and middle-income countries
with much needed resources to manage the challenges
of climate change and reduce their greenhouse gas
emissions. At the regional and subregional level, the
share of Aid-for-Trade disbursed to Africa is, on average,
four times higher than that those disbursed to Asia.
No doubt this reflects the high priority African leaders
place on regional integration.
Between the 2002–05 baseline average and 2015,
regional aid for trade to Africa increased from
$357 million to $1.6 billion, with 60 per cent of the
increase due to a $700 million allocation to the
African Development Fund for those defined by the
AfDB as fragile states. Building productive capacity
is the dominant sector with $1.1 billlion, followed by

Figure 7.2
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Figure 7.3
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Figure 7.4
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trade-related infrastructure with $300 million (Figure
7.4). Although the shares have fluctuated, building
productive capacity and economic infrastructure have
consistently dominated regional Aid-for-Trade flows.
The literature on binding constraints to trade suggests
that this focus is well merited, and case studies reviewed
below display a number of successful projects.

Regional Aid-for-Trade successes: What
works and what doesn’t
Regional Aid-for-Trade initiatives have generated
considerable successes in certain areas. Highlights

include addressing NTBs, investing in regional soft and
hard infrastructure, fostering regional cooperation,
reducing investment-related costs, harmonizing
regional trade arrangements, furthering institutional
and human development, and supporting operations
of the RECs. Challenges include engaging stakeholders
and prioritizing the needs of poor and vulnerable
groups.

World Bank Group
The World Bank’s strategy for regional integration in
Sub-Saharan Africa is implemented with the RECs and
the AU. It is based on four pillars: building regional
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hard and soft infrastructure, promoting international
cooperation for economic integration, providing
regional public goods, and improving alignment
between regional and national planning (World
Bank, 2011). An evaluation found good performance
related to regional infrastructure development,
institutional cooperation for economic integration, and
management of regional public goods (IEG, 2011).

United Kingdom
A 2016 Inquiry into the UK–African Free Trade Initiative
found that the different programmes funded by
UKAID made progress in cutting tariffs, harmonizing
regional trade arrangements, improving hard and
soft trade infrastructure and cutting red tape through
modernizing customs systems, procedures and facilities.
The initiative also helped to facilitate coordination and
reduce investment-related costs between governments
and stakeholders across borders and leveraged private
sector investment funding from Development Finance
Institutions. Nevertheless, the inquiry found that more
work is needed to further reduce tariffs and NTBs, and
negotiate a credible and wide-ranging CFTA (APPG-TOP,
2016).

Germany
Germany fosters regional cooperation and integration
through the provision of technical and institutional
support to different RECs. The results in each REC are
found to be supportive of the overall strategy to create
a multi-regional FTA. The German approach focuses
on the EAC Secretariat and combines institutional and
human development. For instance, the EAC Secretariat
received assistance to develop a template for mutual
recognition of professional qualifications to facilitate
the free movement of labour and services in EAC.
One area in which EAC has been successful is assisting
trade in services (Chapter 6). Germany also supported a
project in East Africa to create a WTO-compatible legal
framework for regional quality assessments. However,
stakeholder engagement was found insufficient to
create a sense of ownership among private sector
operators (OECD and WTO, 2015a).

Sweden
The Swedish Government has engaged with
TRALAC—a capacity-building organization for traderelated capacity in Africa—to improve regional
trade integration. TRALAC supports the concurrent
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negotiation of trade in goods and services by producing
and disseminating studies and research to inform the
development of several key messages for trade policy
makers, negotiators and other trade policy stakeholders
on the continent. In particular, TRALAC became involved
in the CFTA negotiation process by engaging with key
stakeholders and delivering messages in a timely and
non-technical manner. It also contributed to wellformulated CFTA provisions on services for investment
generation, industrial development and regional
integration.
Given the preliminary phase of the CFTA, it is too early
to assess how TRALAC messages have influenced the
negotiating agenda. However, it is safe to say that
TRALAC has generated debate and stimulated further
engagement.

United States
The US Agency for International Development (USAID)
has been funding regional trade hubs in West, East, and
Southern Africa since 2002. The hubs provide regional
platforms to deliver trade-related technical assistance
on issues that benefit from multi-country approaches.
In particular, support is directed to implementing
RECs’ protocols and improve custom procedures to
facilitate trade and further regional integration. A
multi-stakeholder approach is used in creating the
regional platforms to strengthen the legitimacy of
regional arrangements at national and local levels.
Many activities are directed to engage the private
sector. The Borderless Alliance is a good example of this
approach. The Alliance is a platform of private sector
operators (traders, transporters, producers) working
with public institutions to advocate for greater regional
trade integration in West Africa. It identifies barriers
inhibiting regional trade and uses data to drive decision
making. The West Africa Trade Hub provides financial
resources and technical expertise to boost the impact
of the Alliance’s advocacy.
USAID found that private sector involvement helps
in building stronger political will for tackling vested
interests, but it could also create asymmetric incentives.
Thus ex-ante analysis and understanding of the
incentive structure is fundamental for planning traderelated activities and may help avoid complications in
implementation.

China
China is supporting regional integration through the
China-Africa Cooperation Forum, in operation since
2000. Among South–South providers, China is arguably
the highest profile supporter of regional integration
in Africa. The engagement of other South–South
providers consists of creating links between their trade,
investment and development aid interventions. Apart
from China,1 there is no institutionalized emergingeconomy approach to regional integration in Africa
(Dube, 2016).

Multi-donor
One multi-donor programme is TradeMark East Africa
(TMEA), supported by Belgium, Canada, Denmark,
Finland, the Netherlands, Sweden, the United Kingdom
and the United States. Since 2010, TMEA investors have
contributed $560 million towards the delivery of around
150 projects in Burundi, Rwanda, South Sudan, Uganda
and Tanzania. TMEA estimates that for every $1 spent,
there will be a return of $30 over 10 years. An example
is the Customs Business Systems Enhancement Project
to increase the efficiency of the Uganda Revenue
Authority. In March 2014, this programme combined
with the reforms introduced under the Single Customs
Territory to yield results. The time to clear and transport
goods from port arrival to goods clearance fell from an
average of 18 days to four days, for an estimated annual
savings of $373 million.
The Infrastructure Consortium for Africa addresses
regional infrastructure integration. It serves as a
platform to broker donor financing of infrastructure
projects. Similarly, PIDA promotes regional economic
integration by bridging Africa’s infrastructure gap.
PIDA aims to accelerate the delivery of regional and
continental infrastructure projects in transport, energy,
information and communications technology, and
trans-boundary water.
The Enhanced Integrated Framework is a multi-donor
fund supporting least-developed countries (LDCs),
based at the WTO. It provides financial and technical
support to build trade capacity in 48 LDCs and three
“graduated” countries. It is designed for the trade
challenges faced by LDCs and helps them to address
trade constraints and become integrated with global
markets. In its first phase, from 1997 to 2006, the
Framework provided support for 134 projects with a
total allocation of $200 million.

Other notable Aid-for-Trade initiatives in
Africa
The AfDB supports regional economic integration
through its regional infrastructure and trade
development programmes. The AfDB is also providing
support for trade facilitation measures, including
before-and-after border issues, one-stop border
posts, coordinated border management and customs
reform and modernization. In conjunction with these
programmes, it is tackling non-tariff measures along
transport corridors and advocating reforms within RECs
and regional member countries (AfDB, 2015).
The Africa Trade Fund—financed with seed money
from Canada and hosted at the AfDB—facilitates
consultations to remove bottlenecks at borders, reduce
waiting times and improve safety and security. The
Fund works with border agencies to streamline border
processes, modernize customs, upgrade logistics and
reduce trader costs.
Canadian Aid-for-Trade funding also contributes to the
African Trade Policy Centre (ATPC), in ECA. The main
objective of ATPC is to contribute to increased, inclusive
intra-African trade flows. In doing so it prioritizes
enhanced formulation, implementation and monitoring
of inclusive trade related reforms, action plans and
frameworks by the RECs and national governments
for reducing barriers to trade within Africa. It targets
the increased integration of gender, including women
enterpreneurs, and youth into trade policy design at AU
and REC levels. And it aims to increase the participation
of private sector operators and civil society organizations
in regional and continental dialogues on the AU’s trade
agenda. ATPC has been closely involved in supporting
the CFTA negotiations.
Japan’s support for regional integration in Africa consists
of capacity building for RECs and regional development
banks to better plan, finance and execute infrastructure
programmes. Japan’s International Cooperation Agency
has also dispatched technical experts to support
regional bodies in harmonizing policies and regulation,
such as those related to vehicle overload controls and
procedures (OECD and WTO, 2015b).
Support from the EU to CFTA is channelled through
the third AU Support Programme, which covers all
the priorities of the Joint Africa–EU Strategy, such as
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sustainable and inclusive development and growth and
continental integration, as well as private investment,
infrastructure and continental integration. Cooperation
with the AU under these priority areas serves a double
purpose of enhancing EU–Africa dialogue on key policy
areas of mutual interest, and of supporting the AU’s
role in steering the implementation of continental
strategies. EU support includes the provision of
technical expertise to the AU as well as expert studies
on CFTA negotiations and the establishment of a private
sector consultation mechanism. Support is also under
consideration to implement the BIAT Action Plan (with
a focus on trade facilitation and productive capacities)
and to strengthen the AU’s role in implementing the
WTO Trade Facilitation Agreement.
France, like most other bilateral donors, has not
formulated a specific strategy to promote regional
economic cooperation in Africa. On the basis of sector
strategies, regional integration is considered a tool to
achieve the overall objectives of French development
assistance. This is particularly the case for building
infrastructure and creating a vibrant private sector. The
focus is on West and Central Africa (AfDB, 2012).

prioritization of regional approaches to multicountry trade-related barriers.
•

Overlapping
processes
of
regional
integration: Countries are involved in different
processes of integration, making it more difficult
to align national policy with different regional
frameworks.

•

Donor support for regional institutions
rather than projects: Donors tend to focus
on supporting regional institutions rather than
tackling regional trade-related constraints directly.
These institutions display varying human, legal and
institutional capacities, which can constrain their
capacity to implement projects.

•

Coordination challenges: There is often a lack
of coordination between national and regional
development programmes even when these are
funded by the same donor. Coordination is also
often weak when several donors are involved in the
same regional integration programme. Coordination
becomes even more complicated when the private
sector and civil society become involved as
development actors in regional programmes.

•

Technical challenges: For multi-country and
regional Aid-for-Trade to be effective, regulatory
equivalence, in which the standards of regulation
are “equivalent” in each country, is often required.
This is problematic for regional Aid-for-Trade and for
its potential to boost regional integration.

Why are regional projects difficult?
Despite the undeniable positive impact of a regional
approach to tackling trade-related constraints, the share
of regional projects in Aid-for-Trade to Africa appears
sub-optimally low. Initiatives such as the Enhanced
Integrated Framework that is aimed at supporting LDCs’
trade capacity development have virtually no footprint
in regional initiatives. Several challenges can make
regional Aid-for-Trade difficult.
•

•

•
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Stakeholder engagement: Regional Aidfor-Trade is still insufficiently understood and
appreciated in national line ministries and among
stakeholders. This is a problem for mainstreaming
regional Aid-for-Trade into national development
plans.
National ownership and commitment:
Insufficient attention is devoted to building strong
national ownership and commitment before
establishing regional institutions.
Uneven distribution of costs and benefits
across countries: Regional programmes may
affect countries differently. This complicates the

More widely, it is hard to assess the impact of regional
Aid-for-Trade. Many of the key results are dependent on
the enabling policies and regional economic integration
agenda pursued in an imperfect policy, economic and
social environment.

How can Regional Aid-for-Trade
programmes be improved to support the
CFTA?
Despite the challenges, regional economic integration
programmes have been one of the success stories of the
Aid-for-Trade initiative. Funding for such programmes
has increased fourfold since 2002 with developing
countries and their development partners devoting
both political and financial capital to regional public

goods issues. Nevertheless, regional Aid-for-Trade
programmes may be improved to support the CFTA in
four ways:

•

The private sector needs to be more closely involved
in regional Aid-for-Trade projects than it has been
previously.

•

There must be better mainstreaming of regional
initiatives within national planning. This remains
a challenge, given the national focus to most aid
programming and the various obstacles to aligning
national priorities with regional programmes.

•

Institutional mechanisms need to be developed to
ensure smooth in-country coordination for regional
and subregional programmes.

•

Regional Aid-for-Trade projects must be better
aligned with Africa policy frameworks, such as the
BIAT Action Plan. In this way, projects can foster
improved ownership on the part of stakeholders,
which in turn is necessary to ensure the success of
regional projects.
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Chapter 8

CFTA Governance
In governance, what is needed is function rather than
form—a point made in Chapter 3, which emphasized
the importance of institutional structures for regional
integration that are practical rather than idealistic.
This chapter frames the Continental Free Trade Area
(CFTA) governance in the context of the African Union
(AU) reform and the fluidity of the negotiations on
the CFTA institutional form. It proposes five “guiding
principles” for forming the CFTA institutions, with a
CFTA institutional structure that aspires to meet these
guiding principles, but also emphasizes practicality by
relying on existing institutions where possible.
The changing role of the regional economic
communities (RECs) in the CFTA is discussed, drawing
on the CFTA’s own “negotiating guiding principles” and
the Abuja Treaty. Recommendations for institutional
structures, including those related to dispute settlement
and the role of national courts, are based on what works
in Africa’s RECs.

CFTA architecture with the
restructuring of the African Union
In discussing the institutional framework for the CFTA,
one needs to keep in mind that the AU, as an intergovernmental institution, is going through reform itself.
The purpose of this reform is to improve efficiency of
the organization; elaborate on a sustainable funding
approach that reduces dependence on foreign donor

funds; and determine a framework for a coordinated
response to Africa’s most pressing challenges.
On the one hand, this AU reform provides an opportunity
for member states to discuss and determine how the AU
can be reformed such that flagship projects like the CFTA
can be better institutionalized and implemented. On
the other, designing an institutional framework for the
CFTA will be extremely complicated if the main aspects
of AU reform have not been finalized. Member states
might then try to define an institutional framework for
the CFTA without a clear idea of the future institutional
arrangements of the AU itself. Some member states
might even wish to set up a totally independent
institution for the CFTA, such as a specialized agency
of the AU, which would have an entirely separate legal
personality but could be governed through the AU’s
policy organs. A more extreme form could be an “African
WTO,” which under international law would be a new
international and inter-governmental organization for
implementing the CFTA Agreement.
It is possible to design the CFTA insitutions with
consideration of the principles driving the reform of the
AU. Primarily, these reforms are to streamline the most
important initiatives through the AU while transforming
it into an efficient and effective organization. It would
be reasonable to envisage CFTA structures operating
within a reformed AU. Possibilities include hosting the
CFTA institutions in the African Union Commission
(AUC), either as a standalone department of the AUC or
in the existing AUC Department for Trade and Industry.

Figure 8.1

Situational options for the CFTA institutions
A new international and inter-governmental
organization—an “African WTO”

Deeper
within
the AU

A specialized agency of the AU

An AUC department

Independent
from existing
institutions

In the AUC Department for Trade and Industry
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Alternatively, CFTA institutions could be located outside
the AUC, but remain within the remit of the AU as a
specialized agency.
This decision will depend on several elements:
the extent to which member states want the CFTA
institutions to operate independently from existing AU
structures or to link closely to existing AU structures;
costs; AU inter-linkages and economies of scope; and
authority (Figure 8.1).

Institutional architecture envisaged
in the Abuja Treaty
To reflect on what the governance architecture of the
CFTA should be, it is important to outline the institutional
architecture that the Abuja Treaty contemplated for the
African Economic Community (AEC). Doing so reveals
the “institutional pegs” onto which the CFTA structures
will be hooked. The Abuja Treaty envisaged the primary
organs of the AEC to be the Assembly of Heads of State
and Government, Council of Ministers, Pan-African
Parliament, Economic and Social Commission, Court of
Justice, General Secretariat, and Specialized Technical
Committees.1
The Assembly—renamed the Summit after the
founding of the AU—was to be the supreme AEC organ.2
It comprises the Heads of State and Government of the
signatory States. The Assembly would be assisted by the
Council of Ministers in its functions and the Assembly
would, on recommendation of the Council, make
decisions and give directives on regional economic
activities, approve the AEC’s programme of activity
including its budget, and determine the contributions
of each member state.3
The Council of Ministers of the AEC is effectively the
Council of Ministers of the AU4 and is responsible for
guiding all the activities of all subordinate AEC organs.5
Like the Assembly, it is empowered to request advisory
opinions on any legal question from the African Court
of Justice (currently, the African Court of Justice and
Human Rights).6
The Pan-African Parliament is intended to ensure that
“the peoples of Africa are fully involved in the economic
development and integration of the continent.”7

The Economic and Social Commission, which comprises
ministers responsible for economic development
planning and integration, is empowered to participate
in the meetings of the Council of Ministers. The
Commission’s primary responsibilities include those
to prepare policies, programmes and strategies for
cooperation in economic and social development in
Africa, as well as between Africa and the international
community, and to make recommendations to the
Council.8
The Court of Justice and Human Rights is to ensure “the
adherence to law in the interpretation and application”
of the Treaty and to determine disputes submitted
to it under the Treaty, although the Assembly could
decide to expand its jurisdiction.9 Decisions of the
Court are “binding on member states and organs of the
Community,”10 and the treaty provides that the functions
of the Court should be carried out “independently
of the member states and the other organs of the
Community.”11
The Specialized Technical Committees span the whole
spectrum of economic, trade, industrial, educational,
health, labour and human resources cooperation.
Each committee would have a representative of each
member state.12
Under the AU Constitutive Act, all these organs
established under the Abuja Treaty are now considered
those of the AU.

New thinking for the Abuja Treaty
The treaty underpinning the CFTA must be well
designed. For the CFTA, the framework is currently
provided by the Abuja Treaty. But it is an old document,
adopted in 1991 and ratified in 1994. It addresses an
Africa very different from today’s, and it predates lessons
in integration from around the continent and elsewhere.
For instance, new guidance is needed to rationalize the
complex relationship between continental and regional
integration, and within this the relationship between
the CFTA and the REC free trade areas. Lessons can be
learned from experiences with monetary and political
unions elsewhere in the world. These challenges merit
a reconsideration of how the Abuja Treaty sets out the
pathway to continental integration.
African continental integration should not hide behind
the Abuja Treaty but reopen debate on how best to
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integrate the continent. It may be that the pathway to
continental integration envisaged in the Abuja Treaty
can be amended to take stock of Africa’s achievements
in the last 26 years and the challenges overcome along
this path.

•

Support the joint implementation of the BIAT
Action Plan alongside the CFTA. The Boosting
Intra-African Trade (BIAT) Action Plan is necessary
for ensuring that the benefits of the CFTA are fully
realized and shared both across and within African
countries. Joint implementation and synergies
between the BIAT Action Plan and the CFTA can be
realized if there are strong linkages between the
institutions charged with their implementation.
Better linkages between the BIAT Action Plan
and the CFTA can also keep down institutional
duplication and costs.

•

Develop practical, rather than idealistic,
institutional forms. Although ideal institutional
structures offer aspirations, it is important to
consider how to get there. This can mean prioritizing
low-cost and easily implementable first steps.

Five guiding principles for a CFTA
institutional structure
Owing to the AU reform, the AU institutional structure
is an unsettled foundation on which to build the CFTA
institutional structure. Under negotiation, the CFTA
institutional structure is also flexible. This merits an
approach that emphasizes the principles which should
guide the eventual form of the CFTA institutions.
Five guiding principles are considered important in
constructing the CFTA institutions:
•

•

•

Use the Abuja Treaty as the backbone for
the CFTA institutional form. The Abuja Treaty
provides endorsement of Africa’s integration agenda
at the highest level and the vision and guidance
for continental integration. The Treaty informs the
goals and expectations of the CFTA, which in turn
frames what is needed by its institutional structure.
As outlined above, the Abuja Treaty may need to
be revisited to improve how well it achieves this
function.
Use and empower existing structures of
African integration where available. These
structures exist across Africa and at the national,
regional and continental levels. Examples include
the REC institutions and the national bodies
that report to the RECs. They already possess
considerable experience in the integration process
that may be leveraged in implementing the CFTA,
which would help to avoid institutional duplication,
generate economies of scope and reduce costs.
Ensure that the institutions of the CFTA
are accessible to the African people. The
institutional architecture of the CFTA should not
exist at a level beyond reach of the people of Africa.
This is important both to ensure that the CFTA
is win-win—leaving nobody behind—but also
because the long-term sustainability of the project
requires ground-level buy-in and support.

Proposed CFTA institutional
structure
Fully recognizing the challenges of fluidity with
the envisaged CFTA institutional structure under
negotiation and the AU undergoing reform, we now
outline a proposed institutional structure for the CFTA
to help frame the five guiding principles.
•

The structure adopted by the Abuja Treaty should
be the platform on which to build a governance
framework for implementing the CFTA, so that the
proposed institutional structure is consistent with
the Treaty.

•

The proposed CFTA structures can lean on and
incorporate those already established under the
RECs and at the national level to meet the second
guiding principle.

•

In meeting the third guiding principle, the proposed
structures must extend down to the country level
and give individuals the right to enforce compliance
of CFTA obligations in national courts. However,
appeals could be addressed at regional courts
and subsequently the African Court of Justice
and Human Rights so that citizens see the bigger
picture on regional and continental jurisprudence
developed through the additional layers of
integration. In addition to national institutions, this
will also require dispute settlement arrangements
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that are accessible to individuals (see the next
subsection).
•

•

The implementing structure for the BIAT Action
Plan should be considered. In particular, folding the
implementing structure for the BIAT Action Plan
into that for the CFTA can help realize the fourth
guiding principle.
The proposed institutional structure recommends
putting pragmatism over idealism by leveraging
and reinforcing existing regional and national
institutions to implement the CFTA, rather than
creating new, idealistic alternatives.

Figure 8.2 illustrates the proposed institutional structure,
which builds on that of the AU, the Abuja Treaty and the
Draft Strategic Framework for the Implementation of
the BIAT Action Plan and for establishing the CFTA (AU,
n.d.). The components are discussed subsequently.

The AU Assembly is the highest decision-making
organ of the CFTA and provides overall oversight of the
administrative and organizational arrangements.
The Council of Ministers responsible for Trade
provide leadership for implementing the CFTA and
includes ministers responsible for trade in each
member state. It provides strategic oversight for the
CFTA and may take all measures it deems necessary for
implementing the CFTA, including promoting policies,
strategies and measures. It may establish and delegate
responsibilities to ad hoc or standing committees,
working groups or expert groups, and consider and
take action on the reports and activities of the CFTA
Secretariat.
The Committee of Representatives supports
the implementation of the CFTA and comprises
representatives designated by the governments of
the member states. It may establish and delegate
responsibilities to ad hoc or standing sub-committees
and technical working groups, and submit periodic
reports, proposals, resolutions, recommendations or

Figure 8.2

Proposed CFTA institutional structures
African Union
Assembly

Continental

Trade
Observatory
African
Business
Council

National

Regional

African Trade
Forum

CFTA Secretariat

Council of Ministers
responsible for Trade

African Court
of Justice and
Human Rights (AU
Arbitration Tribunal)

Committee of
Representatives
Continental Technical
Working Groups
Existing REC institutions
With technical working groups for
the BIAT clusters

Existing national institutions
With technical working groups for
the BIAT clusters

Note: The blue boxes represent the institutional structures outlined in the CFTA draft text. The green box is the link to existing AU architecture. The yellow boxes
incorporate the proposal to combine the BIAT structures envisaged within the BIAT Strategic Framework with those of the CFTA. The orange boxes consider
additional components anticipated as operating with the CFTA architecture.
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opinions to the Council of Ministers responsible for
Trade. Among the Technical Working Groups that report
to the Committee of Representatives will be Continental
Technical Working Groups, covering each of the seven
BIAT clusters.
The CFTA Secretariat provides administrative
support for implementing and enforcing CFTA
provisions, facilitates the establishment of a monitoring
and evaluation mechanism, serves as a depository of
notifications from member states as required under
the CFTA, convenes and services meetings of the
member states as necessary for implementing the
CFTA, provides and facilitates technical cooperation
and capacity development programmes, serves as a
secretariat to CFTA arbitration tribunals, and carries
out any other responsibilities that may be assigned to
it by the Assembly, Council of Ministers responsible for
Trade, or Committee of Representatives.
The Trade Observatory will be responsible for
monitoring and evaluation of the implementation of
the BIAT Action Plan and the CFTA. Its responsibility will
be to gather trade information, with a crucial role as the
trade information bank for monitoring and evaluation
and will serve as an essential part of the monitoring and
evaluation mechanism.
The African Business Council is a necessary
continental platform for aggregating and articulating
the views of the private sector in the continental policy
formulation processes. It can play an advisory role in
continental policy formulation and will communicate
its views and positions through the CFTA Secretariat.
It should be composed of the chairs/representatives of
umbrella (regional) associations/business councils that
represent private sector interests, such as chambers
of commerce and industry, small and medium-sized
enterprises, women entrepreneurs and women in trade,
sectoral associations such as banking and finance,
and farmers, etc. It may be invited to meetings of the
Ministers responsible for Trade in an observer capacity.
The African Trade Forum can serve as a Pan-African
platform for reflection and discussion on the progress
and challenges of continental market integration. It will
be organized every year by the AUC and the UN Economic
Commission for Africa (UNECA) jointly. Participants can
include all stakeholders in the development of intraAfrican trade: member states; RECs; representatives of

continental and regional private sector, of civil society,
and of women’s organizations; research institutes;
heads of major African cross-border enterprises; and
development partners.
Continental Technical Working Groups: It is
proposed that among the Technical Working Groups
responsible to the Committee of Representatives would
be seven dedicated to each of the BIAT clusters. These
will support oversight of CFTA and BIAT technical and
policy issues. Experts from the REC Secretariats and
Regional Technical Working Groups can be included in
these Continental Technical Working Groups.
Regional institutions: Engagement at the regional
level can be through the existing REC institutional
arrangements to avoid institutional duplication and to
leverage existing resources. The RECs can develop regionspecific programmes to enhance implementation of the
BIAT and the CFTA, including Technical Working Groups
for each of the BIAT clusters. Although the BIAT Strategic
Framework envisages Regional Technical Working
Groups, Regional Steering Committees and Regional
Ministerial Oversight Committees, it is not realistic to
expect these “best practice” institutions to be set up in
the immediate term. Nor is a one-size-fits-all approach
appropriate to cover the wide range of REC capabilities
or to reflect existing REC achievements. Instead, the
regional CFTA institutions should leverage and reinforce
what exists in the RECs.
National institutions: The most important first step
in approaching the institutional structure will be the
requirement of each CFTA partner state to designate
or create a ministerial agency that will be responsible
for implementing and communicating on CFTA issues.
This follows the successful approach used in the East
African Community (EAC), in which lead agencies
for each country were charged with coordinating
implementation and application of EAC commitments
at the national level (Box 8.1). The national institutions
can be responsible for implementing the CFTA and BIAT
at the country level, and should be resourced to engage
with regional and continental arrangements, including
National Technical Working Groups for each of the BIAT
clusters. Again, while the BIAT Strategic Framework
foresees national Technical Working Groups, National
Steering Committees, and National Ministerial Oversight
Committees, these are more feasible as an ideal to
which to aspire in the medium to long run. In the short
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Box 8.1

Setting up institutional structures: Experience of the East African Community
In the Treaty for the Establishment of the East African Community (EAC), the approach was to designate ministerial
agencies responsible for implementing the EAC’s commitments at the national level. Each Partner State was
required to notify the Secretary General of the designated Ministry for East African affair.*
Each of the EAC Partner States have designated such a ministry, and the success of the implementation of EAC trade
rules can be attributed to having a ministry be the lead agency responsible for coordinating the implementation
and application of EAC commitments at the national level.
The national ministries for EAC matters have day-to-day interaction with the EAC Secretariat. These ongoing
interactions give integration objectives an institutional platform that is a necessary prerequisite to implementation.
The TFTA Council of Ministers adopts a similar approach: “ministers as designated by Tripartite Member/Partner
States for purposes of the Tripartite Free Trade Area.”**
* See Article 8(3)(a) of the Treaty for the Establishment of the East African Community.
** See Article 29(1)(b) of the TFTA.

term, member states should give CFTA responsibilities
to existing ministries or agencies charged with regional
integration and coordination with the RECs.

Role of the RECs in the CFTA
This subsection outlines the evolving role of the RECs in
the CFTA across the following four dimensions.

RECs as experienced institutions in
guiding the CFTA
In the Declaration on the launch of the negotiations
for the establishment of the CFTA, the AU Assembly
“URGE[D] all Regional Economic Communities […] to
participate effectively in the CFTA negotiations.” The
RECs are unrivalled in their experience and expertise
in African trade integration. The lessons learned by
the RECs are vital inputs into the conceptualization,
negotiation and implementation of the CFTA. In
recognition of this, they comprise a substantial portion
of the experts in the CFTA Continental Task Force, which
in 2012 was constituted by the Assembly of Heads of
State and Government of the AU to spearhead the CFTA
negotiations and ensure completion by the end of
2017. The RECs perform a vital role in the development
of the CFTA.

RECs as building blocks of the CFTA
instructional structure
The RECs are explicitly recognized as building blocks
of the CFTA within the CFTA negotiating guiding
principles. It is envisaged that the RECs coordinate
and administer Regional Technical Working Groups,
Regional Steering Committees and Regional Ministerial
Oversight Committees for the implementation of the
CFTA and associated BIAT Action Plan. The RECs will
also administer the regional Monitoring and Evaluation
Committee for the CFTA. The REC institutional structures
for the CFTA will then feed into those at the continental
level.

RECs as operators of substantive
components of the CFTA
Consistent with their role in the CFTA institutional
architecture, the RECs will remain vital for implementing
many of the substantive components of the CFTA. Both
within and between them, the RECs will be required to
operate mechanisms such as those intending to address
non-tariff barriers (NTBs) or to mediate trade remedies
and disputes (see previous sections).

RECs on graduation of trade policy to the
continental level
To the extent that a key objective of the CFTA is
the rationalization of multiple trade regimes on
the continent and the creation of a continent-wide
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economic space, the free trade areas of the RECs cannot
coexist with the CFTA. It should also be recalled that the
CFTA will be more than a traditional trade agreement
and will embody elements of a single market (for
example, by reducing non-tariff restrictions and
promoting trade in services) and an economic union
(for example, by moving towards the harmonization of
regulatory policies). This means that the RECs that are
not already customs unions or are not on a trajectory
towards a customs union will cease to have a role in
trade policy.
The preeminent authority for trade policy will graduate
to the continental level as the CFTA contributes to a
consolidation of Africa’s overlapping “spaghetti bowl”

of free trade areas. It is expected that the RECs will
contribute to continental-level trade policy through
their roles in the CFTA institutional architecture or as
customs unions where this applies. This will enable
Africa to operate as a stronger, consolidated trading
body in its negotiations with its trading partners, such
as the European Union (EU), the United States, and the
emerging market economies (Chapter 9). Moreover,
consolidating this role to the continental level will enable
Africa to economize on the resources currently required
to undertake these activities in each of the RECs. REC
FTAs as building blocks of the CFTA and preservation
of the acquis draws on the CFTA negotiating guiding
principles to outline practically how African trade policy
will transition to the continental level.

Box 8.2

REC FTAs as building blocks of the CFTA and preservation of the acquis
The envisaged role of the RECs draws on the CFTA Negotiating Guiding Principles, adopted by the African Union
Ministers of Trade in May 2016. The Negotiating Guiding Principles help outline the desired vision of the CFTA.
Most relevant to the RECs are the following two principles.
1. REC free trade areas as building blocks of the CFTA
“The CFTA shall build on and improve upon the process that has been made in the trade liberalization and
integration programmes of Regional Economic Communities: AMU, CEN-SAD, ECCAS, ECOWAS, IGAD, COMESA,
SADC and EAC.”
The importance of the RECs as building blocks for the CFTA is also reaffirmed by the fact that the Assembly
considered that the REC initiatives in the area of trade should be consolidated in order to achieve the CFTA by the
indicative date of 2017. This is illustrated by the Decision on Boosting Intra-African Trade and Fast Tracking the
CFTA (Assembly/AU/Dec.394(XVIII)) whereby the Assembly decided that “the CFTA should be operationalized by
the indicative date of 2017, based on the framework, Roadmap and Architecture, with the following appropriate
milestones:
i) Finalization of the East African Community (EAC)–the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa
(COMESA)–Southern African Development Community (SADC) Tripartite FTA initiative by 2014;
ii) Completion of FTA(s) by Non-Tripartite RECs, through parallel arrangement(s) similar to the EAC-COMESASADC Tripartite Initiative or reflecting the preferences of their Member States, between 2012 and 2014;
iii) Consolidation of the Tripartite and other regional FTAs into a Continental Free Trade Area (CFTA) initiative
between 2015 and 2016;
iv) Establishment of the Continental Free Trade Area (CFTA) by 2017 with the option to review the target date
according to progress made.
This decision appears to provide the way the CFTA should be built: through the establishment of free trade areas
at the regional economic community level, the AU member states would prepare for the establishment of a CFTA.
2. Preservation of the acquis
“The CFTA shall build on and improve upon the acquis of the existing REC FTAs and shall not reverse or be
inconsistent with the Acquis of the Union including but not limited to the Constitutive Act, the Abuja Treaty and
other relevant legal instruments of the Union.”
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Box 8.2

REC FTAs as building blocks of the CFTA and preservation of the acquis (continued)
By stating that the CFTA must build on and improve upon the level of trade liberalization and integration achieved
in the RECs, it is implied that the CFTA must not merely add another layer and another free trade area to the
existing “spaghetti bowl” of overlapping regional free trade areas, but instead go beyond the level of liberalization
and integration achieved by the RECs. If this ambitious principle is satisfied, it is implied that the regional free
trade areas will be superseded by an improved level of liberalization within the CFTA. However, consistent with
the preservation of the acquis, the CFTA additionally must not unravel the REC FTAs.
In practice, the particular modalities for tariff reductions or liberalization in the CFTA will likely require REC FTAs to
persist as “islands” until the tide of liberalization envisaged by the CFTA rises above them in the medium to long term.
Otherwise, the CFTA will fail in its objective of rationalizing and consolidating the overlapping RECs into a single panAfrica area and merely add another layer of liberalization. On the other hand, immediately replacing the REC FTAs
would not satisfy preservation of the acquis, as the CFTA will not immediately begin at the 100 per cent liberalization
achieved by the most successful REC FTAs. What is required is a transition. The Abuja Treaty, in relation to Africa’s
trade, envisages the adoption of “common policies” by 2020, indicating a timeline for such a transition.
The other remaining role for RECs in trade will be the formation of REC customs unions. These can remain as
“islands” of further integration within the CFTA framework.

Dispute settlement arrangements
To give the obligations in the CFTA legal certainty and
predictability, it will be important to establish a dispute
settlement mechanism that would be compulsory and
binding as well as fast and efficient. Where diplomatic
and alternative mechanisms have failed, this dispute
settlement system would allow CFTA member states
to bring cases against each other on the application or
interpretation of the rights and obligations created by
the CFTA Treaty.
For this system to be effective, it has to build on the
experiences of the RECs, in particular by initially
encouraging those member states considering
litigation to first engage in direct negotiations (COMESA
approach to non-litigious dispute settlement). Failure
of negotiations would be followed by mediation,
conciliation and other negotiated means of settling
disputes through the CFTA institutional framework
before resorting to litigation.
In the CFTA, where negotiations, mediation or
conciliation fail to produce an outcome within six
months, there ought to be a CFTA Dispute Settlement
Committee as a next step that would be charged with
the responsibility of resolving such a dispute between
states, represented by government authorities. The
decision of the CFTA Dispute Settlement Committee
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would be legally binding on the parties to the dispute.
However, it is important that this process be expedited
so that it can provide for timely resolution of disputes
(Proposed dispute settlement arrangements).
Pending the establishment of the African Court of
Justice and Human Rights, which will replace the
African Court of Human and Peoples’ Rights, and on
the entry into force of the Treaty for the Establishment
of the CFTA, the AU Assembly could either convene a
commercial chamber in the existing African Court of
Human and Peoples’ Rights or establish a specialist
ad hoc committee to hear appeals from the decisions
of the CFTA Dispute Settlement Committee. To be
an effective dispute settler, this Chamber ought to
Table 8.1

Proposed dispute settlement arrangements
Non-litigious methods
Step 1

Direct diplomatic negotiations

Step 2

Mediation and conciliation through CFTA
institutions
CFTA dispute settlement
Step 3

CFTA Dispute Settlement Committee

Step 4

Convene a commercial chamber in the African
Court of Human and Peoples’ Rights;* or
Establish a specialist ad hoc committee

* Companies and individuals, as well as member states not signatories to the
Protocol on the Statute of the African Court of Human and Peoples’ Rights,
can have petitions referred by the AUC.

Box 8.3

COMESA approach to non-litigious dispute settlement
Non-litigious methods of resolving trade problems are an important feature of Africa’s RECs (Gathii, 2016). For
example, in its February 2014 COMESA Council of Ministers meeting, the COMESA Secretariat was empowered to
investigate the removal of the contentious NTBs, which the state that had imposed them argued were justified;
the Secretariat was tasked with confirming that the NTBs were supported by legitimate policy goals.
In three instances, the COMESA Secretariat facilitated the hiring of consulting firm KPMG to undertake a cost
assessment of the three contentious NTBs relating to COMESA’s rules of origin. The involvement of a third-party
facilitator is incorporated in COMESA’s NTB Regulations. These NTBs concerned soap from Mauritius to Madagascar;
palm oil from Kenya to Zambia; and regriderators and freezers from Swaziland to Zimbabwe (COMESA Secretariat,
2016).
COMESA has another innovation that could be replicated in the CFTA. COMESA member states that have a
complaint against another member states are required to write to that member states requesting clarification.
This communication has to be copied to the COMESA Secretariat. If the member states from which additional
information is sought do not respond, the Secretariat then writes to the member states seeking a response. Where
there is no resolution, the matter is taken up by the COMESA Committee on Trade and Customs. This committee
has authority to receive complaints on COMESA treaty violations. The committee may then submit a report to
the Council of Ministers or to the COMESA Secretary General requesting that investigations be undertaken. The
COMESA Treaty empowers the Council of Ministers to make binding decisions on member states in order “to
promote the attainment of the aims of the common market.”**
* This committee is established under Article 13(k) of the COMESA Treaty.
** Article 9(2)(g) of the COMESA Treaty. See also Article 9(2)(d) empowering the Council to “…issue directives, take decisions, make recommendations and
give opinions in accordance with the provisions of this treaty.” Another institutional feature in COMESA is the Inter-Governmental Committee that comprises
Permanent/Principal Secretaries from COMESA Coordinating Ministries in all member states.

comprise eminent jurists in international trade law,
commerce and allied areas.
In addition, for CFTA parties that are not signatories
to the Protocol on Amendments to the Protocol on

the Statute of the African Court of Justice and Human
Rights, the AUC could be empowered to refer disputes
relating to the CFTA to the African Court of Justice and
Human Rights for a binding determination of a dispute

Figure 8.3

Proposed CFTA dispute settlement structure
Trade Chamber of
the African Court of
Human and People’s
Rights (ACHPR)1

African Union Commission (AUC)2
CFTA member states not signatories to the
Protocol on the Statute of the African Court of
Justice can approach the AUC to refer disputes
to the Trade Chamber of the ACHPR.

CFTA Dispute
Settlement
Committee

1 To be replaced by the African Court of Justice and Human Rights.
2 The AUC can receive petitions brought by companies and individuals from CFTA member states that
have not signed a declaration under Article 34 (6) of the African Charter on Human and People’s Rights
and refer such disputes to the Trade Chamber of the ACHPR.
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that involves them. Figure 8.3 shows the proposed
dispute settlement structure.
For AU member states that have not signed a
declaration, under Article 34(6) of the Protocol to
the African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights, in
allowing individual access to the Court (including suits
by private actors), consideration could be made to
allow the AUC to receive such individual petitions from
companies and individuals in those AU member states
and for the Commission to consider whether or not to
file a reference on behalf of such individual claimants
in the African Court of Human and Peoples’ Rights in
cases involving alleged infringement of CFTA rights and
obligations.
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The Role of National Courts
The CFTA dispute settlement arrangements will be
inter-governmental. To ensure that the individuals’
rights under the CFTA are fully implemented, national
courts of the CFTA member states will be important, as
these courts can give individuals the right to enforce
compliance of CFTA obligations nationally. National
courts can be used to decentralize compliance. National
courts work best where the provisions of the CFTA
Treaty are made part of domestic law.
There are good precedents for using national courts to
enforce regional economic community commitments.
For example, Kenyan courts have a series of decisions,
stretching more than a decade, that enforced Kenya’s
COMESA obligations on sugar imports.13
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Chapter 9

The CFTA in a Changing Trade
Landscape
The Continental Free Trade Area (CFTA) is being
negotiated in an evolving trade landscape. The
multilateral trading system is in crisis after the failure
of the Doha Round and populist anti-globalization
sentiments in several large trading nations. The rapid
rise of emerging market economies has caused a
fundamental shift in the trade patterns of many African
countries. The controversies surrounding the Economic
Partnership Agreements (EPAs) and Brexit require
new thinking on restructuring trade relations with
Europe. Africa’s trading relationship with the United
States, having developed under the African Growth
and Opportunity Act (AGOA), is likely to transform
into reciprocal arrangements by 2025 in a postAGOA agenda. The so-called “mega-regional” trade
agreements that once threatened Africa’s preferential
trade with established partners, now have evolved into
a different threat of protectionism. Finally, new modes
of trade such as e-commerce are putting pressure on
demands for new trade rules.

multilateral impasse and developing new trade rules
among groups of willing countries.

Chapter 4 introduced the concept of “external factors”
as critical junctures in the political economy of the
CFTA. These may offer windows of opportunity to speed
up processes, alter political priorities or reshape the
incentive environment for different CFTA stakeholders.
Alternatively, such changes may require a downscaling
of ambition or even stall efforts towards the CFTA as
reform windows narrow or close. This chapter expands
on these concepts, assessing the implications of the
biggest tremors in Africa’s trading landscape.

The implications for Africa would be higher competition
and erosion of preferences in MRTA markets resulting
in trade diversion. Estimates by Mevel and Mathieu
(2016), using a model in which all three of these
agreements are implemented, see Africa’s net exports
falling by $3 billion (equivalent to 0.3 per cent) in 2022
compared with the baseline. They also found a further
concentration of Africa’s exports in energy and mining,
largely on the back of reduced agricultural and industrial
exports to China and India. The impacts would be felt
most severely by certain sectors of particular countries,
such as African textile producers, which would face
competition from Vietnam and other highly efficient
Southeast Asian producers, undercutting the textile
preferences granted to African countries, for instance
through AGOA.

Rise of the mega-regionals or of
protectionism?
The rise of regional trade agreements was triggered
by another external factor: a profound slowdown in
multilateral trade negotiations at the World Trade
Organization (WTO) and the “death of the Doha
round” (Financial Times, 2015). This critical juncture
spawned the proliferation of negotiations on regional
trade agreements, including mega-regional trade
agreements (MRTAs), as a means of circumventing the

Trade, however, occurs not between countries in
a vacuum but in the context of a global trading
environment; the MRTAs threatened to have spill-over
effects for excluded countries, including many in Africa.
Trade between mega-regional members would have
increased at the expense of third countries outside the
agreements.
The MRTAs of note here are the Transatlantic Trade and
Investment Partnership between the European Union
(EU) and the United States; the Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP), originally comprising the United States and
11 other Pacific Rim countries; and the Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP), covering
the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)
group of countries and others, notably China and India,
and conceived largely as a rival to the TPP.

The potential impacts extend beyond the conventional
focus on tariffs and trade diversion, however. The MRTAs
have been conceived to include new disciplines, such as
e-commerce, competition policy and labour standards,
and deeper commitments to existing disciplines,
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Figure 9.1

Membership of mega-regional trade agreements
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such as government procurement, services and trade
facilitation, which extend their remit beyond traditional
“shallow” trade agreements and instead amount to
“deep” agreements (Lawrence, 1996; Baldwin, 2014a;
Ueno, 2013). This could create new discriminatory
arrangements against outsiders but also establish
norms for the multilateralization of new and deeper
issues (Melendez-Ortiz, 2014; Draper et al., 2014). By
eroding WTO’s status as the forum for creating new
trade rules, MRTAs undermine the voice that outsiders,
including Africa, have in shaping these rules. The WTO
may be increasingly sidelined as the international rulemaking body. Yet to export to these markets, outsider
countries would still have to play by their rules (Baldwin,
2014b).

analogy here is to the EU, whereby an outsider country
can export to a single bloc of countries with harmonized
regulations, compared with the complexity of accessing
28 different markets.

On the other hand, elements of deep regional trade
agreements can also benefit Africa; the MRTAs would
also include provisions with no enforceable preferences
(Baldwin, 2014a). For instance, disciplines on certain
services and many other issues often lack a legally and
administratively feasible discriminating mechanism
that can be used for identifying and restricting the
nationality of firms that use those disciplines. In such
circumstances, the agreements are merely a vehicle
for locking in domestic reforms that are applied
multilaterally. Furthermore, regulatory convergence
and harmonization of diverse norms, standards and
regulations are argued to also reduce trade costs to
the benefit of outsider exporters (Baldwin, 2014a). The

A second disruption stems from Brexit and the
disengagement of the Untied Kingdom from the EU, in
an apparent rejection of European regional integration,
marking a break from the world’s most ambitious
regional integration project.

Any discussion on MRTAs needs to touch on the recent
emergence of political populism in developed countries
and its apparent attachment to protectionism. On 14
January 2017, the subheading to one of the articles in
The Economist referred to “a protectionist entering the
White House.” Nine days later President Donald Trump
signed a presidential memorandum withdrawing the
United Stated from the TPP. The incipient perception
was of protectionism with immediate implications for
the viability of concluding MRTAs.

Yet it is unclear whether these events really signify
impending protectionism that will undermine MRTAs.
Certainly the United States has left the TPP, but this
may merely create a more enticing gap to be filled by
the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership or
for China to be included in the “rump” TPP (Financial
Times, 2017). Alternatively, the TPP could go ahead
without the United States (Reuters, 2017). Recent

Box 9.1

Smartly sequencing trade agreements
It will be important for Africa to “smartly sequence”
its trade policy reforms to ensure that deeper
regional integration takes place before the
inevitable gradual opening up of African markets
to the rest of the world, and before the main MRTAs
are fully established. This will allow African countries
to harness the economies of scale and learning
by doing that is needed to develop competitive
regional value chains (RVCs) and industries, which
are then well positioned to compete internationally
and integrate into global value chains.
Such sequencing calls for:
•

•

Fast implementation of the CFTA to avoid any
trade losses from the anticipated increase in
reciprocity in Africa’s trade agreements with the
rest of the world and from the rise in MRTAs.1
Well-managed and appropriately phased tariff
reductions on imports into Africa would enable
African industries to adapt. African countries
must make smart choices when negotiating
reciprocal versions of EPAs and AGOA and
when negotiating new trade agreements
with trading partners outside the continent.
Tariffs on intermediate and capital goods not
produced locally should be removed first,2
which would cut the costs of industrialization
and foster domestic value addition. Tariffs on
intermediates and capital goods for which some
domestic and regional production exists should
be removed next, followed by tariffs on finished
products. This sequencing would support
Africa’s industrialization, development of RVCs
and technological catch-up, while providing
temporary protection for local producers to
guard against premature de-industrialization
(Sommer et al. 2017).

political analysis on the rise of this populism finds less
evidence of its origins in economic insecurity, which
would incite protectionism, than in a cultural backlash
against liberalism (Inglehart and Norris, 2016). Or as
held by Paul Krugman in a New York Times op-ed,
“Trump is wimping out on trade” and softening his
protectionist rhetoric (Krugman, 2017). If this is so, the
MRTAs may likely yet resurge.

Still, the apparent rise of protectionism is not restricted
to the United Kingdom and the United States. Nor is it
restricted to tariffs. A WTO report on G20 Trade Measures
(2016), found that new trade-restrictive measures are
being applied by the G20 group of countries at the
fastest rate since monitoring began in 2009. A large
share of them are trade-remedy actions against imports
of industrial products. Within the G20, the majority of
new measures are applied by Russia, China, India and
Indonesia (European Parliament, 2015). After the global
financial crisis, developing countries increasingly used
anti-dumping remedies, and increasingly applied them
to imports from other developing countries (Bown
and Kee, 2011). While a “China reaction” accounts for a
moderate share of the increased use of trade remedies,
there is a growing use of trade-restrictive measures in
developing countries to defend against imports from
other developing countries.

Implications
The CFTA was seen to be critical for Africa’s trade in the
context of the MRTAs. Implemented in parallel with
the MRTAs, the CFTA was found, in modelling work by
Mevel and Mathieu (2016), to substantially improve the
outcomes for Africa, increasing intra-African exports
by $27.5 billion (equivalent to 3 per cent). Moreover,
the gain was estimated to benefit all African countries
and to be especially beneficial to expanding Africa’s
industrial products.
With the TPP on hold, there is conceivably a reduced
immediacy for the CFTA. Yet, the MRTAs may resurface,
and rather than disincentivizing the CFTA, this apparent
hiatus gives Africa some breathing room.
In recent years there has appeared to be a rise in
protectionist sentiment and tendencies. This is not
restricted to developed countries, but increasingly
concerns trade-remedy actions applied by developing
countries against imports from other developing
countries. Africa is not yet a primary target for such
means of trade defence, but the trend highlights
external risks for Africa’s trade with the rest of the world.

New trade issues for the WTO and
CFTA
The part of the trade landscape that has not altered is
the WTO Doha Round. With little progress being made,
developed countries have increasingly pressed to close
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the Round and move on to negotiate new issues. This
will likely remain their focus at the upcoming WTO
Ministerial Conference in Buenos Aires in December
2017. Developing countries have resisted this approach
and demanded the conclusion of the Doha Round,
which includes critical issues for developing countries,
such as agricultural subsidies.
Energy has coalesced around the emergence of “new”
trade issues at the WTO. While negotiations cannot
begin on these issues without agreement by all WTO
members, discussions have progressed to inform what
will eventually become negotiations on these issues.
Attempts are being made to convert these discussions
into a mandate to negotiate new rules. The new issues
include proposed rules on e-commerce, micro, small
and medium-sized enterprises (MSMEs), domestic
regulation of services and investment facilitation, as
now discussed.

e-commerce
E-commerce concerns the online sale or purchase of
goods or services (OECD, 2011). It is frequently cited for
its potential as a revolutionary new trade route of the
21st century that could reduce market costs for MSMEs,
connecting them to international markets. In Africa,
however, e-commerce is substantially constrained by
inadequate infrastructure, digital education, digital
regulations and Internet penetration (Budree, 2017).
This creates a digital divide and knowledge gap,
such that Africa’s economies lag behind the digital
development of the advanced countries and are less
competitive in this area.
Proposals for new e-commerce rules aim to limit policy
space to ensure open access for businesses operating
through these channels. Suggested rules include
prohibiting customs duties and non-discrimination,
forbidding data localization, safeguarding network
competition, ensuring unrestricted cross-border data
flows, promoting a free and open Internet, protecting
critical source code and limiting policies on technology
transfers3 (Proposed e-commerce rules).
The concern is that these rules are being driven by
established e-commerce companies that want to
cement their market dominance in the digital world.
Azmeh and Foster (2016) argue that such rules reduce
the policy space for latecomer economies to promote
their online businesses, foster technology transfer and
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implement digital industrial policy. Data localization
laws, for example, can be imposed to require that
businesses set up data centres within the countries in
which they are operating, similar to how local content
requirements work. However, Bauer et al. (2014) find the
Box 9.2

Proposed e-commerce rules
Prohibiting digital customs duties — on
electronically transmitted products, such as books,
music, videos and software.
Non-discrimination principles — require that
national treatment be provided to e-commerce
goods and services.
Data localization rules — prohibit rules requiring
that the storage, routing, processing or other use of
data be within the territory of a country.
Safeguarding network competition — enables
digital suppliers to build networks in the markets
they serve or to access such facilities and services
from incumbents.
Enabling cross-border data flows — enables
companies and consumers to move data without
restriction.
Free and open Internet rules — targets
governments that block certain websites for
commercial or political reasons, as well as similar
initiatives by private companies.
Protecting critical source code — requires that
businesses do not have to hand over their source
code or proprietary algorithms to their competitors
or to pass them along to a state-owned enterprise.
Trade secrets (including source code) are not
covered by the Agreement on Trade-Related
Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS),
however.
Ensuring
technology
choice—prohibits
governments from forcing foreign businesses to
use specific local technologies when they invest in
an economy.
No technology transfers — prohibits governments
from requiring companies to transfer technology,
production processes or other proprietary
information.

imposition of such laws to have a significant negative
impact on economic growth, reducing domestic
investments and contributing to welfare losses. They
estimate that the welfare impact of such laws in India
amounted to the equivalent of an 11 per cent loss to the
average monthly salary and argue that any gains from
data localization are too small to outweigh losses in the
general economy.

These rules “apply to measures by members relating to
licensing requirements and procedures, qualification
requirements and procedures, and technical standards
affecting trade in services where specific commitments
are undertaken.”4 These disciplines must apply to all
levels of government—central, regional and local.

Rules that strengthen intellectual property rights, such
as those protecting critical source code, arguably make
it more difficult for new entrants to a market to imitate
the successes of those already established. Such rules
can, however, help to ensure that online transactions
and related businesses are unhindered and so promote
the development of related industries.

•

The measures relating to licensing and qualification
requirements, procedures and technical standards
must be “objective and transparent.”

•

The regulator must “administer in an independent
manner.”

•

The technical standards must be developed
according to “open and transparent processes.”

•

Detailed transparency requirements (all aspects
of licensing and qualification requirements and
procedures and technical standards) must be
published including timeframes for processing,
as well as fees and procedures for monitoring
compliance.

•

Fees must be reasonable and transparent and
cannot restrict the supply of the service.

•

They must allow for prior comment, i.e. foreign
industry players are allowed to comment on
regulations that are being developed domestically,
etc.

Other e-commerce proposals, promoted by developing
countries and better reflecting their interests, concern
trade facilitation for e-commerce, infrastructure gaps to
enable e-commerce, access to payment solutions and
online security.

The proposals include the following key
elements:

Rules on micro, small and medium-sized
enterprises
Proposals for addressing MSMEs at the WTO largely
concern intellectual property rights. (MSMEs include
entrepreneurs, start-ups, businesses, researchers
and investors.) New rules would tighten and spread
intellectual property rights to better cover the
operations of MSMEs. Though it is argued that doing
so could foster transparent and predictable intellectual
property rules for such entities, it could also lock out
developing country businesses from these areas.
Almost all African businesses are MSMEs. Support to
them is thus vital in ensuring a successful CFTA. The
flanking policies in Chapter 6 will be crucial for this
purpose. As this is already part of the CFTA agenda, it
is questionable whether Africa needs disciplines at the
level of the WTO given the associated risks to policy
space.

Rules on domestic regulation of services
Several developed economies (including Australia,
the EU, Japan and New Zealand) have proposed a
package of rules for the WTO Ministerial Conference
that is scheduled to be held in Buenos Aires in
December 2017 on Domestic Regulation in Services.

Developing countries may be challenged on the basis
of these disciplines when implementing measures
intended to support development of domestic
industries.

Investment facilitation
Some members are also seeking a mandate at the
December 2017 Buenos Aires Ministerial Conference to
negotiate investment facilitation rules. Proposals were
submitted in March–April 2017 by, Brazil, China and
Russia, suggesting detailed transparency requirements
that would require listing the criteria used in licensing
requirements and the appraisal of potential investors.
A concern here is that these rules could mean that
markets are open to investors without conditions,
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unless adequate criteria and conditions have already
been put in place. This could be used to force countries
to open up sectors for investment beyond what is
desired by these countries.

Implications
The CFTA can be a means of solidifying a common African
position at the WTO to give Africa a single, strong voice,
including on the new WTO issues. However, there is no
requirement for any of the new issues to be included
in the CFTA (although, as discussed in Chapter 10,
negotiators way wish to consider issues of e-commerce
as a topic of the second phase of CFTA negotiations).
In all cases, the new issues divert attention in the WTO
from the remaining Doha Round issues, which are of
particular value to developing countries. The new issues
can thus be perceived as a way to circumnavigate the
Doha Round interests of developing countries, enabling
more advanced countries to pursue their alternative
interests. African countries must be wary of how such
new rules could restrict their policy space or strengthen
intellectual property rights. Consideration should be
given for the CFTA to establish a platform for solidifying
a common African approach to these new issues.

Traditional trading partners: Brexit
and the EU
In what is commonly dubbed Brexit, the United Kingdom
intends to exit the EU as a result of a 23 June 2016,
referendum in which 51.9 per cent of those who cast a
valid vote, voted to leave. This has the following three
main implications or lessons for regional integration in
Africa and the CFTA.

A direct effect on Africa’s trade with the
United Kingdom
Brexit has a direct effect on Africa’s trade with the
United Kingdom. Work by Mold (2017), finds a small
increase in African exports to the United Kingdom due
to trade diversion, under a scenario in which the United
Kingdom falls back on WTO provisions for its trading
with the EU. Certain African exporters have sensed
this possibility, such as those in the Citrus Growers’
Association of Southern Africa, who suggested that
revised UK plant health regulations on citrus imports
could help them improve access to the United Kingdom
market (Luke and MacLeod, 2016). On the other hand,
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the effects of the British pound’s devaluation have had
immediate negative effects not just for African goods
exports, but the dollar value of UK aid, investment,
remittances and tourism in African countries (MendezParra et al., 2016).
Brexit enables the United Kingdom to undertake a
renewed trade policy towards Africa which, at most,
could better support the CFTA by targeting continental
Africa (Luke and MacLeod, 2017). However, Brexit also
creates risks to Africa’s trade. The preferential regimes
of the UK for Africa through the current trade policies
of the EU, including the Everything But Arms (EBA)
initiative, Generalised System of Preferences (GSP), and
the EPAs may be disrupted or excluded from the new
UK trade policy. Were the United Kingdom to turn more
protectionist or offer fewer preferences than the EU
does, the UK trade arrangements could have potentially
large negative effects for African and other developing
countries (te Velde, 2016).

A “catalyst” for African countries to exit the
Economic Partnership Agreements
Brexit reduces the cost for African countries to leave the
EPAs by removing from the EPAs one of the EU’s largest
markets for key African products. The United Kingdom
accounts for about 11 per cent of Africa’s exports to the
EU, but among agricultural exports, it takes in 67 per
cent of beef, 41 per cent of tea and spices, 31 per cent of
wine, and 22 per cent of Africa’s fruit exports to the EU
(The United Kingdom’s share of EU’s agriculture imports
from Africa, 2014).
The effect is to undermine the case for the EPAs in
particular countries for which these products are of
especial value. Stevens and Kennan (2016), identify
the United Kingdom as accounting for 29.3 per cent of
Ghana’s “sensitive exports” to the EU, 27.3 per cent of
Kenya’s, 15.5 per cent of Namibia’s and 9.6 per cent of
Swaziland’s. Ghana, which had long deliberated over
the EPA, recently signed an interim Ghana EPA because
of its strategic significance for priority fish, processed
cocoa, fruit and vegetable exports, yet within the EU the
United Kingdom accounts for over 50 per cent of some
of these imports from Ghana.
Consequently, Brexit has sparked fresh EPA concerns
while reigniting those already largely doused. It was, for
example, the ostensible reason for Tanzania’s decision

Table 9.1

The United Kingdom’s share of EU’s agriculture imports from Africa, 2014
No.

Product

Value ($ million)

Share of EU imports (%)

1

Fruit

813

22

2

Vegetables

394

17

3

Fish

329

8

4

Cocoa

289

5

5

Wine

167

31

6

Tea and spices

166

41

7

Fresh cut flowers

128

11

8

Sugar

126

10

9

Beef

66

67

10

Banana

61

10

11

Tobacco

59

6

12

Coffee

46

5

13

Seeds and nuts

41

7

14

Edible oils

15

3

Other agriculture

99

11

Total agriculture

2,802

11

Source: Reconciled bilateral trade flows from the CEPII-BACI dataset.

to postpone signing its East African Community (EAC)
EPA.

Lessons for African regionalism
Brexit is a cautionary tale for African integration, and
a lesson in the risks of integration generally. Central to
the case for Brexit was the perception that European
integration had diminished UK sovereignty and that the
decisions affecting UK citizens were instead being made
by unaccountable European bureaucrats in a foreign
capital. Africa is a continent all too familiar with its own,
albeit much darker, struggle for sovereignty: Indeed,
sovereignty is the first principle of the 1963 charter for
the Organisation for African Unity. The lesson for Africa
is that perceptions of sovereignty matter, and moves
towards pan-African unity must be cautious.

Other implications
At best, a new UK trade policy can contribute to the
CFTA by orientating towards and supporting African
continental integration. This can be buttressed by
the United Kingdom’s substantial development
assistance, roughly $16 billion, which is reportedly
to be increasingly focused on trade-related projects
(Financial Times, 2016; DfID, 2017).
Brexit has fundamentally shifted the negotiating cards
held by the EU in its EPA negotiations with Africa.
This has already proved catalytic for certain countries

in turning their back on the EPAs, but may be more
constructively leveraged to reopen discussions with
the EU for better achieving the trade interests of Africa,
including continental integration and the CFTA.
Brexit is, in an admittedly very different context, a
rejection of regional integration. African leaders must
heed this caution and ensure that integration projects
in Africa, including the CFTA, are cognizant of the
potential pitfalls of integration and responsive to their
root causes, including perceptions of loss of sovereignty.

United States: Beyond AGOA
The African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA) has
been the cornerstone of the United States–Africa
trading relationship since 2000, and forms an important
component of US development policy towards Africa.
The legislation provides significantly enhanced market
access to the United States for qualifying Sub-Saharan
African countries and has been especially valuable
in promoting African textile and apparel exports.
Several AGOA beneficiaries, including Kenya, Lesotho,
Madagascar, Swaziland, Ghana, Ethiopia, and Mauritius,
have achieved some export diversification through
textiles and apparel.
Beyond such notable success stories, AGOA is
generally considered to have fallen short of achieving
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its transformation potential. Included within AGOA
preferences are oil, gas and petroleum exports, which
still account for the majority of AGOA exports (Figure
9.2). Over 2001–15, the value of AGOA exports was
largely determined by the impact of the commodities
super cycle on oil, gas and petroleum exports. In
2015, 55 per cent of US imports from Africa were oil or
energy-related products, and since AGOA’s inception,
petroleum products have averaged around 80 per cent
of exports. While AGOA has facilitated the production
and export of certain processed and manufactured
products to the United States, this has yet to lead to any
fundamental change in the structure of African exports
to that market.
In 2015, AGOA was renewed for another 10 years
with new provisions, such as an emphasis on National
Utilization Strategies, which are designed to ensure that
African countries are better prepared to take advantage
of AGOA opportunities.
The Beyond AGOA report, released by the US Trade
Representative in September 2016, lays out US
intentions for the future of AGOA beyond this 10-year
renewal. It argues that provision of unilateral preferences
for Africa is untenable while Africa negotiates reciprocal
agreements with other regions and countries, and while

other providers of non-reciprocal preferences to Africa,
such as the EU, move towards reciprocal arrangements.
Beyond AGOA frequently alludes to the increasing
commercial and domestic pressure in the United States
for reciprocal arrangements with Africa. It also presents
Africa’s rising economic significance, in terms of
development improvements and increasing economic
size, suggesting that with these opportunities American
businesses could be “left out” in the competition with
other trading partners with which Africa is developing
reciprocal agreements. Chief among this competitive
scramble is the EU with its EPAs, and China, which is
frequently mentioned in the Report. China does not yet
have serious reciprocal agreements under negotiation
in Africa, but it overtook the United States in 2004 as
the second-biggest supplier of Africa’s imports (after
the EU) and in 2012 as the second-biggest destination
for African exports (again after the EU).
The Report hints heavily at a multilayered approach
to engaging different African countries based on their
divergent characteristics and appetites, such as levels
of development, wealth and readiness for expanded
trade engagements. This suggests an approach of
pre-selecting “can-do” countries as regional leaders for
individual free trade areas, after which other countries
can be folded into these agreements when ready.

Figure 9.2

Exports to the United States by category for AGOA-qualifying countries
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should instead press for a comprehensive continental
agreement with the United States that is supportive of
the CFTA.

This presents a serious challenge to African regional
integration, with the risk of fragmenting, rather than
consolidating, African integration—despite “African
regional integration” being stated as one of the three
underlying principles of any new United States–Africa
trade framework and the Report also identifying “small
fragmented markets” as among Africa’s key challenges
to its competitiveness.

Implications
African trade policy makers should be aware that such
a US approach to individual “can-do” FTA countries
may again be the desire of the United States and
would present a major critical juncture against African
continental integration. This is all the more reason to
ensure the conclusion and implementation of the CFTA
before 2025, so that African countries are prepared
to address the United States as a single, cohesive and
stronger entity, and individual FTAs do not pick apart
the African regional integration agenda. The window of
opportunity to secure the CFTA is now open—but will
not remain so indefinitely.

The Report ostensibly draws lessons from the EPAs,
suggesting that the failure of EPA negotiations is due to
regional approaches that draw in too many countries of
divergent characteristics and interests. Ironically, then,
the one concluded EPA (with SADC) is actually with
the continent’s most divergent countries, because it
includes South Africa, Africa’s most advanced economy.
The United States is likely drawing lessons instead from
its experiences in Latin America and the failure of the
FTAA (see Chapter 3), in which a one-size fits all trade
agreement with no flexibilities for its less developed
members was ultimately rejected by the 34 countries
of the Americas. However, there is caution for Africa
from the FTAA experience also. It resulted in the
fragmentation of regional integration in Latin America
(see Box 3.1 and associated text).

Rise of emerging market economies:
Brazil, China, India and Turkey
The rise of emerging market trade with Africa—we focus
here on Brazil, China, India and Turkey—is momentous.
Rank of Africa’s export partners by value and Figure 9.3
show the rising importance of these countries in Africa’s
trade over the 15 years 2000–14. While the EU, Africa’s
most important trading partner in terms of value, has
remained Africa’s number one export destination,
the United States, traditionally Africa’s second-most

When considering its options beyond AGOA, Africa
should remain cautious of such fragmentation and
Figure 9.3
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Figure 9.4

Rank of Africa’s import partners by value
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Source: ECA calculations using CEPII-BACI trade dataset.

important destination, was overtaken by China in
2012 and India in 2014. Japan, which was Africa’s thirdmost important export destination in 2000, has been
superseded not only by China and India, but also Brazil,
South Africa and Switzerland (to which the value of gold
exports has risen substantially) (Rank of Africa’s export
partners by value). Turkey, which was Africa’s eighth
most important export destination in 2000, rose to
seventh in 2003–05, before falling behind Switzerland
and the Republic of Korea to 10th place by 2014.
The story of Africa’s most important import partners
bears similarities (Figure 9.4). While the EU remains the
most important source of Africa’s imports, the United
States was moved out of second place by China in 2005
and South Africa in 2012, before recovering to third
above South Africa in 2013. South Africa fell one place,
from third to fourth, as a result of China. India, which
was Africa’s eighth most important source of imports in
2000, climbed above Japan, the Republic of Korea, and
Saudi Arabia to fifth place in 2014, while Japan fell from
fifth to ninth. Also notable is the increasing importance
of Turkey, from 14th position in 2000 to 10th in 2014,
and Russia from 12th to eighth. Brazil comes 12th, after
Nigeria in 11th, after being pushed down by Russia and
Turkey.
The cumulative impact of the rise of emerging market
economies has been an increase in Africa’s exports to
these markets from $18 billion to $130 billion over
2000–14, for an increase in the share of Africa’s exports
from 9 per cent to 15 per cent (Evolution of African
exports and imports). Similarly, imports have risen
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from $13 billion to $145 billion over the same period—
equivalent to an increase in the share of Africa’s imports
from 8 per cent to 25 per cent.
This dramatic shift in the pattern of Africa’s imports
and exports reduces Africa’s dependence on traditional
trading markets such as the EU. The critical juncture
posed by this better enables African countries to pursue
alternative trade policy objectives that might otherwise
be required. For instance, less reliant on the EU, African
countries are better able to delay and turn down
proposed EPAs.
The composition of Africa’s trade with emerging markets
is also important. As Africa’s extractive industry exports
and world commodity prices shows, the bulk of Africa’s
impressive almost three-fold increase in exports, from
$194 billion in 2000 to $544 billion in 2014, is largely
due to the expansion of extractive exports and the
commodity price boom.5
A key driver of this trend has been the growth of
extractive exports to emerging market economies,
which accounted for 37 per cent of Africa’s growth in
extractive exports over this period (Composition of
extractive industry exports to destination markets).
By 2014, 88 per cent of products imported by China,
India, Brazil and Turkey from Africa were extractive
industry exports. In contrast, the impressive growth in
intra-African exports has comprised a far larger share of
non-extractive exports. Intra-African trade accounted
for 32 per cent of Africa’s total growth in non-extractive
industry exports over 2000–14.

Figure 9.5

Evolution of African exports and imports
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Figure 9.6

Africa’s extractive industry exports and world commodity prices
b) Extractive industry commodity prices
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Drilling down into these non-extractive exports, we see
that intra-African trade experienced rapid growth in
most categories of non-traditional exports, and notably
more than other markets for consumer goods, capital
goods, transport equipment, processed industrial

supplies and processed food and beverages (Share
of Africa’s export growth in non-extractive export
categories, by destination market), demonstrating the
considerable importance of the intra-African market in
boosting Africa’s value-added industrial exports.
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Figure 9.7

Composition of extractive industry exports to destination markets
a) African exports to EME ($)

b) African exports in intra-African trade ($)
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Table 9.2

Share of Africa’s export growth in non-extractive export categories, by destination market
Export category

Food and beverages
Industrial supplies

Primary

EMEs

Intra-Africa
18

Developed
markets
31

Other developing
markets
36

14

Processed

3

51

30

15

Primary

43

15

6

36

Processed

15

44

27

13

Capital goods

3

57

28

12

Transport equipment

5

45

45

6

Consumer goods

5

46

30

19

Note: Values compare the export growth between three-year averages of 1998/2000 and 2012/14, and calculate the proportion of export growth attributable to
, where i is the export category, j is the buying market,
each market such that
and t is the period. Exp is the value of exports of category i to market j while Total is the total value of exports from Africa of product j.
Source: CEPII’s BACI dataset.
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Implications
The dramatic rise in trade between Africa and emerging
market economies reduces Africa’s dependency on
traditional EU trading partners, potentially giving
the continent greater independence and flexibility
in pursuing its trade objectives. However, Africa’s
exports to emerging markets have been concentrated
in extractive industry exports, including products such
as petroleum oils, gold and precious metals, and other
metals and minerals. Current trade flows are unlikely to
prove a panacea for African industrialization.

Intra-African exports, in contrast, tend to comprise an
especially large share of industrial and value-added
products that can be better used to support African
industrialization. Moreover, the African market is
expected to expand faster than any region in the world.
African population growth is set to account for more
than half the world’s total by 2050 (UNDESA, 2015).
Most African countries will more than double their
populations in this period, and by the end, one in four
people in the world will be African.
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Endnotes
1
ECA modelling shows that effective and timely
implementation of the CFTA would offset the negative
outcomes of the three MRTAs on Africa. Instead of
reducing them, Africa’s total exports would increase
by $27.5 billion. Intra-African trade would expand by
$40.6 billion and the majority of this increase would be
in industrial products such as electronics; machinery
and transport equipment; chemical, textile and metal
products; and processed food. This would help to
support industrialization and structural transformation
(Mevel and Mathieu, 2016).
2
Possible examples are fertilizers, machines, spare
parts and packaged materials.
3
See, for example, the proposed WTO rules in the
US paper (JOB/GC/94).
4
JOB/SERV/239/Rev.1 31 October 2016 Australia et
al. “Domestic Regulation – Administration of Measures.”
5
Extractive exports here include petroleum oils
(SITC 33), gas (SITC 34), non-ferrous metals (SITC 68),
metalliferous ores and metal scrap (SITC 28), crude
fertilizers and minerals (SITC 27), coal, coke and
briquettes (SITC 32), and the remaining precious metals
in HS 71, uranium (HS 2844), and the basic iron products
of HS7201–HS7206.
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151. Paris: OECD.
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Chapter 10

Phase 2 Negotiations—Competition,
Intellectual Property Rights and
E-commerce
The scope of the Continental Free Trade Area (CFTA)
includes disciplines on competition policy and
intellectual property rights. Negotiations on these
two areas are expected to be launched after the
conclusion of the negotiations on goods and services.
These disciplines are not usually included in a classic
free trade agreement but would create a level playing
field for all economic operators and facilitate policy
convergence through common regimes in areas that
affect liberalization of goods and services.
This chapter outlines the main issues that negotiators
will face during phase 2 of the CFTA negotiations:
that of competition policy and intellectual property
rights. It also recommends phase 2 negotiations on
e-commerce and the digital economy, for the CFTA
to provide a platform to harmonize an African digital
industrialization strategy.

Competition
In a free market, business should play a competitive
game, and consumers should be the ultimate
beneficiaries. Competition and consumer protection
laws and policies therefore should promote
competition, protect consumers’ rights, make markets
work better (including through the participation of
informed consumers), improve efficiency in individual
markets and enhance competition among businesses in
any sector. Competition puts businesses under constant
pressure to offer the best possible range of goods
and services at the best possible prices. Consumer
protection provides information and rights awareness
to consumers, enforces rules against unfair and
misleading commercial practices, promotes product
safety and integrates consumers’ interests across
all economic sectors. It aims to balance the existing
asymmetry between traders and consumers.

Dealing with anti-competitive practices in
Africa
Developing countries have been one of the groups most
affected by anti-competitive practices. For instance,
data published in 2004 by the American Bar Association
indicated that the total value of the potentially “cartelaffected” imports to developing countries was $51.1
billion, largely because developing countries account
for a large proportion of consumers of products from
international cartels. It affects them as producers as
well; for example, by limiting access to technology, thus
raising barriers to entry.
One example is the $200 million damage to vitamin
consumers in six developing countries (India, Kenya,
Pakistan, South Africa, Tanzania and Zambia) as
documented by the Consumer Unity and Trust Society
in 2003. While the cost and the harm of the anticompetitive practices are well known, it is surprisingly
that there has been relatively little response by
developing country governments or developing
country consumers to these cartels.
In another example, a study by the University of
Johannesburg in 20121 found that in Kwa Zulu Natal
(South Africa), a cartel mark-up on the price of building
materials was estimated at 51–57 per cent. Another
study, under the auspices of UN Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD) Research Platform,2 presented
data from selected developing countries whereby 249
major “hard-core” cartels were prosecuted in more than
20 developing countries from 1995 to 2013. An original
and relatively simple methodology has been developed
to estimate cartels’ economic harm, in price overcharges
and consumers’ welfare losses (Box 10.1).
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Much has taken place on the African continent to
address these challenges, including laws, regulations
and institutions. Côte d’Ivoire, Egypt, Gambia, Kenya,
Malawi, Namibia, South Africa, Tanzania, Tunisia
and Zambia have all enacted laws. However, other
countries do not have legislation in place (including the
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Ghana and Nigeria).
Moreover, a lack of implementation and enforcement of
such laws presents a barrier for addressing competition
at the continental level. The CFTA should design
competition arrangements for a diversity of countries
with varying institutional capacities for competition
issues.

A regional approach is needed to deal
with cartels, mergers and acquisitions and
abuse
African competition authorities are increasingly dealing
with anti-competitive practices that have a regional
dimension, including cartels and abuse-of-dominance
cases. A study by the African Competition Forum on
Cement (covering Botswana, Kenya, Namibia, South
Africa, Tanzania and Zambia) found anti-competitive
practices in the cement sector. Cement is one product
where a whole region can be cartelized, providing
a powerful case study of how collusion can operate
regionally. A bread cartel,3 which was addressed in 2005
in South Africa, raised the price of bread in two other
SACU countries (Lesotho and Swaziland).
These examples reveal the importance of regional
integration in dealing with cross-border anticompetitive practices. Without safeguards to deal with
anti-competitive practices, businesses and dominant
firms—domestic (and especially) foreign—can abuse
their market position. The abuse may take different
forms, including predatory behaviour (eliminating local
competition), price-fixing cartels and other marketsharing agreements. Such anti-competitive practices
reduce choice, increase prices and thus deny consumers
and other excluded producers the benefits of trade
liberalization.
In the CFTA, member states have widely divergent
territories, firm types, sizes and development
levels. Dominance is therefore likely to be an issue
in the continental market. At issue is that national
competition laws operate on a “territorial” basis: They
address the anti-competitive practices by foreign actors
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in their domestic market, but they do not address
domestic actors using restrictive practices in other
territories. Sectors where anti-competitive practices are
suspected include agriculture (specifically fertilizers),
communications (possible price fixing for telecoms), air
transport, energy, retail and road freight.
The CFTA can draw on the experiences of a few
regional economic communities (RECs): the East
African Community (EAC) established a community
Competition Act; the Southern African Development
Community (SADC) Treaty prescribes an enforcement
cooperation network; and the SACU Treaty advocates
for cooperation in competition law and policy
enforcement.

Resolving overlapping frameworks and
harmonizing legal systems
In EAC, the newly established Competition Authority
will have to evaluate what mechanisms can be used
to implement its EAC Competition Act, given that
only Kenya and Tanzania have operational national
competition authorities. Burundi and Rwanda are at
advanced stages of establishing national competition
authorities, and Uganda is in the process of enacting
a new competition law. The CFTA must decide at the
continental level how to implement competition
arrangements when countries are diverse in their
competition institutions. Also diverse are Africa’s
various legal systems, notably on interpretation and
harmonization, in order to put in place cooperation
systems that “speak” to each other.
An article in the African Law and Business Journal,4
which addressed the EAC Competition Authority, urged
Burundi, Rwanda and Uganda to enact or implement
competition laws. The article referred to the future
interplay between EAC and the Common Market for
Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA) regarding the
overlapping memberships of some countries and the
lack of laws in others, plus how to deal with current
cross-border anti-competitive practices.
COMESA has been active in dealing with cross-border
mergers.5 One benefit of having an institution like
COMESA is that it closes the gap of absent extraterritorial application of national competition laws by
addressing concerns spanning jurisdictions. Another
is that it reduces the regulatory burden of merger

notification for cases with a regional dimension, saving
time and money. COMESA also promotes a sense of
certainty and predictability because it removes the
possibility of different outcomes and timings. A similar
system should be designed for the CFTA.

•

Secure the cooperation of the member states, their
enforcement agencies, adjudicative bodies and the
mirroring agencies at the regional level.

•

Rationalize key issues of public international law,
regional law and domestic law that may affect
the legality of a CFTA competition framework that
can be effectively ratified or incorporated in each
member state. These could include the competitionand consumer protection–related rules under World
Trade Organization (WTO) law and the bilateral
trade and investment agreements that member
states are already party to.

•

Take into account existing ad hoc networks, such
as the African Competition Forum (ACF), and
examine its recent role in technical cooperation
on competition law and enforcement, analysis,
awareness raising and capacity building. ACF has
34 members, including 30 national competition
agencies and four regional agencies. The ACF
could be a good foundation to gauge which
system—a cooperation network or a supra-national
institution—would be most appropriate for the
CFTA.

•

Give attention to consumer protection issues,
including how to distinguish them from competition
issues and how to deal with diversity in legislative
and institutional arrangements.

Continental competition framework to
support the CFTA
To implement any decision for developing competition
law and policy in the CFTA negotiations, it will be
necessary to design an effective competition framework.
Existing competition policy and legislation at national
and regional levels must be taken into account (for
example, COMESA and EAC, the SADC competition
enforcement cooperation arrangement and a SACU
arrangement in draft stage). These can form a useful
starting point for the various approaches in each region,
as well as a reflection on practice for the CFTA.
There are some areas that the existing RECs do not deal
with, such as rules governing private restraint on trade.
The CFTA has the opportunity to close such gaps and
strengthen existing competition law domestically and
regionally; to build enforceable rules or secure member
states’ consensus to fix the gaps in the legislative and
enforcement framework; and to allow for countries
with no competition laws to enact some legislation in
conformity with the agreed approach.
The following are the immediate priorities for CFTA
member states:
•

Agree on a common objective that the CFTA
competition framework seeks to achieve.

•

Identify and understand the provisions of the
present competition laws, identify gaps in each of
them and rationalize all systems in the framework
of the CFTA competition law.

•

Establish other parameters/areas of law that need
to underpin the CFTA competition framework
and formulate the key features of those laws,
synchronizing them with the preferred approach
that allows for seamless implementation. These
may include rules on consumer protection, standard
setting and customs law implementation, state aid
and subsidies, procurement laws, adjudication and
dispute resolution systems and rules.

Proposal for a CFTA Enforcement
Cooperation Protocol on Competition Law
and Policy
A draft protocol should be developed after a careful
analysis of every member state. It is recommended
that such a protocol be enforced through a
cooperation network (similar to the European Union
[EU] Competition Network) operated by the CFTA
Secretariat. Alternatively, member states could
establish a supranational competition institution
covering the work being done at regional and national
levels. This second option would be more challenging
to coordinate with existing frameworks, including the
new ones. It would also be more costly.
A draft protocol on consumer protection is also needed.
In line with the revision of the United Nations Guidelines
on Consumer Protection in 2015,6 to include electronic
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commerce and financial services, attention needs to be
accorded to consumer protection issues. There is a need
for in-depth analysis on consumer protection to design
the appropriate instrument for the CFTA.

Intellectual property rights and
innovation7
The CFTA provides Africa with an opportunity to
progress along a new path for knowledge governance.8
Such governance includes intellectual property (IP),
and encompasses the range of formal or informal, legal,
economic, social, cultural, political and technological
structures that determine who can appropriate or
access knowledge, and how (Open AIR, 2016). In
the process, Africa can redefine the agenda for the
negotiation of IP issues in trade agreements affecting
the global North and South. To do so, African countries
must first address their own fundamental priorities for
IP, given the collaborative dynamics of innovation on
the continent (de Beer et al., 2014).
The CFTA can provide a framework to address IP rights;
there is, however, a backlash against the inclusion of IP
in free trade agreements.

Intellectual property in trade agreements:
Cautionary tales
Procedural and substantive failures around IP
issues have contributed to a backlash against trade
agreements. Concerns initially arose during the
negotiation of the WTO’s Agreement on Trade-related
Aspects of Intellectual Property (TRIPS), which heavily
favoured the interests of the most developed countries.
IP issues were also among those that fostered aversion
to the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), especially those
relating to digital and cultural policies and medicinal
patents (Geist, 2016; Balsilie, 2016; IMF, 2016; Mui,
2017).
Agreements focused solely on IP issues have had
an equally poor fate. The most notable misstep was
when a group of countries tried to promote an illadvised IP policy through an undemocratic process—
which resulted in the Anti-Counterfeiting and Trade
Agreement (ACTA). While Morocco was the only African
country among the strange bedfellows involved in
the ACTA,9 its experience should be a warning for the
rest of the continent. The procedural and substantive
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problems with ACTA have been well documented in
dozens of working papers,10 a special journal issue,11
and even a book (Roffe and Seuba, 2015). It has been
called a “lesson in how not to negotiate an agreement
on international cooperation in law enforcement”
(Weatherall, 2011).
In each of these contexts, protectionist sentiments
emerged to preserve national sovereignty
over knowledge governance, put limits on the
commodification of information, and safeguard the
public domain. There is a common theme: Since the
negotiation of TRIPS in the 1990s, countries at all stages
of development, aided by an engaged civil society, have
become more astute on IP issues. They have refused to
stand idly by as inequitable IP provisions are folded into
international trade agreements. It is clear to negotiators
what will not work; what is not clear is how to update
the previous century’s outdated IP templates.
Closer to home, EAC’s experience with anticounterfeiting policy and regulation also raises a red
flag. EAC prepared a draft policy on anti-counterfeiting,
anti-piracy and other intellectual property rights
violations and the EAC Anti-Counterfeit Bill, neither
of which have been adopted (Ncube, 2016). The main
criticism was that they espoused TRIPS-plus provisions,
which were totally inappropriate for EAC’s leastdeveloped country (LDC) member states.12 (The Kenyan
High Court’s struck down equivalent provisions in the
Kenyan Anti-Counterfeit Act.)13 EAC’s mistake was to
underestimate the complexity of IP issues, which led to
inappropriate reliance on the rhetoric of lobbyists and
inadequate consultation with local experts and civil
society.
Despite the withdrawl of the US from the TPP and
the demise of ACTA and similarly flawed agreements,
regional trade integration involving IP remains
possible. Canada and the EU overcame difficult odds
to salvage the Comprehensive Economic and Trade
Agreement (CETA).14 Negotiations towards a Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership between
Australia, China, India, Japan, New Zealand, Republic
of Korea and 10 ASEAN countries are ongoing.15 And
prospects for pan-African economic integration are
good.
However, lessons must be learned from the experience
of initiatives that failed: More must be done to ensure

that negotiations are inclusive and consultative; that
they regard implications for personal freedom of
expression and privacy; and that they are respected
as consistent with democratic legitimacy and
development aspirations.

Africa’s fragmented IP frameworks
As detailed in ARIA VII, Africa’s IP regulatory framework
is fragmented. An agreement regarding IP in the CFTA
would need to overcome challenges on three levels:
multiple subregional IP organizations, the proliferation
of IP matters in RECs, and misalignment with the
continent’s overall development agenda.

Subregional IP organizations
The first challenge is that two subregional IP
organizations exist: the African Regional Intellectual
Property Organization (ARIPO) and the Organisation
Africaine de la Propriété Intellectuelle (OAPI). And
several African Union (AU) members do not belong to
either of these two organizations, including regional
powerhouses Egypt, Nigeria and South Africa.
Language is one issue dividing ARIPO and OAPI, with
the former operating mostly in English-speaking
countries, and the latter in French-speaking countries.
Structural differences also exist. ARIPO member states
have different IP frameworks, while OAPI member states
subscribe to a unified IP legal system. ARIA VII identified
the challenges of this prevailing model of two regional
IP organizations that are independent from RECs and
disengaged from the regional integration agenda.16
The following are four difficulties that flow from this
bimodal issue:17
•

Policy and institutional incoherence.

•

Focus on the grant of patent rights at the exclusion
of giving significant guidance on the exercise of
those rights.18

•

Harmonization efforts sometimes reducing the
policy space available to member states.

•

Lack of an IP cooperation framework for negotiating
bilateral trade and investment agreements leading
to the further degradation of policy space when
Member States sign such agreements.

Negotiations surrounding Pan African Intellectual
Property Organisation (PAIPO), conducted under the
auspices of the AU, may help to address some of these
difficulties, but a guiding framework will be necessary
for any new organization. OAPI and ARIPO have recently
concluded a third cooperation agreement with the
intention to more closely align their work in 2017–21.19
Previous agreements were signed in 1996 and 2005.

Regional economic communities
The second challenge is that there are multiple IPrelated initiatives being led, or planned, by the RECs
that do not include existing or proposed regional IP
organizations. At least eight RECs have, to some extent,
sought to address IP matters.
REC initiatives are necessary because of the
independent disengagement of ARIPO and OAPI from
regional integration efforts. One such REC initiative is
the IP Agenda of the Tripartite Free Trade Area (TFTA).
In 2016, to become more engaged in this area, ARIPO
signed a memorandum of agreement with COMESA for
COMESA’s IP unit and programme to work closely with
ARIPO.20 This arrangement has implications because it
indirectly feeds into the TFTA and ultimately the CFTA.

Misalignment with the continental agenda
The third challenge is the misalignment between the
CFTA, PAIPO and Agenda 2063. The AU’s adoption of
Agenda 2063 includes the following aspiration: “An
integrated continent, politically united, based on
the ideals of Pan Africanism and the vision of Africa’s
Renaissance.”
The Agenda 2063: First Ten-Year Implementation Plan
2014-202321 sets out implementation goals for the
CFTA and PAIPO. The creation of the African Economic
Community (AEC) and PAIPO are prioritized under the
framework and Institutions for a United Africa.22
Alignment would secure the ultimate goal of protecting
existing policy spaces from erosion by trade agreements;
the national efforts to craft appropriate IP legislative and
policy frameworks; and the management of regional
cooperation.
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Innovation in Africa is different: An IP
Framework must reflect that
The innovation requirements of Africa differ
fundamentally from those elsewhere in the world.
Studies of African innovation have taught us that
it occurs mainly in the informal sector and is not
heavily reliant on conventional means of knowledge
governance and appropriation (Kraemer-Mbula and
Wunsch-Vincent, 2016; de Beer et al., 2013).
Even if formal IP protections were appropriate in such
contexts, which they are not, research shows that such
formal protection “cannot exist in the absence of strong
institutions, including not just IP offices that register,
disclose and education, but also a culture of respect
and enforcement of IP rights” (de Beer et al., 2013). Such
respect is impossible to build as long as the substantive
provisions of IP law are far removed from the realities of
everyday life in Africa.
For example, in an eight-country comparative study
of copyright’s impact on the access to education
in Africa, researchers concluded that the challenge
with copyright is not lack of legal protection, nor
that countries’ copyright laws do not comply with
international standards. Rather it is the “lack of

awareness, enforcement and exploitation of copyright.”
The study further concluded that even where there is
awareness of copyright principles, people are unwilling
to comply with principles that do not reflect their socioeconomic reality (Armstrong, 2010). These observations
must guide the procedural and substantive content of
the CFTA IP framework.

A CFTA framework for solving IP issues
A CFTA IP agreement would primarily be an internal
intra-African initiative in that it would serve as a binding
statement of the signatory countries’ position on IP
matters. It would also serve as an important external
guide for these countries when they negotiate free
trade agreements (FTAs) with countries beyond the
continent. In other words, these internal issues would
guide signatory member states in their trade agreement
negotiations with other countries or regional groupings.
Substantively, a CFTA IP agreement should emphasize
flexibility, the importance of a transition period, and
the preservation of policy space to create limitations
and exceptions that suit countries at various stages of
economic development.
Such an agreement should also recognize the particular
IP challenges and opportunities of the African continent.

Box 10.1

Innovation in Nollywood
The Nigerian movie industry, also known as Nollywood, offers an excellent example of phenomenal growth not
because of IP, but despite IP. The lax intellectual property regime in the industry has given rise to creative patterns
of engagement between the industry and actors in the informal movie distribution networks in Nigeria. A formal
approach to intellectual property would alienate and isolate members of such informal networks and criminalize
them.
The industry instead continues to develop creative ways of leveraging the partnership and contractual potential
of these informal distributors who are now critical stakeholders in the Nollywood value chain. Some members
of the industry recognize that while intellectual property may be desirable, unbalanced implementation of IP
policies often privileges few in the industry. It also comes at the expense of the cultural contexts that favour
collaborative creativity and the enduring desires of individual artists and creators for exposure. The industry
recognizes that such exposure holds greater opportunities and potential for creators.
Gradually, Nollywood continues to evolve, calling attention to the need for pragmatism and sensitivity in the
making of intellectual property policy. Typical, formal IP regimes would be ill suited to this environment.
There are similar patterns with musicians in Egypt (Rizk, 2014). Africa’s vibrant cultural industries provide an
opportunity to explore how best to tailor intellectual property in the context of authentic African innovation
and creativity. Piracy in emerging economies, including in Africa, is more a market failure than an IP problem
(Karaganis, 2011).
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A made-in-Africa approach to the agreement is possible
because the negotiating parties have common Afrocentric values and priorities and are confronted by the
same IP-related issues. The following two subsections
provide suggestions for the appropriate principles to be
included in the CFTA framework agreement on IP.

Procedural principles
Cognizant of the mistakes made with IP issues in other
bilateral, plurilateral or multilateral trade agreements
and treaties, a CFTA framework agreement on IP must
be negotiated with a regard for democratic legitimacy.
The root causes of illegitimacy include:
•

The secrecy in which the negotiations were
conducted and the associated lack of transparency
of these negotiations.

•

The lack of inclusive consultations with all relevant
stakeholders—instead,
negotiating
parties
appeared to follow a selective consultation process
that typically excluded civil society.

•

Negotiations taking place outside international
bodies such as the World Intellectual Property
Organization and WTO that have rules for public
engagement and the sharing of information.

•

Ignoring, concealing or downplaying the
implications for personal freedoms, such as freedom
of expression and privacy.

•

Rushed processes that appear to propose simplistic
solutions to complex problems

In 2012, similar procedural concerns were raised in
Africa regarding the draft PAIPO statute. African IP
experts then argued that “[t]he draft PAIPO statute is
the result of a non-transparent process without open
consultations with relevant stakeholders including civil
society. No drafts of the statute have previously been
issued let alone publicly discussed.”23 This (traditional)
approach needs to be replaced by a more open, holistic
and transparent process that includes all relevant
stakeholders.
Thus in response to changed dynamics and heightened
public expectations in the area of international law
and policy making—and to minimize the risk of public
push-back and failure—the CFTA negotiations must

ensure fair, balanced and widely supported policy
through democratic, open, transparent, inclusive
and diligent processes. These include wide public
consultations and debates. The processes and methods
followed by international organizations, such as the
World Intellectual Property Organization, and national
lawmakers involve public access to draft documents
as well as public hearings; these processes should be
followed.

Substantive principles
The substantive issues that should be covered in
an appropriate IP framework for Africa include the
following.
Copyright. To encourage innovation and creativity,
domestic frameworks should be established that are
balanced, sound, coherent, practically relevant, context
appropriate and responsive to digital technologies. This
requires appropriate provisions pertaining to the scope
of protection, including exceptions and limitations, and
the terms of protection. With regard to exceptions and
limitations, the inclusion of express provisions (these
would cater to diabled persons; temporary copies;
parallel importation; orphan works and text; and data
mining) is imperative.
Patents. The agreement should not simply seek to
secure the grant of patents for the sake of improving
Africa’s position in ranking systems. The continent
needs better patents that are granted according to
patent law that adequately address access to, for
example, the need for medicines. This will require a
more robust approach to using existing flexibilities and
more aggressively leveraging policy space. (As noted,
some of the RECs have provided leadership on this.) The
CFTA Agreement ought to consolidate these efforts by
incorporating them, instead of reinventing policies andr
guidelines. National patent laws require substantive
examination, and patent office capacity and processes
need to be strengthened so that such examination is
credible and effective.
Trademarks. Less conventional trademark-based
strategies, such as communal trademarks, are better
suited to translate the development vision of African
producers into marketable inventions, because they
combine elements of external protection with those
of internal openness, inclusion and collaboration
appropriate to the local conditions. However, such
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strategies are currently under-used in Africa; there is
no domestic framework to aid their use and protection
is lacking, and legal frameworks are tailored for the
protection of conventional trademarks. The CFTA
negotiations afford a platform to promote IP policies
tailored to achieving some form of sui generis
framework for the protection of the less conventional
trademarks at the national level.
Traditional knowledge. In terms of IP and trade
policy, traditional knowledge remains a key strength
for Africa. It finds expression in major areas innovation
and knowledge, including in medicine, agriculture,
biotechnology and food. Not only has the continent
been forceful at the global stage to galvanize support
for global protection of traditional knowledge, there
are also initiatives aimed at regional harmonization.
The call is for negotiators to recognize the positions
and policy statements in these protocols and guidelines
when crafting an IP policy for the CFTA.
Competition. Competition policy and law can
complement IP and trade rules to increase access to and
reduction in the price of IP rights–protected knowledge
and technology, if properly used. To be effective, IP
rules and competition principles must be balanced. For
this purpose, the provisions in the TRIPS Agreement
(identified above) are indispensable and should be
considered in the CFTA negotiations. The complex
issue of the intersection between IP rights and human
rights, which formed a challenge for some international
trade agreements, should not be ignored in the CFTA
negotiations. Key international human rights treaties
contain provisions with links to IP rights. The focus of
the CFTA negotiations should be how best to integrate
human rights issues with IP law and policy, especially
regarding questions of access to educational materials
and health care in Africa. The CFTA negotiations should
consider exploring the stipulations of maximum instead
of minimum standards in the area of user-focused
flexibilities, such as exceptions and limitations.

E-commerce
The global economy is experiencing rapid digitization,
including shifts in traditional economic sectors and
the emergence of new digital products and services. In
Africa, e-commerce is expected to grow at 40 per cent
annually over the next decade (KPMG, 2013). New
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business models will continue to appear (Box 10.3),
altering Africa’s trade and industrialization pathway.
The raw material underpinning the digital economy is
data. Data enables new business models to dominate
markets through personally targeted advertisements
across areas including logistics, agriculture, health,
education and energy usage. As with all resources, there
are considerable governance, political and security
implications arising over its ownership and usage.
The growing size of the digital economy and the control
of data has attracted proposals for international rules
at the WTO. These would include measures to liberalize
cross-border data flows and an open Internet, and to
prohibit digital customs duties, data localization rules,
local content requirements, and source code disclosure
rules. They would also amount to TRIPS-Plus protections
for certain parts of digital intellectual property. These
rules could constrain the policy space that Africa needs
to implement its own digital industrialization plans to
harness the growing digital economy.
African countries face a digital divide with developed
countries. Africa is the only region where mobile
broadband penetration remains below 20 per cent, it
has the fewest fixed-broadband subscriptions, at less
than 1 per cent, and it faces among the highest prices
for fixed broadband plans (many of which also have
the slowest speeds) (ECA and South Centre, 2017).
Africa also faces difficulties with international banking
transactions as its domestic banks are not well linked
to international banks; African small and medium-sized
enterprises struggle to list on international e-market
places or platforms; and delivery is constrained by poor
transport infrastructure (ECA and South Centre, 2017).
Features of the digital economy, such as network effects,
also foster the concentration of very large companies.
This creates scope for anti-competitive practices,
such as predatory pricing, which could challenge the
development of domestic digital companies in African
markets.
Another challenge accompanying the growth of the
digital economy is the rise of automation. This runs the
risk that tasks previously undertaken by manufacturers
in developing countries will instead be automated
in developed countries. A popular example is the
case of Adidas relocating some of its manufacturing

Box 10.2

New business models of the digital economy
Goods delivery by drones
Physical goods can be delivered easily and cheaply: small packages sent to your door-step for example, using
drone technology (for instance, Zipline deliver medical supplies to remote patients in Rwanda by drone).
“Uberization” of services delivery
An app links a supplier with a consumer via a platform. The app provider may be based in one country, the supplier
in another and the consumer in a third. We see this in transport, accommodation and food. It could also take place
in health, professional services and financial services.
“Servicification” of goods and services
General Electric no longer sells individual radiological equipment to hospitals; radiological equipment now has
remote-monitoring capabilities that allow the firm to monitor and operate them.24
Rather than sell air conditioners to homes, companies will increasingly provide the service of “chilled air.” Smart air
conditioners will readjust temperatures according to the weather outside, and to the consumer’s Google calendar
(to switch on or off at appropriate times).
Data—the raw material of the digital economy
The digital economy will be run by data analytics. Those having access to this data will own the market, as
advertising and supply of goods and services will be provided to consumers in real time. Advertising is adjusted
to the target client,25 even prices can be adjusted according to the client’s profile (that the data analytics have
pulled together).
Source: ECA and South Centre (2017).

processes back to Germany to produce shoes with
robots and 3D printers rather than with Asian labour
(The Economist, 2017). Such new business models
have clear implications for traditional manufacturingbased, export-oriented industrialization strategies.
The evolution of such businesses models will affect the
position at which developing countries can enter global
value chains.
African industrialization will therefore require a
rethinking of the continent’s digital economy and
the role of African data. An African digital industrial
strategy is recommended to strategically address the
opportunities and disruptive challenges offered by the
digital economy. An active digital industrial strategy
can include market creation for domestic firms, joint
public–private ventures, government-engineered

venture capital markets, support for tech incubators
and improved digital education.
It will be important to consider what kind of regional
strategy can be put in place to process and gain value
from Africa’s own data (ECA and South Centre, 2017), to
ensure that the small and fragmented African market
does not prohibit Africa’s successful start-ups from
scaling up to competitive sizes. Here the CFTA can
provide a platform for consolidating e-commerce rules
and regulations, and establish an integrated market
for Africa’s own digital businesses. The rise of the
digital economy will pose many challenges for African
countries on the back of the digital divide, but with the
right policies, it could be an opportunity to leap-frog
development.
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